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Objectives: To describe and explore current practice, 
methods and experience of communicating carrier 
status information following newborn screening for 
cystic fibrosis (CF) and sickle cell (SC) disorders, to 
inform practice and further research.
Design: Three linked qualitative studies.
Setting: All nine health regions in England.
Participants: Child health screening co-ordinators 
in all English health regions, health professionals 
communicating results to parents and parents of 
newborn carriers.
Methods: A preliminary phase of semi-structured 
telephone interviews with child health screening 
co-ordinators in all nine English health regions, and 
thematic analysis of data; semi-structured face-to-
face interviews with purposeful samples of 67 family 
members of 51 infants identified by universal newborn 
screening as carriers of CF or SC with data analysis by 
constant comparison; and semi-structured telephone 
interviews, and focus groups, with a key informant 
sample of 16 differing health professionals currently 
tasked with communicating results to parents in a range 
of ways, with thematic analysis of data.
Results: Methods for and respondents’ experiences of 
communication of carrier results varied considerably 
within and between regions, and within and between 
SC and CF contexts. Approaches ranged from letter 
or telephone call alone, to in-person communication 
in the clinic or at home, with health professionals 
from haemoglobinopathy, CF, screening and genetics 
backgrounds, or from community and primary 
care, such as health visitors with SC carrier results. 
Health professionals identified pros and cons of 
different methods, preferring opportunity for face-
to-face communication with parents where possible, 
particularly for CF carrier results. They were concerned 
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by regional variations in protocols, the lack of availability 
of translated information on SC carrier results, and the 
feasibility of sustaining more ‘specialist’ involvement 
at current levels, particularly for SC carriers. Parents 
were often poorly prepared for the possibility of a 
newborn carrier result. Some had felt overloaded by 
screening information received during pregnancy or 
prior to newborn screening, or found this information 
failed to meet their needs. Opportunity for face-to-
face communication of results was valued by parents 
of SC carriers and appeared particularly necessary for 
those without prior knowledge of SC carrier status 
or where English was not their first language. Indirect 
communication of results by letter appeared effective 
and feasible for parents more aware of SC carrier status 
from antenatal or earlier experience, and where this 
communication contained an unambiguous opening 
statement emphasising ‘your child is not ill’. Face-to-face 
communication of CF carrier results by professionals 
with screening, CF or genetics backgrounds worked 
well for parents, but communication and information 
was crucially lacking at the earlier stage of repeat blood 
spot testing, creating considerable distress among half of 
respondents. Respondents had no particular preference 
for the type of health professional who communicated 
results to them, as long as they were well informed and 
could answer their queries. Parents regarded carrier 
results as valuable information gained fortuitously.
Conclusions: Methods of communication of 
newborn carrier results vary considerably across 
England. Parents’ needs for timely and appropriate 
information may not be met consistently or adequately. 
Respondents’ experiences suggest a need for greater 
recognition of communication with individuals occurring 
across a screening pathway, rather than as a discrete 
event.
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Antenatal Happening or existing before birth. 
Term applied to services provided to pregnant 
women (e.g. antenatal clinic, antenatal 
screening).

APoGI The Accessible Publishing of Genetic 
Information group aims to provide health 
professionals with an internet resource to help 
equip them for counselling and advice on 
haemoglobin disorders, and provide written 
information for patients.

‘At risk’ couple A couple with a known potential 
to have children with a specific disorder – e.g. 
in each pregnancy, a couple who both carry 
haemoglobin S have a one in four risk of a child 
with sickle cell anaemia.

‘At risk’ person In medical genetics, a healthy 
person who may develop a genetic disorder in 
the future, or may have children with a genetic 
disorder – i.e. a person with a known personal 
or reproductive genetic risk, or both.

Autosome A chromosome other than a sex 
chromosome. Human beings have 22 pairs of 
autosomes and two sex chromosomes (total 46 
chromosomes).

Autosomal Adjective applied (a) to any gene on 
an autosome, and (b) to the inheritance patterns 
of conditions caused by autosomal gene variants 
– autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive 
inheritance patterns. The term excludes 
X-linked and mitochondrial inheritance.

Autosomal recessive Describes a situation in which 
the carrier of an altered gene does not show any 
characteristics of the disorder. The baby of two 
carriers of the altered gene has a 25% chance of 
inheriting the disorder.

Carrier (of a gene variant) A healthy person with 
one usual and one variant copy of a specific 
gene. A healthy carrier. A heterozygote.

Carrier diagnosis The tests involved in reaching 
the definite conclusion that a person does or 
does not carry a specific inherited disorder. 
For haemoglobin disorders, a definitive carrier 
diagnosis is usually reached by measurement of 
the red cell indices plus high performance liquid 
chromatography or its equivalent, although 
additional tests, including DNA tests, are 
sometimes required.

Carrier testing Testing a person known to be at 
increased risk of carrying a specific inherited 
disorder (e.g. because a relative is affected or 
a known carrier) to exclude or confirm carrier 
status for that disorder.

Cystic fibrosis The commonest recessively 
inherited disorder of North Europeans. It is due 
to variants of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
regulator protein, which controls salt transport 
in glands in the lungs and intestines, and in 
sweat glands. Cystic fibrosis causes accumulation 
of thickened secretions which impede the 
normal functioning of the lungs, the digestive 
system and the reproductive system. It is 
managed by intensive daily physiotherapy and 
regular antibiotic treatment. Most patients 
survive past their 30s and survival is improving 
steadily with progress in treatment. A national 
newborn screening programme exists to detect 
cystic fibrosis.

Cascade screening Term often used to describe 
the offer of genetic testing to relatives of a 
person with a genetic diagnosis. Prefer: cascade 
testing.

Cascade testing Offering carrier testing to the 
relatives of a person who has, or carries, an 
inherited disorder. This is usually carried out in 
collaboration with the presenting patient or, in 
the case of children, with their parents. The first 
step is to take a genetic family history in order 
to identify relatives who may be carriers. These 
may then be contacted, informed of their risk 
and offered testing.
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Child health record database An electronic database 
in which selected information is recorded 
for every baby born, including the results of 
newborn screening tests. The objective is to keep 
a record of ‘at risk’ infants for surveillance. The 
child health record is available to health workers 
with responsibility for the safety of infants and 
young children, including paediatricians, health 
visitors and general practitioners. Note: ‘child 
health record’ may sometimes also be used to 
refer to parent held paper child health records 
of routine health data such as weight and 
immunisations.

Chromosome A long thread of double-stranded 
DNA combined with complex proteins. Human 
beings have 46 chromosomes in the nucleus of 
each cell – 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair 
of sex chromosomes. Genes are arranged in a 
specific sequence along the chromosomes.

Disorder A disturbance of the normal state of 
the body or mind. A physical or mental illness, a 
chronic disease [Oxford English Dictionary].

DNA test/analysis It is usually possible to 
detect the presence of the common medically 
significant haemoglobin variants by simple 
laboratory techniques and to identify them with 
sufficient accuracy for clinical purposes. On 
the rare occasions when the precise amino acid 
structure or DNA mutation is required, detailed 
protein or DNA analysis must be undertaken.

Ethnic diversity Range of cultural, social and 
religious variety associated with different ethnic 
origins within a population.

Ethnic group Broadly, a racial, national, religious 
or cultural group, or any combination of these.

False positive Some women are told that tests 
have shown that their baby may have a problem. 
If further tests then show that this is not the 
case, that result is called a false positive.

Family history A medical family history is an 
enquiry about illnesses and causes of death in 
blood relatives of a patient. A positive family 
history refers to the presence of a particular 
disorder in one or more blood relatives. Such 
a disorder is not necessarily genetic. A family 
history may be found with some infectious 
diseases (e.g. tuberculosis), disorders related 

to smoking, diet or occupation, or genetically 
determined conditions.

Gene A unit of heredity that is passed from 
parents to offspring through the gametes (eggs 
and sperm). This is Mendel’s original definition. 
It is now known that a gene is a section of DNA 
with a specific sequence that codes for a specific 
protein or protein subunit, or an RNA sequence. 
Human beings have 20,000–30,000 pairs of 
genes.

Gene alteration Any change or difference in the 
usual makeup or function of a gene, including a 
modification in the formation of proteins.

Gene variant An inherited difference from the 
usual (canonical or ‘wild type’) DNA sequence 
of a gene. Variants occur in both the coding 
and the non-coding DNA segments of genes. 
Most gene variants simply contribute to human 
diversity, but some can cause an inherited 
disorder.

Genetics The study of heredity and variation.

Genetic counselling Explaining genetic 
information to people, and supporting them in 
making their own decisions on the basis of this 
information.

Genetic counsellor A health professional with 
specialised training in genetics and counselling 
who can provide information and support to 
people and families with a known genetic risk or 
genetic disorder.

Genetic disorder Any disorder caused by variation 
in the hereditary material. The term includes 
chromosomal disorders, single gene disorders, 
and disorders due to the interaction of genetic 
predisposition with other factors (multifactorial 
disorders).

Haemoglobin The protein in red blood cells that 
picks up oxygen in the lungs and releases it 
in other parts of the body. Each haemoglobin 
molecule is made up of four globin chains, all 
carrying one haem molecule. Haemoglobin 
makes up 80% of red blood cells (excluding 
water).

Haemoglobin disorders An illness caused by 
altered structure, or reduced production of any 
of the components of haemoglobin. In principle, 
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the term covers acquired disorders (iron 
deficiency, lead poisoning) as well as inherited 
disorders of haem or globin production. 
In practice, it is used almost exclusively for 
inherited disorders of globin production. The 
main groups of haemoglobin disorders are sickle 
cell disorders and the thalassaemias, but other 
rare disorders caused by unstable or high or low 
oxygen affinity haemoglobin also occur.

Haemoglobinopathies Collective term for 
disorders due to globin gene variants, including 
thalassaemias, sickle cell disorders, and 
disorders due to unstable haemoglobins or low 
or high oxygen affinity haemoglobins. The term 
covers molecular and clinical aspects and can 
be applied to carriers and people with clinical 
disorders.

Haemoglobin (gene) variant An unusual form 
of one of the globin genes. A useful collective 
term that includes unusual haemoglobins, 
thalassaemias and rarer genetic variants.

Heel prick test/newborn blood spot test A test offered 
for all newborn babies to detect those with 
selected disorders for which early diagnosis 
improves their outlook. In the UK, the test 
is provided for phenylketonuria, congenital 
hypothyroidism, sickle cell disorders and cystic 
fibrosis. Drops of blood obtained by puncturing 
the baby’s heel are collected onto filter paper 
and sent to the laboratory for testing.

High risk Screening usually divides a population 
into a low risk group and a group at increased 
(high) risk. The level of risk covered by the term 
high risk varies widely. In antenatal screening, a 
woman is considered to be at increased risk for 
Down’s syndrome if there is a more than 1 in 
250 chance the fetus is affected; a woman who 
carries a haemoglobin gene variant is considered 
to be at high risk until her partner is shown not 
to be a carrier; carrier couples with a one in four 
risk of an affected fetus in each pregnancy are 
considered to be at very high risk.

Immunoreactive trypsinogen Measurement 
of immunoreactive trypsinogen (IRT) 
concentration in dried blood spots is the 
most common technique for cystic fibrosis 
(CF) neonatal screening. Given that a 
considerable number of newborns show raised 
IRT levels, the screening specificity is often 
improved by determining whether infants 

with hypertrypsinemia have the most common 
CF mutations: diagnosis is established in 
neonates carrying two mutations, but a sweat 
test is required if only one mutation is found, to 
distinguish between affected individuals – who 
would have a second, unrecognised mutation 
– and heterozygotes. Infants with raised IRT, 
one CF mutation, and normal sweat electrolyte 
concentrations are usually considered to be 
carriers only.

Inherited Passed on from parent to child.

National Screening Committee The UK National 
Screening Committee is a national advisory body 
that makes recommendations about screening 
for the Department of Health.

PEGASUS Professional Education for Genetic 
Assessment and Screening (PEGASUS), a 
programme funded by the NHS Sickle Cell & 
Thalassaemia Screening Programme to develop 
education and training support for health 
professionals involved in antenatal and newborn 
screening (www.pegasus.nhs.uk).

Prevalence The proportion of a population 
who have a given condition at any one time. 
For example the prevalence of carriers of beta 
thalassaemia in Cyprus is 17%.

High prevalence area Term used in the context 
of screening for disorders that are not evenly 
distributed among the population. In the 
context of screening for haemoglobin disorders, 
a part of the country where there are many 
members of groups at increased risk. In the 
context of the UK Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia 
Screening Programme, a part of the country 
having an estimated birth prevalence of sickle 
cell disorders of 1.5 or more per 10,000 births. 
This level is considered sufficiently high to 
justify universal antenatal screening.

Low prevalence area A part of a country 
where there are relatively few members of 
specific groups (e.g. target groups for a 
screening programme). The UK Sickle Cell & 
Thalassaemia Screening Programme defines 
a low prevalence area as a part of the UK 
where the estimated prevalence of sickle cell 
disorders is less than 1.5 per 10,000 births. This 
is considered too low a level to justify universal 
antenatal screening.
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Residual risk The level of uncontrolled risk 
remaining after all cost-effective actions have 
been taken to lessen the effect and probability of 
a specific risk.

Screening The offer of a simple test to a defined 
population, to identify individuals who are at 
increased risk of developing a specific disorder 
themselves, and/or at risk of having affected 
children. A screening test usually divides a 
population into a group at low risk for whom 
no further action is indicated, and a group at 
increased (or high) risk. The latter may then 
be offered further tests to reach a definitive 
diagnosis. In principle, a resolution of the 
concern raised by a ‘high risk’ screening result 
should be achieved in all cases.

Antenatal screening A test offered to all pregnant 
women, as early in pregnancy as possible, to 
identify those at increased risk of having a child 
with a specific disorder.

Newborn screening A test offered routinely for 
all babies at birth, or in the first few days after 
birth. Also called neonatal screening.

Screen negative Term often used for the result of 
a screening test that places a person in a low risk 
group.

Screen positive (positive result) Term often used for 
the result of a screening test that places a person 
in the group at increased (high) risk.

Screening pathway The entire sequence of steps 
involved in a screening strategy, starting with the 
first screening test and ending with a definitive 
diagnosis. The number of steps involved varies 
considerably. Antenatal screening for Down’s 
syndrome involves two main steps: (1) screening 
pregnant women for risk of an affected fetus and 
(2) offering prenatal diagnosis to those with a 
computed risk above 1 in 250. Screening for risk 

of haemoglobin disorders can involve up to five 
steps, and is sometimes described as a screening 
cascade.

Screening programme A system for providing 
screening for a specific condition or a group of 
conditions equitably to a defined population.

Sickle cell carrier Person with one usual copy 
of the beta globin gene and one beta S gene 
variant. Carriers of haemoglobin S have no 
or very few health problems due to carrying 
haemoglobin S, and have considerable 
protection against severe illness due to 
falciparum malaria.

Sickle cell disorders A group of inherited 
disorders that are characterised by sickling 
of red blood cells when there is a shortage of 
oxygen. The commonest sickle cell disorders 
are sickle cell anaemia, haemoglobin SC 
disorder, haemoglobin SD Punjab disorder and 
haemoglobin S/beta thalassaemia, and some 
other rare combinations. Sickle cell disorders 
can cause anaemia, increased risk of infections, 
chest problems and painful crises (unpredictable 
attacks of very severe pain that can occur 
anywhere in the body). They can be life-
threatening, particularly for young children.

Thalassaemia An inherited condition in 
which a reduced amount of globin (and so of 
haemoglobin) is present in each red blood cell. 
There are two main types depending on the 
globin gene involved: the alpha thalassaemias 
and the beta thalassaemias. People who carry 
thalassaemia are usually healthy, but people 
who inherit two alpha or two beta thalassaemia 
variants may have a serious haemoglobin 
disorder.

Variant One of two or more persons or things 
exhibiting usually slight differences [Oxford 
English Dictionary].
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ApoGI The Accessible Publishing of 
Genetic Information

CF cystic fibrosis

Hb haemoglobin

HTA Health Technology 
Assessment

IRT immunoreactive trypsinogen

NSC National Screening 
Committee

PEGASUS Professional Education for 
Genetic Assessment and 
Screening

R&D research and development

SC sickle cell

UKNSPC UK Newborn Screening 
Programme Centre

All abbreviations that have been used in this report are listed here unless the abbreviation is well 
known (e.g. NHS), or it has been used only once, or it is a non-standard abbreviation used only in 
figures/tables/appendices, in which case the abbreviation is defined in the figure legend or in the 
notes at the end of the table.
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Background

Universal newborn screening for sickle cell (SC) 
disorders and cystic fibrosis (CF) has recently been 
implemented across England as part of the NHS 
newborn blood spot (heel prick) programme. The 
aim is early identification and treatment of babies 
affected by these disorders, but screening can also 
identify infants who are healthy carriers of the 
conditions.

Differences between newborn screening for SC 
and CF are that identification of newborn SC 
carriers is relatively common while identification of 
newborn CF carriers is rare. Also, antenatal carrier 
screening for SC means parents may be more 
prepared for the possibility of their newborn being 
a carrier, and this clear result is available following 
the newborn blood spot alone. A two-stage 
screening process for CF means parents experience 
the newborn blood spot, an initial result suggesting 
increased risk of CF, with need for a second blood 
spot sample, before being later informed their 
child is a carrier. Apparent carriers of CF also have 
a small residual risk of being affected with CF.

Knowledge of a child’s carrier status and its 
implications may be helpful as this can have 
reproductive implications for the child, parents, 
and their wider family. Parents of infants identified 
as carriers must be informed of their baby’s 
result. However there is a lack of knowledge of 
current practice nationally, and lack of evidence 
internationally to inform the most effective ways of 
doing so, in particular from parents’ experiences.

Objectives

The study aimed to describe and explore 
current practice, methods and experience of 
communicating carrier status information 
following newborn screening for CF and SC 
disorders, to inform practice and further research. 
The study sought to address the following 
questions:

• What is current practice for communicating 
carrier status information following newborn 
screening for SC disorders and CF in England?

• What are the views of health professionals 
communicating carrier status information on 
acceptability, feasibility, and effectiveness of 
methods for informing parents?

• What are parents’ experiences and views of how 
they are informed and the support they are 
offered?

• How well is carrier status information 
understood by parents?

• What is the impact on a family of being 
informed of newborn carrier status?

• What can we learn from existing evidence 
and current practice and experience about 
effectiveness and feasibility of methods for 
communicating carrier status information, and 
what further research is required?

Methods

A qualitative study across England using (1) a 
preliminary phase of semi-structured telephone 
interviews with child health screening co-ordinators 
in all nine English health regions, and thematic 
analysis of data; (2) semi-structured face-to-face 
interviews with purposeful samples of 67 family 
members (49 mothers, 16 fathers, 2 grandparents) 
of 51 infants identified by universal newborn 
screening as carriers of CF (n = 27) and SC (n = 24), 
with experience of carrier status information 
communicated by a range of different methods 
in localities across England, with data analysis by 
constant comparison, and subsequent respondent 
validation; and (3) semi-structured telephone 
interviews, and focus groups, with a key informant 
sample of 16 differing health professionals 
currently tasked with communicating results to 
parents in a range of ways, with thematic analysis 
of data. In parallel, existing evidence was reviewed, 
focusing on methods of communicating newborn 
carrier information.

Executive summary
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Results

Methods for and respondents’ experiences 
of communication of carrier results varied 
considerably within and between regions, 
and within and between SC and CF contexts. 
Approaches ranged from letter or telephone 
call alone, to in-person communication in the 
clinic or at home, with health professionals from 
haemoglobinopathy, CF, screening and genetics 
backgrounds, or from community and primary 
care, such as health visitors with SC carrier results. 
Health professionals identified pros and cons of 
different methods, preferring opportunity for 
face-to-face communication with parents where 
possible, particularly for CF carrier results. They 
were concerned by regional variations in protocols, 
the lack of availability of translated information 
on SC carrier results, and the feasibility of 
sustaining more ‘specialist’ involvement at current 
levels, particularly for SC carriers. They were 
positive about involvement of primary care based 
generalists if appropriately supported, but felt this 
may be less feasible for rarer and potentially more 
complex CF results.

Parents were often poorly prepared for the 
possibility of a newborn carrier result. Some had 
felt overloaded by screening information received 
during pregnancy or prior to newborn screening, 
or found this information failed to meet their 
needs. They sought timely and specific information 
at each successive stage of the screening and 
communication pathway.

Opportunity for face-to-face communication of 
results was valued by parents of SC carriers and 
appeared particularly necessary for those without 
prior knowledge of SC carrier status or where 
English was not their first language. Indirect 
communication of results by letter appeared 
effective and feasible for parents more aware of SC 
carrier status from antenatal or earlier experience, 
and where this communication contained an 
unambiguous opening statement emphasising 
‘your child is not ill’. Face-to-face communication 
of CF carrier results by professionals with 
screening, CF or genetics backgrounds worked well 
for parents, but communication and information 
was crucially lacking at the earlier stage of repeat 
blood spot testing, which involved midwives or 
health visitors who could be uncertain of the CF 
screening process, creating considerable distress 
among half of respondents.

Rather than learning of their newborn’s carrier 
status in itself, untoward anxiety or distress 
among parents appeared influenced firstly by how 
information and communication was offered to 
them during the screening process, and secondly 
if they had less prior awareness of carrier status 
or the possibility of a carrier result. Parents could 
fear their child had a serious problem, particularly 
while awaiting results or before seeing a 
professional, and be left in an information vacuum. 
Parental distress and anxiety appeared mostly 
transient, subsiding with understanding of carrier 
status and communication with a professional. Only 
a minority of parents appeared to have continued 
concerns about their child.

Respondents had no particular preference for the 
type of health professional who communicated 
results to them, as long as they were well informed 
and could answer their queries. Parents who had 
received written information about carrier results 
found this useful for reference and for discussion 
with their families. However, this information could 
be insufficiently detailed for some, and poorly 
accessible in content and language for others.

Parents regarded carrier results as valuable 
information gained fortuitously. They sought to 
share this with their extended families and to 
inform their children in the future. Respondents 
felt community awareness and information about 
SC and CF could be improved. Although there 
was some evidence of misconceptions about SC, 
most parents understood the benign implications 
of carrier status and that it may impact on future 
reproductive decisions. However, parents needed 
greater support after communication of results 
in considering and accessing cascade testing, and 
negotiating further communication within their 
families. Extended families’ reception of carrier 
information ranged from being supportive to 
negative reactions or avoidance of the news.

Conclusions

Methods of communication of newborn carrier 
results vary considerably across England. Parents’ 
needs for timely and appropriate information may 
not be met consistently or adequately. Respondents’ 
experiences suggest a need for greater recognition 
of communication with individuals occurring across 
a screening pathway, rather than as a discrete 
event.
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Implications for health care

Current practice could be enhanced by improving 
pre-screening information to include the 
prevalence of SC and CF carrier status, the 
common possibility of a newborn SC carrier 
result, and what to expect in relation to a repeat 
blood spot; recognition that the effectiveness and 
acceptability of communication of results indirectly 
by letter or in person may vary according to 
individuals’ prior awareness or language needs; 
and provision of translated forms of SC carrier 
result information. In communication of CF 
screening, clear specification of information for 
provision to parents at the time of repeat blood 
spot testing is needed, with explicit guidance for 
communication by professionals undertaking 
this test; and in-person communication of carrier 
results by a well-informed professional.

Growth in carrier identification following 
expansion of newborn screening programmes may 
increase demand on those with condition-specific 
or genetics expertise. According to local contexts, 
such as prevalence of SC, the potential for greater 
involvement of primary care based professionals 
within mixed models of communicating carrier 
information could be explored; and a locality-
based screening practitioner role operating across 
programmes to provide support for parents, and 
liaison with other professionals, during screening 
and following screening results, could be further 
developed.

Recommendations for 
research
Further research is needed to: (a) design and 
evaluate specific information for parents 
approached for a repeat blood spot in CF 
screening; (b) explore the value of refining current 
pre-screening information to better prepare 
parents for the possibility of carrier identification; 
(c) develop and evaluate the accessibility and 
acceptability of translated forms of standardised SC 
carrier result information; (d) prospectively study 
or audit practice with the further establishment of 
screening programmes; (e) investigate how health 
professionals use and present information across 
the screening pathway; (f) develop and evaluate 
support and training for health professionals 
involved in screening to be able to communicate 
relevant information; (g) examine the use of 
differing mixed service models according to local 
contexts; (h) investigate parents’ attitudes towards, 
access to and experience of further carrier testing 
for themselves or their other children, and its 
impact on later reproductive decisions; (i) develop 
and evaluate methods to support cascade testing 
and communication of carrier information with 
children and families; (j) explore the uptake of 
information and counselling, community awareness 
and its influence on the screening experience; 
and (k) further experience of families over time 
to enable greater understanding of longer term 
benefits or harm of newborn carrier identification.
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This chapter describes current contexts 
for newborn screening and the rationale 

for this study. It includes a review of relevant 
experience and existing evidence on methods of 
communicating newborn carrier status information. 
Relevant evidence or discussion of issues relating to 
newborn screening for sickle cell (SC) disorders or 
cystic fibrosis (CF) is considered separately where 
appropriate or together where common to both 
conditions.

Newborn screening and 
carrier identification
Population-based newborn blood spot screening 
involves public health screening programmes 
to identify infants at risk of particular health 
conditions. These include genetic conditions 
with an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern, 
where there is benefit from early identification and 
treatment. Newborn screening for the recessively 
inherited phenylketonuria, for example, and 
congenital hypothyroidism have been long 
established in most developed countries, including 
the UK, providing clinical benefit to affected 
infants.1 However, newborn screening programmes 
have recently expanded in some countries to 
increase the number of disorders screened. The 
inclusion of conditions where the balance of 
benefits and harms may be more highly contested 
has led to considerable debate at policy levels.2–4

Newborn screening for SC disorders and CF, which 
has been available in some parts of the UK for 
over two decades, has recently been universally 
implemented across England as part of the NHS 
newborn blood spot (heel prick) programme. 
The aim is identification of babies affected by 
these conditions, to enable early treatment and 
support to reduce morbidity and mortality, but 
screening also identifies infants who are healthy 
carriers. SC carriers may experience problems 
in unusual very low oxygen situations, such as 
general anaesthesia, or at high altitude, and a 
small proportion (estimated at approximately 6%) 
of CF carriers may be affected with the condition. 
Carrier detection by population newborn screening 
has been seen as problematic given there is no 

immediate clinical benefit to the child,5 and 
concerns that conveying carrier results to parents 
may harm the parent–child relationship or affect 
the child’s well being.6–12 Concerns have included 
the impact of receiving unanticipated results,7,9,13 
difficulties in understanding that carrier status 
differs from being affected with the disease,14 fears 
about potential stigmatisation6,15 and the potential 
of revealing non-paternity. Some have highlighted 
that children have not consented to be identified 
as carriers,11,15 and that their confidentiality may 
be more difficult to ensure than for those tested 
during adulthood.12,16 However, knowledge of a 
child’s carrier status and its implications may be 
helpful as this can have reproductive implications 
for child, parents,6,8 and the wider family.17

Newborn screening for sickle 
cell disorders

Sickle cell disorders and beta thalassaemia major 
are recessively inherited disorders affecting the 
structure or quantity of haemoglobin respectively. 
They are potentially life threatening, causing 
anaemia and a range of disabling morbidities. 
SC disorders are most common among people 
of African origin. Thalassaemias are more 
common among individuals originating from the 
Mediterranean, Indian subcontinent, and the 
Middle and Far East. However, haemoglobin gene 
variants may occur in any ethnic group, and this 
is now more common with greater ethnic diversity 
in relationships. There are an estimated 637,000 
carriers of haemoglobin gene variants in England 
(1.2% of the whole population, and up to 25% of 
people in some ethnic groups).

The most common haemoglobin gene variants are 
Hb S (sickle cell), Hb C, Hb beta thalassaemia, Hb 
E and Hb D Punjab. Global population movement 
and mixing mean haemoglobin disorders are 
increasingly common in countries of Northern 
Europe and the USA, where they were not 
previously endemic. Haemoglobin disorders and 
CF are now the most common recessively inherited 
disorders in the UK. People who carry a gene 
variant for one of these conditions are healthy, 
but can have an affected child if their partner is a 
carrier of the same condition.

Chapter 1  
Introduction
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In England, the NHS committed to implement a 
linked antenatal haemoglobinopathy and newborn 
SC disorders screening programme by 2004.18 This 
followed more than a decade of lobbying, reports 
and reviews.19–21 Implementation of universal 
newborn screening for SC disorders in England 
commenced in September 2003 and was completed 
in July 2006. Implementation is planned for 
Scotland by 2010, but no date has yet been set for 
implementation in Wales and Northern Ireland.

The UK National Screening Committee (NSC) 
recommended that the programme should not aim 
to identify gene combinations that are not clinically 
significant as there is no evidence that their 
detection leads to any benefit. In accordance with 
pre-existing practice in areas already undertaking 
newborn screening, the NSC supported the 
programme’s recommendation that newborn 
carriers of the main haemoglobins including S, C, 
D and E should be reported to parents. While some 
clinical geneticists have suggested this information 
should be withheld,22 the policy decision to inform 
parents is consistent with recent evidence synthesis 
in the USA.23

Newborn screening identifies carriers of structural 
haemoglobin variants, of which the most common 
is sickle cell. (For ease of reference ‘SC’ is used in 
this report to refer to all haemoglobin variants 
detected by newborn screening. This does 
not detect thalassaemia carriers.) There is no 
available method of testing without detecting SC 
carriers. Linked antenatal carrier screening of 
mothers for haemoglobin disorders in England, 
to identify the risk of having an affected child 
if both parents are carriers, means that parents 
may have raised awareness of being an SC carrier 
and its implications, and potentially may be 
more prepared for the possibility of their baby 
being identified as a carrier. Antenatal screening 
is universal in areas of England with a high 
prevalence of SC and by family origin in low 
prevalence areas. (As defined by the NHS Sickle 
Cell & Thalassaemia Screening Programme, high 
prevalence areas are those where sickle cell disease 
is estimated to affect more than 1.5 per 10,000 
pregnancies and low prevalence those with less 
than 1.5 per 10,000 pregnancies being affected.)

Newborn screening in England has identified a 
national birth prevalence of just over 1 in 2000, or 
over 300 newborns per year (screen positive results 
indicating affected with SC disorder); and over 
8500 newborn carriers per year (17,372 newborn 
carriers in England or 14.49 per 1000 babies in 
the 2 years to March 2007.24 In practical terms, for 

service providers and parents, this means an SC 
carrier result is by far the most frequent outcome 
of newborn screening requiring communication 
to parents (other than the commonest result of 
nothing identified by screening).

Newborn screening for cystic 
fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis is a recessively inherited, chronic and 
life limiting illness, affecting 1 in 2500 babies in the 
UK or 240 babies annually. It occurs in anyone but 
is more frequent in people of Northern European 
origin, and affects the lungs, digestive tract and 
pancreas by clogging them with thick, sticky 
mucus. Daily physiotherapy, dietary supplements 
and intensive treatment for chest infections are 
needed. The carrier rate of CF in the UK general 
population is 1 in 25. The case for newborn 
screening for CF is that identifying children when 
they are still asymptomatic will postpone lung 
damage in particular, thus improving prognosis 
and quality of life.25 Population screening is 
needed as children with CF are often born into 
families with no history of the disease.26,27 Early 
identification of those with CF may extend their 
lifespan to over 50 years.28,29

Screening protocols for CF differ across countries 
(Box 1)30–32 and have differed within the UK.33 The 
NHS in England advocated the introduction of 
newborn screening for CF in 2001,34 and in 2004 
the NSC supported the extension of newborn 
screening for CF to the whole of England using 
a universal immunoreactive trypsinogen (IRT)/
DNA/IRT protocol. In contrast to SC screening, the 
national protocol for CF screening in England aims 
to identify a maximum of children with CF while 
minimising carrier detection (estimated at around 
200 annually) (K Southern, 2008, Leeds, personal 
communication).

The protocol in England involves measuring IRT 
levels to identify babies with levels exceeding the 
99.5th centile, indicative of a risk of CF. IRT is 
present in much higher quantities in newborns with 
CF. It can, however, be raised for other reasons, 
including that the child is a carrier of the genetic 
alteration (mutation) responsible for CF.35 Samples 
from newborns with raised IRT levels undergo 
DNA analysis to establish whether the child has 
CF. The possible outcomes of the DNA test are 
that a child has two mutations, and is therefore 
likely to have CF, or has one mutation and is 
probably a carrier. Children with suspected CF are 
immediately referred for a clinical diagnosis.
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For example, in the US, three different methods are used to screen for CF in newborns. In all programmes, the first 
stage of screening entails measurement of immunoreactive trypsinogen (IRT) on dried blood spots. An elevated IRT level 
indicates an increased risk of CF. In some states, a second stage involves a repeat IRT. If the repeat is elevated, the child 
is referred for a clinically definitive sweat test. In other states, the second stage involves a DNA test for CF mutations 
on the original blood spot. More than 1000 CF mutations have been discovered, and the genetic test may include as 
few as one mutation (delta F508) or several dozen. Because many mutations are not included, children are also referred 
for sweat tests if only one mutation is found or if the IRT is so high as to be suspicious. Some states carry out all three 
stages, including two IRT tests plus DNA analysis to minimise the number of children who need to undergo sweat testing. 
In Europe, most programmes incorporate DNA analysis, but at least one programme performs only one IRT and goes 
immediately to sweat test. Australia and New Zealand use an IRT/DNA approach with regional variability in the number 
of mutations included.

Box 1 Screening protocols for CF in different countries

Those with one mutation, or an initial IRT level 
exceeding the 99.9th centile and no detected 
mutation, require a second blood spot test to 
verify if the IRT level is still elevated at 3–4 weeks 
when IRT levels are more discriminatory. In those 
children with one mutation where the IRT level 
remains elevated, the likelihood of CF is regarded 
as high and triggers clinical referral, while if not 
still elevated the child is regarded a healthy carrier. 
As not all CF mutations can be identified, a very 
small proportion of those identified as ‘carriers’ 
may develop CF because they have one identifiable 
and one unidentifiable mutation. In some other 
screening programmes, CF carrier status is only 
identified after a normal sweat test diagnostic for 
CF. In England, however, the further IRT step with 
a second blood spot specimen allows most children 
who have an initially elevated IRT but only one 
mutation identified to be regarded as carriers 
without referral for sweat testing, which can be 
stressful for families and has resource implications. 
In those children with an initially raised IRT level 
greater than the 99.9th centile and no detected 
mutation, the IRT on second blood spot test will 
remain elevated in a small minority, triggering 
clinical referral for a high likelihood of CF.

Sickle cell and cystic 
fibrosis newborn carrier 
identification: key 
differences

There are thus a number of significant differences 
between newborn screening for SC and CF. Firstly, 
the number and proportion of carriers identified 
by newborn screening for SC is very much higher 
than for CF (around 8500 SC compared with 
200 CF carriers per year in England). Secondly, 
linked antenatal carrier screening of mothers for 

haemoglobin disorders in England means that 
parents may have raised awareness of being a SC 
carrier and its implications, and potentially be 
more prepared for the possibility of their baby 
being identified as a carrier.

Thirdly, newborn screening for SC identifies 
carriers based on the initial heel prick blood spot 
sample alone, and thus the first communication 
parents receive following this may typically inform 
them of their child’s healthy carrier status. In 
contrast, a two-stage screening protocol for CF, 
following the initial heel prick test, results in 
parents being made aware that further testing 
using a second heel prick sample is necessary 
before being informed their child is a carrier 10–14 
days later. As the initial raised screen may indicate 
CF, the first communication to these parents 
following the initial heel prick screening test may 
include that their child is at an elevated risk of 
having CF. As such, it has been suggested this 
communication be routinely carried out in person.

Finally, as not all mutations for CF can be tested 
for, apparent carriers of CF have a residual risk of 
being affected with CF which only becomes evident 
later in life; while parents of SC carriers can be 
reassured that their child will never be personally 
affected by the disease state.

Communication of carrier 
results following newborn 
screening
For the benefits of newborn screening to be realised 
with minimal harm, effective communication 
resulting in fully informed parents is the aim.36–40 
The goal of carrier communication is to ensure 
that parents understand the benign health, but 
important reproductive implications for their 
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child, without provoking unnecessary anxiety or 
concern.41

National guidance for health 
professionals in England

National guidance recommends parents should 
be informed of carrier results as soon as possible. 
The UK Newborn Screening Programme Centre 
(UKNSPC) recommends that in relation to CF 
‘where possible, a screening nurse specialist contact 
the family’s health visitor (or other designated 
health visitor appointed to give screening results) 
to discuss the screening result and that the health 
visitor or alternative professional (trained to give 
screening results) make a visit to the family to 
inform them that their baby is thought to be a 
carrier of CF, providing parents with designated 
written information on screening results.’42

The NHS Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia Screening 
Programme advocates that parents ‘receive relevant 
information and material about the result and, as 
a minimum, be offered access to an appropriately 
trained health professional to discuss the result.’43 
In addition, a health professional handbook44 
is available for health professionals involved in 
screening, which provides detailed guidance 
regarding the performance of newborn blood 
spot screening and related communication across 
all screened conditions. Electronically available 
concise information and guidance is also available 
on www.pegasus.nhs.uk (see Training support for 
health professionals involved in screening) with 
brief key points, and further core information on 
newborn blood spot screening for SC and CF.

Written information for parents

Various leaflets designed nationally have become 
available to support communication regarding 
newborn blood spot screening in England.45,46 
Parents are first intended to receive information 
antenatally in a 72-page booklet about all antenatal 
and newborn screening tests.46 A further 32-
page booklet on newborn screening tests alone 
(repeating the same information as the earlier 
booklet) is expected to be provided to mothers 
during the third trimester of pregnancy and the 
postnatal period prior to newborn screening.47

Further leaflets have been developed by the 
UKNSPC for parents receiving newborn carrier 
results for CF,48 and by the NHS Sickle Cell & 
Thalassaemia Screening programme for parents 

receiving newborn carrier results for SC49 and 
unusual haemoglobin variants.50 At the time of 
writing, these newborn carrier leaflets were only 
available in English.

Training support for health 
professionals involved in 
screening
Recognising a need for educational and training 
support for the different range of health 
professionals involved in antenatal and newborn 
screening for haemoglobinopathies, the NHS 
Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia Screening Programme 
funded the PEGASUS (Professional Education for 
Genetic Assessment and Screening) Programme 
in 2004. This developed a range of electronically 
available resources for health professionals and 
those with public health functions (www.pegasus.
nhs.uk); a course for specialist counselling 
practitioners; and materials and support for the 
cascade of face-to-face training at service level, in 
particular for midwives, facilitated by local health 
professionals trained to cascade training to others 
using the materials. This was implemented, with 
the support of NSC regional screening teams, 
across the majority of maternity Trusts and some 
primary care settings in England, mostly in 2006 
and 2007.51

Similarly, in 2005, the UKNSPC developed 
training for health professionals to offer parents 
informed choice regarding newborn screening for 
CF.52 Local implementation groups were tasked 
with addressing personal and local training needs, 
and a training the trainer approach with workshops 
delivered at national and local level was suggested. 
Training materials included presentations, one 
concerned with communicating with parents about 
newborn blood spot screening was made available 
on the UKNSPC and �the NSC Continuing 
Professional Development websites.53

Sustaining such training at service level proved 
challenging, and included the problems of 
implementation of several parallel training 
initiatives, including those above, for different 
antenatal and newborn screening programmes 
within service and resource constraints. There 
remains a need to address this for those currently 
involved in screening programmes, and to 
address the relative paucity of training aimed at 
improving the genetic literacy of practising health 
professionals at both pre- and post-registration 
levels.54
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Communication of carrier 
results following newborn 
screening: current evidence

This section summarises existing evidence 
relating to communication of SC or CF carrier 
results following newborn screening. It draws on 
relevant secondary research (reviews, systematic 
reviews, health technology assessment) and a 
review of primary empirical research relevant 
to communication of newborn carrier results. 
Relevant literature was sought by search of 
OVID databases including MEDLINE, EMBASE, 
PsycINFO, CINAHL and SSCI. Search strategies 
included index terms: newborn screening, 
neonatal screening, blood spot, heel prick, carrier, 
sickle cell, haemoglobinopathy, cystic fibrosis, 
heterozygote and trait.

A synopsis of primary studies, of any design, 
identified as including relevant data is provided 
in the table in Appendix 1. This briefly describes 
study settings; focus on SC, CF or both conditions; 
design and method; participants and sample; and 
key findings. The large majority of these studies 
concern North American experience of newborn 
screening.

Summary of current evidence

Internationally, there is no clearly established 
evidence-based approach to effective 
communication of newborn carrier status. In their 
systematic review published in 2004, confined 
to experimental evidence, Oliver et al.8 found 
no controlled trials of interventions to disclose 
newborn carrier status to parents, and this remains 
the case. Reviews1,8,20,55–57 have focused on the 
cost and effectiveness of antenatal and newborn 
screening for SC and thalassaemia20,21 or newborn 
screening for CF1 and its benefits and risks7 rather 
than on methods and effects of communicating 
carrier results. Other reviews note evidence on 
parents’ experiences of newborn screening has 
been limited,55 in particular concerning their 
experiences of receiving carrier results, with what 
is available being less explored for SC carrier 
communication.57

Research with parents following newborn 
screening supports disclosure of newborn carrier 
status.13,15,57–60 However, there is commonly 
inconsistency in whether specific communication 
protocols are in place for SC or CF carrier 
results,37,61–63 and further research is required 

into parents’ experiences or understanding of 
such communication13 and the most effective and 
acceptable communication models.8 There remains 
little guidance on the most appropriate ways to 
convey carrier status results,8,41 or research on 
parents’ experiences of receiving carrier results to 
inform approaches.13,57,64 Relevant work is generally 
limited to local descriptive reports on experience of 
newborn screening for SC65–69 or CF.58,59,70–72

Anxiety and understanding 
following carrier results

While research in relation to newborn CF 
screening may suggest little evidence of enduring 
adverse psychosocial effects,7,59,73 parents may 
be distressed or depressed during the process 
of newborn screening,14,60,74–80 which may relate 
to difficulties in understanding relatively 
complex information.15,58 Health professional 
communication may also shape parents responses 
to newborn CF screening results,81 which can 
include shock and anxiety,14,58,59,82,83 with health 
professional communication following newborn 
carrier identification sometimes found wanting by 
parents in relation to both CF and SC.58,84,85 One 
study found a significant proportion of parents 
of CF carriers had not understood, 1 year after 
newborn carrier identification, that their child 
was at increased risk of having an affected child.15 
While another found residual anxiety among some 
parents about their child’s health and reproductive 
decisions 6 years after being informed of newborn 
CF carrier status.63 This suggests that some parents’ 
information and support needs may not be met. 
There has been less empirical work conducted with 
parents of SC carriers following newborn screening 
but counselling has been advocated,86 without 
which it has been suggested results may cause 
undue anxiety and parents may fail to appreciate 
the implications of the results.87

Methods of communicating 
carrier results

One study in the USA found that offering parents 
genetic counselling on the day of their child’s 
CF sweat test lead to a significant increase in 
acceptance rates compared with parents required 
to return at a later date.88 A pilot randomised trial, 
also in the USA, suggested that in-person genetic 
counselling after parents had been informed 
their child was a carrier lead to an increase in 
parental testing for CF carrier status,89 although 
it was unclear whether parental testing was 
recommended to parents in the control group. 
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Other work in the field has been descriptive. For 
example, Kladny et al.41 compared service use 
following intensive follow-up (telephone contact, 
letters and audiovisual information) or traditional 
imparting of SC carrier results via letters as part 
of local service development in the USA, finding 
that the former lead to increased uptake of genetic 
counselling by telephone and interest in family 
testing. This is consistent with previous positive 
experience of using video information followed by 
genetic counselling90 and other research suggesting 
the benefits of providing audiovisual information 
prenatally on subsequent information retention for 
parents of newborn SC carriers.69

Parents’ experiences of newborn 
screening

Existing research that has used quantitative 
methods to examine parents’ experiences has 
tended to measure service use,74,89–91 or has used 
methods that have limited parents’ ability to 
convey their experience or understanding of 
results,41,63,67,74,92 while research relating to SC is 
particularly limited67 (see Appendix 1).

To date, 11 qualitative studies have examined 
the views of parents with experience of newborn 
screening,59,60,79,81,93–99 although samples have 
sometimes combined parents of affected children, 
carrier children, or unaffected children.59,81 This 
work suggests that while parents are supportive 
of newborn screening they may have concerns 
about the communication of results,59 they may 
want information to be presented orally with an 
accompanying leaflet antenatally,93 and their ability 
to recall information is reduced when it is provided 
to them during the emotionally demanding 
newborn period.95

In one qualitative study in the UK, which included 
parents of five SC carriers and five CF carriers, 
parents emphasised issues of retaining genetic 
knowledge, their own carrier status in relation to 
reproductive planning, and sharing information 
with their wider family.99 In a more recent study, 
the typical experience of parents of nine newborn 
SC carriers in England of receiving results by letter 
was found to be unhelpful, especially if parents 
had little awareness their baby had been screened, 
and it was suggested that personal communication 
by telephone or in person may be preferable.98 
In other work, in one region of England, with 21 
parents who received ‘false positive’ IRT results, 
waiting for confirmatory results was distressing and 
parents suggested the need for better information 

about screening, guidelines for health visitors 
communicating initial raised IRT results, and 
reduced waiting times for repeat test results.79

Another US study with 28 family members of 14 
children who underwent sweat tests for CF (13 false 
positive) identified three factors contextualising 
parental responses: prior knowledge of CF, 
newborn screening and carrier status; parental 
adaptation to newborn; and health professionals’ 
communication with family.60 Parents who had 
some awareness of CF, but incomplete knowledge, 
had more negative reactions than parents who were 
very knowledgeable or had no prior knowledge. 
Additional contributors to negative reactions were 
if the need for further testing had been conveyed 
via the telephone or an answerphone message, 
had not been wholly explained, or had been 
communicated before the child was old enough to 
have such tests. Subsequent work in the USA with 
families of 25 CF carriers has highlighted families’ 
needs for factual information and emotional 
support.96

Health professional perspectives

Research on the perspectives of health 
professionals40,61,62,81,93,100–106 has tended 
to include those less involved in direct 
patient communication,61 or has focused on 
communication protocols,61,101 knowledge,62,93,103 
and views on screening102,104 and information 
needs81 rather than health professionals’ 
experiences of communicating results to parents. 
This work has highlighted a lack of universal 
communication protocols61,101 and raised concerns 
about the provision of adequate62 and timely 
services,61 particularly if the recipient of carrier 
information does not have English as their 
first language.61 Recent work with US general 
paediatricians and family physicians found 
the majority perceived a need for parents who 
receive newborn carrier results to be referred for 
genetic counselling, particularly for CF and if 
the responding health professional was a family 
physician.107

Health professional 
communication of screening 
results
Farrell et al.106 in the USA have examined 
paediatric residents’ communication of SC and CF 
carrier results in simulated scenarios with analysis 
of 59 communication transcripts.40,100,106 This work 
suggests the absence of key information, the use 
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of potentially distressing information initially, and 
the predominance of jargon in communication may 
compromise effective communication of carrier 
results. Farrell et al.106 suggest ‘communication 
quality may be characterised by moments of 
excellence surrounded by missed opportunities 
and an unfortunate emphasis on [the prognosis 
of the disease]’. Clearer communication policies108 
and a checklist with better information resources 
for health professionals to utilise when conveying 
carrier results are increasingly supported.93

Rationale for current study

In summary, newborn screening for SC and CF 
is widely supported, as is the communication 
of ‘incidental’ carrier results. The benefits of 
identifying carriers may relate to informed choice 
when clear communication and an understanding 
of the benign nature of the results are of central 

importance. However, there is currently limited 
evidence to inform how best to communicate 
newborn carrier results to parents8,32,109 and a 
paucity of evidence on current practice and 
methods for doing so,13,57 in particular from 
parents’ experiences.13,57,90

The current study was commissioned by the Health 
Technology Assessment (HTA) programme in 
November 2005, and took place between June 
2006 and November 2008. During this period 
there was ongoing implementation of universal 
newborn screening for SC and CF in England, with 
this fully operational in all regions by the end of 
2006 and 2007 respectively. The study aimed to 
explore current practice, methods and experience 
of communicating carrier status information 
following newborn screening, with a particular 
focus on parents’ experience, to inform best 
practice and potential further research.
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Aims

The central question posed by the HTA 
programme in its original commissioning brief 
focused on establishing the most effective method 
for communication of carrier results following 
universal newborn screening, and a trial comparing 
different methods was envisaged. This brief was 
revised by the HTA when it became clear, in 
discussion with NHS stakeholders and the study 
team, that there was insufficient knowledge about 
current practice and methods, and universal 
newborn screening for CF and SC was still being 
implemented across the whole of England. Thus 
the overall aim of this study was:

• To describe and explore current practice, 
methods and experience of communicating 
carrier status information following newborn 
screening for CF and SC disorders to inform 
practice and further research.

Objectives

The study sought to address the following 
questions:

1. What is current practice for communicating 
carrier status information following newborn 
screening for SC disorders and CF in England?

2. What are the views of health professionals 
involved in communicating carrier status 
information on the acceptability of, feasibility 
of, effectiveness of and preference for methods 
of informing parents?

3. What are parents’ experiences and views of how 
they are informed and the support they are 
offered?

4. How well is carrier status information 
understood by parents?

5. What is the impact on a family of being 
informed of newborn carrier status, and is this 
information shared within the family?

6. What can we learn from existing evidence and 
current practice and experience about the 
effectiveness and feasibility of methods for 
communicating carrier status information, and 
what further research is required?

Methods

We undertook three linked qualitative studies 
across England with:

• child health screening co-ordinators in all 
health regions

• health professionals communicating results to 
parents

• parents of newborn carriers, this formed the 
principal part of the study.

The first study was a preliminary phase with child 
health screening co-ordinators in all English 
health regions. This sought to identify proposed 
or existing models for imparting carrier status 
information in practice, and explored associated 
challenges for policy at a relatively early stage 
in the implementation of SC and CF screening 
programmes. This took place in the second half 
of 2006 when some regions had implemented, 
and some had not yet operationalised, universal 
newborn screening for SC and/or CF. A further 
objective of this phase was to inform recruitment 
and sampling for substantive study with parents.

The second and central part of the study involved 
in-depth interviews and exploration, during 2007 
and 2008, with a national purposeful sample 
of parents of infants identified by universal 
newborn screening as carriers of SC or CF. This 
included a phase of later respondent validation. 
In parallel with interviewing parents, in a third 
study, telephone interviews and focus groups were 
conducted with a key informant sample of health 
professionals with contemporaneous personal 
experience of conveying newborn carrier results to 
parents.

All study phases were approved by a UK 
Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (West 
Midlands). Study completion involved negotiating 
two particular challenges. Firstly, the widely varying 
local NHS research and development (R&D) 
requirements and approval processes in over 
30 R&D units serving Trusts that were selected 
before respondents could be approached with 
study information and invitation (average time 
from application to Trust approval of 11 weeks, 

Chapter 2  
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range 1–42 weeks). Secondly, as implementation 
of universal newborn screening for SC and CF was 
ongoing during the study period in England, and 
given that very small numbers of CF carriers were 
detected, an extension of the study period was 
required to enable recruitment of parents of newly 
identified carriers with experience of the range 
of differing methods of communication in some 
regions.

The methods and results of each part of the study 
are presented in separate chapters in this report. 
Given significant differences between newborn 
screening for CF and SC, relevant results for each 
are presented separately where appropriate, and 
alongside those findings which were common to 
both programmes. Discussion of all study results 
with their interpretation and implications are 
presented in Chapter 6.
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Background

Prior to implementation of national programmes 
in England, newborn screening for SC and CF has 
been offered on an ad hoc basis, with CF screening 
available to 20% of babies (areas served by 
laboratories in East Anglia, East Midlands, South 
Yorkshire and Leeds) for over 15 years, and over 
10 years for SC in some areas in London, the east 
of England and Birmingham. Over this period, 
practice for informing parents of their infants’ 
carrier status has varied according to condition and 
locality.110 Given a lack of data on models being 
used, the extent of variation, and experience of 
implementation following the advent of universal 
screening, this preliminary phase of work111 firstly 
sought to identify existing or proposed models for 
giving out newborn carrier results across England, 
and, secondly, was used to inform later purposeful 
sampling of parents experiencing communication 
of results by different methods (see Chapter 5).

Methods

Semi-structured telephone interviews were 
conducted with the Regional Child Health Co-
ordinator from each of the nine English health 
regions during the second half of 2006. Consent to 
be interviewed was initially obtained by email and 
again verbally on tape at the start of the interview. 
Participants were invited to reflect on the extent of 
regional implementation of CF and SC newborn 
screening, actual or proposed models for giving 
results, the need for condition specific models, 
who should give the results, and suggestions for 
improving current practice and policy. Respondents 
were also able to raise other issues of importance 
relevant to the subject. Where informants were 
unable to provide sufficient details, brief telephone 
calls or emails to specialist services were used to 
acquire supplementary information. Interviews 
were tape recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data 
were thematically coded and analysed according to 
emergent themes by an experienced social sciences 

researcher who had conducted the interviews, 
and another researcher with a health psychology 
background. Subsequent feedback invited from all 
participants on a preliminary draft of the findings 
was also used to confirm and slightly refine them.

Results

In summary, respondents highlighted that 
diverse methods for imparting carrier results 
were being implemented or planned within and 
between regions, and within and between the 
two conditions. Models ranged from imparting 
results by letter alone to in-person communication 
during a home visit or specialist clinic 
attendance, with delivery by specialists (such as a 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor, specialist CF nurse, 
genetic counsellor) or generalists without specialist 
genetic expertise such as health visitors. The latter 
were potentially considered best placed to give 
results, and a similar approach for both conditions 
was emphasised. While national guidance was 
influencing choice of models, other factors 
contributed such as existing local service structures 
and lack of funding.

Challenges identified for implementation 
included uncertainty about guidance specifying 
in-person notification; how to balance allaying 
potential parental anxiety by using familiar ‘non-
specialist’ health professionals with concerns 
about practitioner competence; and the extent 
of information parents should be given. In 
addition, co-ordinators identified inadequate 
consideration of resource and service workload as 
policy obstacles. Integration of the two screening 
programmes, and ‘normalising’ carrier status were 
also suggested as likely to help.

Description of regional models

Participants reported a variety of models, proposed 
or already in operation, for imparting carrier 
results (see Table 1 for a summary of practice across 
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TABLE 1 Methods used or proposed for imparting newborn carrier results in English regions (2006)

Region SC carriers

Newborn SC 
screening 
started in CF carriers

Newborn CF 
screening started in

North West In person by purpose-trained health 
visitor

2005 In person by purpose-
trained health visitor

Not yet started at time 
of interview

West 
Midlands

In person by haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor
OR
Letter with result plus appointment 
for counselling

2004 In person by specialist 
counsellor plus family 
health visitor

Not yet started at time 
of interview

South West In person by family health visitor or 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor
OR
Letter with result plus option to 
attend haemoglobinopathy service

2004–6 In person by genetic 
counsellor or antenatal 
screening co-ordinator

Not yet started at time 
of interview

London In person by family health visitor or 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor
OR
Letter with result plus appointment 
for counselling, or option to attend 
specialist service or ‘drop-in’ clinic

1995–2005 Undecided at the time of 
data collection

Not yet started at time 
of interview

North East In person by Haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor plus family health visitor

2005 In person by purpose-
trained health visitor 
plus family health visitor

Not yet started at time 
of interview

East of 
England

In person by haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor or purpose-trained health 
visitor
OR
Letter with result plus appointment 
for counselling

1997–2005 In person by specialist 
CF nurse

1980s in 
Cambridgeshire

South 
Eastern

Haemoglobinopathy counsellors 
contact and inform parents (details 
on exact methods not collected)

2003–6 In person by purpose-
trained midwife

2006 in Thames Valley

East Midlands In person by general practitioner 
plus referral to clinical genetics or 
follow-up by haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor

2004 In person by screening 
specialist nurse

1989

Yorkshire and 
Humber

In person by purpose trained health 
visitor or haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor
OR
Letter with result plus appointment 
for counselling

2004 In person by family 
health visitor plus 
specialist CF nurse or 
by family health visitor 
alone

1997–2007
1989 (South Yorkshire)

England), with diversity of models both within 
and between regions and both within and between 
conditions. All regions did or expected to inform 
parents of CF carriers in person using a range 
of methods, from notification by letter alone to 

personal contact, for SC carriers. Health visitors 
had or were expected to have a prominent role, 
including a family’s usual health visitor and those 
specially trained to communicate carrier results.
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Factors shaping choice of 
method
National guidance
National guidance (as issued by the UKNSPC) for 
implementation most commonly influenced choices 
of methods for communicating carrier results. 
Guidance was perceived as more specific for the CF 
than for the SC programme. However, experience 
of implementing SC screening first had informed 
thinking about CF.

… because there were lines being drawn in 
the sand as to who should actually do this 
information, who should actually give this 
information and obviously we knew that cystic 
fibrosis was coming … so I adopted the model 
for the sickle screening programme as well.

[regional child health screening 
coordinator (CHC 04)]

Resource constraints
Inadequate funding was affecting implementation 
of both the delivery of screening and, in particular, 
the choice of methods for communicating carrier 
results. This had necessitated efforts to secure 
funding from local sources, often short term 
and dependent on an individual manager’s 
resourcefulness or sway within the local health 
system. Where no additional funds could be 
realised, existing staff had taken on communication 
of results in addition to their usual workload. 
Inevitably, these constraints had, in some regions, 
led to compromise and ‘quick fix’ models for 
communicating carrier results.

… I don’t think there was due consideration 
given to the workload associated with giving 
carrier results and I think that was an 
oversight. There doesn’t seem to have been 
any thoughts on how it would be … It needs to 
be properly accounted for, like we introduce 
services and they give four quid a baby for the 
lab but it affects every different component 
part of the service. It affects the midwives and 
their counselling, it affects the health visitors 
giving the results and it affects the child health 
record departments who have to adapt their 
systems of working to record the results.

(CHC 02)

… it’s [informing carriers] all done on goodwill, 
the PCTs [Primary Care Trusts] are asking 
where’s the funding for this? And obviously it 
does take up some time, some practitioners’ 
time.

(CHC 04)

Low or high prevalence areas for 
haemoglobin disorders

Specialist services have been operational in high 
prevalence areas long before the introduction of 
universal newborn screening. Bringing distinct 
advantages, such as expertise and referral 
protocols, a consequence is that regional plans 
for models of carrier results have to incorporate 
existing practice and organisational structures, 
resulting in less scope for innovation in some 
areas. Requesting changes to existing practice was 
a challenge, leading some interviewees to prefer 
starting service planning from scratch.

… it was easier to do the area that was a blank 
sheet because then you could do how best fitted 
what the geography and, you know, where the 
funds and all those sorts of things available 
were and you’ve also got some handle on 
what they do and can say what they should or 
shouldn’t do. Whereas when there’s already 
something in place it’s harder isn’t it?

(CHC 08)

In contrast, there were concerns about reporting 
results in low prevalence areas because of lack 
of resources and practitioner knowledge. Thus, 
although low prevalence settings provided 
opportunities for trying out new models of result 
giving, in some areas, urgency of need necessitated 
rapid implementation before localities were 
sufficiently prepared to deliver results.

Our real problem has been our low prevalence 
areas … it was little bit hit and miss to be quite 
honest. We had a case … where we found 60 
children hadn’t been given results. And that 
was a bit … because people didn’t know quite 
what to do with it, how to do it …

(CHC 05)

Local consultation and preferences
Regional implementation groups were a common 
mechanism for discussion and planning of 
proposed models. For some, the challenge was 
to find a fit between national guidance and local 
resources and preferences. Regions who consulted 
widely about this specific issue and ensured 
extensive health professional (e.g. Directors of 
Public Health, Primary Care Trust screening 
leads, paediatricians, heads of midwifery and 
health visiting, etc.) engagement found that the 
process benefited implementation of the screening 
programme as a whole.
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I think without doubt the implementation has 
brought more people around the table … and 
trying to ensure that there is linkage and 
involvement across the whole of the screening 
profession. So making sure that every 
professional group, primary, tertiary and 
secondary level specialists have been involved 
in that decision-making has been beneficial.

(CHC 07)

A role for non-specialists
With some exceptions, most interviewees 
expressed a strong preference that conveying 
carrier results should be a task undertaken by 
non-specialist health professionals. During 
interviews, respondents used the term 
‘specialists’ when referring to genetic counsellors, 
haemoglobinopathy counsellors and CF nurses. 
They regarded all other health professionals 
involved in communicating carrier status 
information as ‘non-specialists’. Key to this position 
was the view that carriers were healthy. It was felt 
that using a specialist practitioner in this role 
could cause parents to believe that their baby was 
ill and increase their anxiety. Specialist time was 
felt to be more appropriate for providing further 
information to families who wanted to know more 
or wanted to discuss future reproductive decisions. 
While support for non-specialists giving results was 
consistent, informants were uncertain about how 
best to balance allaying parental anxiety by using 
a non-specialist and concerns about practitioner 
competence.

And we would like for them [specialist 
haemoglobinopathy counsellors] to spend 
more time doing the specialist stuff that a 
health visitor couldn’t possibly do … for the 
sickle cell-carriers it’s quite a large workload 
and yet it doesn’t need super-specialist people, 
it needs somebody with some extra training 
and some expertise and it’s sort of half-way 
house.

(CHC 06)

Respondents working in regions where specialists 
were currently involved in giving results did not see 
this as a problem, although they were not insistent 
that specialists should be involved. In one region, 
concern had arisen about non-specialists giving CF 
carrier results because of the small risk that some 
carriers may be affected.

The importance of involving the family’s usual 
health visitor in giving results was highlighted as 

the best way to minimise parental anxiety, either as 
the sole professional giving the results, or visiting 
the family together with a specialist or purpose-
trained non-specialist. Ensuring appropriate 
training for health visitors was an important 
consideration. Whether to train all of them to 
give results, knowing that some may never come 
across a carrier case, or to concentrate training on 
a selected group who would take on this role and 
accompany the family health visitor remained an 
ongoing debate for some regions.

… it seems to me that the best person to give 
the results so that it isn’t worrying is in the 
middle of a routine health visitor visit without 
the phone call to say, ‘hey can I see you’, 
especially because in a sense that’s making 
anxieties. But how do we maintain competence 
if even at local level you know no health visitor 
is going to be doing it every week say or even 
once a month so I think there’s actually a real 
dilemma …

(CHC 06)

Condition specific or same approach for 
both conditions
None of the interviewees were in favour of separate 
models for the two conditions. Two respondents, 
who had not yet implemented CF newborn 
screening, wanted to await further experience while 
others expressed strong preference for similar 
models and for close working between the two 
screening programmes. Another suggested that 
the difference between carrier results for the two 
conditions was over stated.

… I think there should be [the same 
model] … I’ve thought about this quite a lot 
because with cystic fibrosis the results can be 
difficult to interpret and some of the mutations 
the significance of those isn’t known. But then 
I thought with sickle cell screening some of 
the haemoglobin variants, the significance of 
those is unclear so the results of that can be 
equally as difficult to interpret and not always 
straightforward.

(CHC 01)

A common view was that there were more 
similarities, such as carrier status, recessive 
inheritance, and skills required to inform parents, 
than differences between the conditions. Therefore, 
it appeared logical to have the same protocol and 
organisational structure, albeit with some variation, 
for giving results.
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Well when we were putting the whole system 
[SCD newborn screening] into place in the 
back of our mind all the time was the fact that 
CF has got to roll out and it makes sense to use 
the same mechanism because the counselling 
skill is the same isn’t it? You know, telling 
somebody that there’s a problem with their 
baby and this is the genetics and you know, that 
sort of skill … a counselling skill is a counselling 
skill really isn’t it?

(CHC 08)

I would think it should be the same method, 
you know, I think it should be. Ideally I mean 
it’s the same recessive condition that you’re 
describing, the same genetics involved so you 
know I’d be of the opinion you could do both.

(CHC 03)

Parity in methods for the two conditions was 
also seen as a way of addressing concerns about 
longstanding inequity in NHS service provision for 
SC disorders compared with CF.

I think it [methods for giving carrier results] 
should be standard but … because I do find 
it … I do find it personally irritating that there’s 
this difference between sickle cell and CF. 
And professionally I think, well sickle cell is a 
genetic condition so why don’t clinical genetics 
see it as their remit a little bit more because it 
is an inherited condition … but that’s always 
been the way. Sickle cell services seem to have 
existed running parallel to clinical genetics 
and erm … so as I say, it’s [sickle cell disorders] 
probably a bit of Cinderella area …

(CHC 01)

Suggestions for advancing practice and 
policy
The need to clarify what was meant in national 
guidance by ‘communicating in person’ was a 
priority. Personal informing was seen as a costly 
process and some respondents suggested that an 
appropriate leaflet with contact details for further 
information could be as effective as a personal visit. 
Others considered using only written information 
unsatisfactory as varying reading levels would 
increase misunderstanding and service providers 
would not know that parents had received the 
information.

… I think we need a better definition of what 
is ‘communicated in person’ because you could 
interpret that, couldn’t you, as here’s the leaflet 
read it, it could be here’s the leaflet shall we go 

through it together … erm … through the whole 
thing about you know a specialist ringing up 
and saying nothing to worry about but I need 
to see you … erm … The other thing is in the ‘in 
person’, I mean if you’ve got a family that don’t 
speak English … if the health visitor doesn’t 
speak their language but goes in with a leaflet 
in the right language you know, is that a face-
to-face contact or whatever?

(CHC 06)

A nationally agreed protocol for informing carriers 
with clear expectations of what information needs 
to be communicated to parents and practitioner 
roles, more detailed than current guidance and 
similar for both conditions was suggested.

Well, it’s about clear expectations. About 
making sure that there is clear linkage of 
what you do next. I think if you are going into 
a family to give a result, it is not just good 
enough to give a result and to give a leaflet. 
You must provide the next level of intervention. 
And that next level in intervention is about 
listening, and then signposting and very clearly 
where you go next. And it isn’t just about 
saying ‘go to your GP and they might refer you 
to clinical genetics’ because some GPs may not. 
So I think that needs to be really erm … agreed 
before we sort this out. What is the kind of 
things if people want further support? The 
other thing that needs to be clear, so that the 
health visitors are very clear, is about we are 
not asking them to become genetics experts 
and we are not asking them to become sickle 
cell experts … we need to have some very 
clear role boundaries of what is expected 
and that is agreed boundaries and part of it 
is you may have a health visitor that is really 
interested and wants to do a lot more but is it 
appropriate?

(CHC 05)

Explicit national policy regarding cascade 
screening (testing of other family members), and 
whether and how to report results detecting non-
significant haemoglobin variants would also be 
helpful. More practical proposals included scripts 
on what parents should be told, especially when 
handling contentious scenarios such as non-
paternity; simplification of current leaflets for 
parents of carriers; and review of the timing of 
when parents are told what the blood spot test is 
for. As part of the call for continuity across both 
conditions, integration of the two programmes was 
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suggested as imperative to ensure consistency in 
practice (and arguably, equity).

The other stuff that we really, really need to 
do is to not do something totally different for 
CF and for sickle because we do an awful lot 
of going down different pathways and I don’t 
think that makes any sense … the integration 
of the two programmes is just so important 
because it’s really hopeless if they don’t 
erm … because you get these mixed messages 
and you know you get it all being very special 
and very different. I mean it’s one of the issues 
I think all children with chronic disease or 
carriers, they’ve got more in common through 
being children than they have in having a 
disease erm … and it seems to me we shouldn’t 
be taking people into different pathways simply 
because they’ve got one type of disease.

(CHC 06)

Respondents felt that giving results should be 
‘normalised’ and incorporated into usual health-
care practice. Where possible, lessons could be 
learnt from other screening programmes where 
results may be equally worrying. Increased 
public awareness of the conditions and screening 
programmes was also mentioned as a way of 
allaying parental concerns about carrier status.

I think the biggest problem for the counsellors 
is getting across to the parents that carrier 
status isn’t a disease and I think if we could 
raise the public’s understanding of what 
sickle cell was, I think that would help them 
enormously because [otherwise] they’ve got to 
start from zero haven’t they really. And bring 
parents up because it can come out of the blue 

can’t it, they don’t even know anything about 
it and then you’re telling them that there’s 
something wrong with their perfect baby.

(CHC 08)

Although confident that this task was within a 
non-specialist remit, participants noted concerns 
about practitioner competence. In particular, 
general practitioners’ (family physicians’) limited 
knowledge about the implications of carrier status 
was perceived as concerning and needed to be 
addressed.

Creation of a new post for a designated health 
professional within a specific locality, described 
as a ‘newborn bloodspot practitioner’, to take 
responsibility for newborn screening carrier results 
for all conditions was proposed. This was seen as 
a potentially practical way forward to facilitate 
continuity in liaison with laboratories and other 
stakeholders, and maintenance of professional 
competence in result giving. Respondents 
emphasised a need for research evidence to inform 
current practice. They wanted to understand more 
about the relative effectiveness and cost of various 
models and parents’ preferences for delivery 
format and information content.

Regional screening co-ordinators’ perspectives 
and experience were captured at a relatively early 
stage in relation to universal implementation of 
newborn screening for SC and CF, in the latter half 
of 2006. However, many of the issues they raised 
about the acceptability, feasibility and effectiveness 
of methods of communicating results to parents 
remain highly relevant to further experience of the 
screening programmes two years later, and these 
are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Objective

This phase of the work with key informants sought 
to establish views of health professionals with 
contemporaneous experience of communicating 
newborn carrier status information about the 
acceptability, feasibility and effectiveness of, and 
preferences for methods of informing parents.

Methods

Health professionals involved in communicating 
information about newborn SC or CF carrier status 
to parents were purposively sampled to include 
professionals using different methods of informing 
parents, and of varying disciplinary background 
and expertise such as condition or screening 
specialist and generalist community-based or 
primary care professionals, and practice in a range 
of contexts (e.g. differing patient populations and 
potential needs).

One-to-one and focus group interviews explored 
informants’ experiences and views on the 
acceptability, feasibility and effectiveness of the 
different methods of informing parents that were 
used, and their preferences including perceptions 
of attendant service organisational issues and 
professional training needs. Professionals’ views 
of communication processes and information 
materials used, suggestions for improvement 
to current practice, and strategies adopted for 
different cultural and language groups were 
explored. All interviews were audio-taped, 
transcribed, and data analysed by two study 
researchers (health psychology and social science 
backgrounds) independently identifying and 
sorting key emergent findings under common 
themes, which were further reviewed and agreed 
in discussion with a senior clinical academic 
researcher in the study team. Organisation and 
coding of data were assisted by use of nvivo 
software. Themes were tested during subsequent 
data generation until no new themes were 
emerging, suggesting saturation. To enable 
respondent validation, a written synopsis of key 

themes from analysis was sent to all participants, 
inviting comments and feedback.

Results

Ultimately 16 health professionals, selected as key 
informants reflecting a range of known methods 
of communicating carrier results in England, took 
part in two focus groups (one for CF involving 
six participants and one for SC involving six 
participants) and seven one-to-one telephone 
interviews between October 2007 and October 
2008 (Table 2).

Approaches to communication 
with parents

These informants echoed some of the earlier 
perspectives of regional screening co-ordinators, 
reporting several models of communication in 
practice, most commonly including use of a letter 
giving the option of attending a clinic (e.g. with 
a haemoglobinopathy counsellor) in relation 
to SC carrier results; in relation to CF results, a 
telephone call and/or home visit by different health 
professionals (e.g. health visitor, or health visitor 
and CF nurse/specialist practitioner together); or 
the offer of hospital clinic appointment (e.g. to see 
a paediatrician).

Although discussing communication following 
newborn screening, respondents also highlighted 
the potential for developing policy ‘upstream’ from 
current approaches by considering carrier status 
preconception:

I would totally agree with (those) who say we 
are doing it the wrong way [… policy-makers] 
haven’t got another policy where they see all 
new entrants or pre-marital or early adulthood 
screening, if they are not doing that […] I think 
it is a missed opportunity.

(SC focus group participant)

Most regarded their current practice for 
communication with parents as effective for 
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TABLE 2 Health professionals involved in communication: key informants

Regions reporting using 
method

Key informants 
interviewed

Health professional imparting CF carrier results

Specialist CF nurse 2 2

Midwife 1 1

Specialist counsellor + health visitor 1 1

Specialist screening nurse 1 2

Genetic counsellor 1 1

Screening link health visitor (also SC results) 2 1

Health professional imparting SC carrier results

Haemoglobinopathy counsellora 8 5

Specialist counsellor + general practitioner 1 2

Health visitor 4 1

Screening link health visitor (also CF results) 2 1

a Includes two using only letters to communicate results.

TABLE 3 Key informant experiences and perceptions of communication models

Benefits of method of informing Issues with method of informing

Telephone

More practical and time-efficient than visiting all parents, 
particularly of SC carriers
Can provide immediate reassurance

Parents’ environment at the time may be problematic or 
compromise understanding
Less able to assess parents’ understanding (non-verbal 
feedback)
Unable to supplement explanation by drawing diagrams

Letters

Feasible for providing large numbers of SC carrier results Incorrect contact details
Difficulty providing a balanced message that is taken seriously 
but does not trigger undue anxiety
Unable to check parents’ understanding

In person

Most supported method, particularly for CF or where English 
is not the first language; underlines that the information was 
important
Provides opportunity to check parents’ understanding

Challenging to deliver to large numbers of parents
Visit may unnecessarily raise parent anxiety

their local contexts such as availability of local 
haemoglobinopathy services or prevalence of 
sickle cell. They described the pros and cons of 
their use of telephone, written and in-person 
communication of newborn carrier information, 
alone or, most often, in combination (summarised 
in Table 3).

Health professionals comfortable with using a 
telephone call to inform parents about carrier 
status results felt they could more immediately 
address parents’ concerns, but nevertheless 
typically followed this with an offer of face-to-face 
communication. The use of telephone alone was 
felt to be problematic in ensuring the quality of 
the communication, assessing parents’ level of 
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understanding non-verbally, and in particular 
where parents’ first language was not English. For 
example:

… parents seem okay about the SC, you know 
the carrier status of it, because I can usually 
allay their fears on the phone really … I 
think I’m happy with it doing it this way 
because … parents have said … no that’s fine. I 
think as long as I phone up and say right I’ll 
arrange a visit to come and see you this week

(Health visitor, conveying SC results 
by telephone call with a follow-up 

home visit in low prevalence area for 
haemoglobinopathies)

I guess it has been hard on the telephone too 
not being able to see their facial expressions, 
not to be able to show them simple diagrams. I 
guess those are the main issues …

(Genetic counsellor, conveying CF 
results by telephone call with an offer of in-

person counselling)

Particularly over the phone there had been an 
issue … half of the people I give results to have 
English as a second language so explaining 
concepts to them which are sometimes hard to 
understand anyway and then with the second 
language it is a bit of a challenge …

(Genetic counsellor, conveying CF 
results by telephone call with an offer of in-

person counselling)

Professionals conveying SC carrier results, 
particularly in high prevalence areas, usually did 
so by letter initially, highlighting the practical 
challenge of sometimes having large numbers of 
parents to notify, and that some parents would 
already have received carrier information through 
antenatal screening. With experience of the latter, 
some professionals had found that parents did 
not always require a further offer of in-person 
consultation.

I wouldn’t have time to go and see these 400 
children [a year] at home, to go and tell them.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor, 
conveying SC results by letter with 

invitation for further counselling, in a high 
prevalence area)

What I found was they weren’t coming so when 
I called them they said we were counselled 
antenatally and we have all the information we 
need … So … I devised another letter saying 

that as you were counselled and the baby was 
found to be carrying whatever variant but as 
you were both counselled antenatally you may 
not find the need for a further appointment 
but should you require one please contact me.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor, 
responsible for all antenatal and newborn 

counselling in her high prevalence area)

Professionals communicating CF carrier results 
usually did so in person at some point in their 
interaction with parents because these results were 
perceived as more complex, and they had also 
found earlier communication with parents at the 
time of the second heel prick test had been variable 
in quality and quantity. For example:

After that second blood test parents I think 
in general have been hugely anxious. I think 
that is the worst time for them that week or 
so or however long they are waiting for that 
result. … I think it is very variable it depends 
entirely or largely on what the midwife tells 
them. So I never know when I ring them what 
they have been told.

(Genetic counsellor, conveying CF 
carrier result by telephone with offer of in-

person counselling)

I mean I would feel very uncomfortable not 
meeting face-to-face with the family and not 
seeing the child and I wouldn’t feel happy 
about having a telephone contact as that being 
adequate. I think parents deserve face to face.

(CF focus group participant)

Use of supporting resources

Communication of results was supported by use of 
written information that was locally produced and/
or that provided by the relevant national screening 
programme. For SC carriers, most informants 
used written information from the Accessible 
Publishing of Genetic Information (ApoGI)112 or 
information they had devised locally, including 
locally translated information. Some were unaware 
of the newborn SC carrier information leaflet 
produced by the NHS Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia 
Screening programme (available/issued during the 
study period in September 2007 in English) but 
those who had used this felt it was a good resource 
with well-targeted information. One informant 
using the national leaflet for CF carriers (available 
in March 2007) described how a number of parents 
felt this was confusing and over complex, and one 
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highlighted using her own in a more simplified 
form.

One or two [parents] have certainly said well 
they have got confused because [the leaflet] 
talks about CF then it talks about carriers 
and then it talks about CF and its like well oh 
what are we talking about … we have actually 
produced one with the same information but in 
a question and answer format. But I think the 
actual leaflet can be a little bit confusing when 
you’re reading it.

(CF focus group participant)

They identified a critical lack of good or recognised 
information for use with parents when initiating 
the second blood test for IRT. One useful example 
of this was cited as provided by a screening 
laboratory.

There was a gap we felt within the national 
literature that there is … not something to 
cover that, that period [waiting for the second 
test result].

(CF focus group participant)

Our newborn laboratory issue the packs when 
they ring the midwife to organise a second 
sample they fax a letter to be given to the 
parents explaining why the second sample is 
being taken and certainly to begin with that was 
a problem where the letters didn’t get to the 
midwife and the midwife didn’t get to give it 
to the parent and that was a problem. Now the 
parents are getting that letter that does seem to 
ease their anxieties and they know that within 
10 days somebody will contact them and it does 
give a contact number so sometimes they will 
ring the laboratory and say I want some more 
information.

(CF focus group participant)

Roles and support of different 
professionals in pathway

Generalist health professionals without specialist 
genetics expertise, such as midwives or health 
visitors, were perceived as having a valuable role 
in supporting communication of results because 
of their potential insights into relevant family 
information or parents’ prior knowledge of the 
conditions.

Certainly as far as conveying the CF carrier 
results I do find it vital going with the health 
visitor because she has already had contact with 
the family, has got a picture of the baby and 

she will link in with the GP’s if there are any 
concerns, if parents are a little bit anxious.

(CF focus group participant)

However, there was some concern about non-
specialists’ competence to provide accurate 
carrier information, with respondents citing 
examples of parental anxiety following apparent 
misinformation in this context. They emphasised 
a need for training and support of non-specialists 
to answer basic screening questions, and prevent 
unnecessary parental anxiety. This included 
providing more specific written support for 
midwives or health visitors to use with both SC 
and CF information, and when second heel prick 
testing was necessary as part of CF screening. 
Some felt that expecting generalist professionals 
to assume more of a role, particularly discussion 
of CF carrier results, was unlikely to be feasible or 
appropriate given the relative rarity of these results 
in most professionals’ practice.

I think from a clinical governance point of 
view … health professionals need to be armed 
with the correct information to give it to 
patients to prevent that anxiety.

(SC focus group participant)

One of the problems we had when we started 
off, midwives hadn’t attended the CF training 
and they were being asked to do repeat tests 
and parents were being told all sorts of things 
by the midwives.

(CF focus group participant)

It’s nice that it’s someone familiar and 
obviously its got to be done in person to collect 
that second sample. But yeah more training 
would be good and I mean I think that’s why 
maybe a leaflet that all midwives could have 
when they need to take out might be easier 
because it saves them from having to you know 
revise it every time it might happen and try to 
remember everything they’ve got to tell them. 
It might be one of the easiest solutions I think.

(Genetic counsellor, discussing CF 
screening)

Potentially a lot of them [midwives] might 
never do one of these you know not very often. 
So they really weren’t that briefed exactly so 
you know how long it’s going to take, what 
exactly it means, what are the chances it being 
an affected or a carrier. So the midwives often 
weren’t able to answer their questions … I can 
imagine them running around whereas that is 
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my job and when I do call eventually I do have 
plenty of time to explain everything to them.

(Genetic counsellor, discussing CF 
screening)

Communication in ethnically 
diverse contexts

Participants highlighted the challenges they faced 
with the increase in SC carrier identification 
following newborn screening. They underlined 
how this amplified the need for greater support 
and investment, particularly in ethnically diverse 
areas of higher prevalence where potentially 
inadequate staffing levels were a concern. While 
existing nationally produced carrier information 
was useful, they identified a lack of availability of 
high quality translated information for use with 
parents in conveying SC carrier results. They also 
underlined the importance of being able to access 
and work with professional interpreters who had 
been appropriately briefed about the nature of the 
consultation.

I have been understaffed now from 1993 and 
since then our ethnic population has increased 
so there is an increased number of those that 
are carriers that you would find […] The 
staffing hasn’t increased to cope with that level 
of increase of both the antenatal and newborn 
screening.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor, high 
prevalence area, conveying SC results by 

letter with invitation to counselling)

We have had some leaflets come through, from 
the NHS programme and they are actually 
very good. They are sort of very thorough and 
specific … [but] you don’t have the information 
to help in the appropriate languages as well. 
We have difficulty in obtaining information in 
other languages because of the cost factor and 
there are limited resources for I think in most 
areas really certainly here where I work. You 
can’t get money to obtain leaflets or have them 
translated in to other languages so that makes 
a difference.

(SC focus group participant, high 
prevalence area)

What I would usually do is tell the client it will 
take a bit longer but I need for the advocate 
to understand first. So I will go through it with 
the health advocate first, and if she has any 
questions first before translating. It just makes 
it a bit longer, but, I hope, a bit more effective.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor, high 
prevalence area, conveying SC results by 

letter with invitation to counselling)

Equity and consistency of 
communication

Health professionals involved in both SC and 
CF were concerned about regional variations in 
protocols for communicating results and poor 
consistency of messages to parents within regions 
when different professionals were involved. They 
suggested there could be closer adherence to 
national protocols with less variation both between 
and within regions to ensure services are equitable. 
In achieving this, respondents underlined 
the importance of provision of pre-screening 
information antenatally to enhance parental 
awareness and preparedness for possible results 
of newborn screening, and use of standardised 
national carrier information for parents in 
achieving this.

I think it would be helpful to know that actually 
in third trimester …, we have talked about this, 
it has been done because in my experience 
where I have asked parents did your midwife 
discuss what this thing was and did she discuss 
it with you before she took the sample … some 
of them can’t remember it being discussed 
so … that protocols being sort of broken down 
at the first hurdle because they haven’t, not all 
of them have had that [pre-screening] leaflet 
or if they have they can’t remember having had 
that.

(CF focus group participant)

If you went to different centres [services are] so 
different in every place and that makes it a bit 
iffy. We are specialists we must all be reading 
from the same book.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor)

It is a national screening 
programme … obviously all areas are doing it 
differently … and perhaps that needs sorting 
out you know.

(CF focus group participant)

I think we need the standard national leaflet, 
so you’re giving the same information, 
because … every centre does their own 
[information],… I think it would make life so 
much easier, as it would make the information 
standard throughout.

(Haemoglobinopathy counsellor)
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Health professional feedback 
from validation
Feedback from participants was invited on a written 
synopsis of the above key themes. Respondents 
confirmed this interpretation and felt it agreed 
with feedback they received from parents. The 
need for better guidance for health professionals, 
information for parents at the time of a repeat 

sample in CF screening, and for support for 
parents between this and receiving results was 
emphasised. A need for further research exploring 
the scale and reasons for non-uptake of counselling 
among parents of SC carriers, and the potentially 
neglected service needs of this group, was 
identified.
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Objectives

This central phase of the work sought to address 
the following questions:

1. What are parents’ experiences and views of how 
they are informed and the support they are 
offered?

2. How well is carrier status information 
understood by parents?

3. What is the impact on a family of being 
informed of newborn carrier status, and is this 
information shared within the family?

Methods
Recruitment and sampling
Recruitment sites, and parents informed of their 
baby’s CF or SC carrier status following universal 
newborn screening, were purposively sampled and 
selected according to experience of the range of 
differing models of communicating carrier status 
information in localities across all nine health 
regions of England during 2007 and 2008. This 
was initially informed by the identification of 
current or proposed approaches in the preliminary 
study with regional screening co-ordinators (see 
Chapter 3) and by further discussion with local 
health professionals involved in co-ordinating or 
communicating carrier results.

Following Multicentre Research Ethics Committee 
approval, study progress was impeded by widely 
varying local NHS R&D requirements and approval 
processes in over 30 R&D units serving Trusts that 
were selected across England. These local approvals 
were necessary before respondents could be 
approached with study information and invitation 
(average time from application to Trust approval of 
11 weeks, range 1–42 weeks).

Following local Trust R&D approval, relevant 
local health professionals kindly distributed study 
information packs, on the study team’s behalf, to 
parents who had recently received newborn carrier 
results. These packs included an invitation letter, 

a three-page parent information leaflet, a ‘consent 
to contact’ form, a translation request form, 
and a freepost envelope. Parents who returned 
‘consent to contact’ forms were then contacted by 
a researcher to discuss the study, and to arrange 
an interview if appropriate, with informed consent 
undertaken at interview.

Where parents returned a translation request form, 
a researcher called with a professional interpreter 
and a three-way telephone conversation was held to 
achieve this. Where possible, the same interpreter 
was used during subsequent face-to-face interview. 
Following interviews, parents were provided with an 
opportunity to ask further questions, and were told 
they would receive a letter thanking them for their 
participation, as well as a summary of the research 
with an opportunity to provide feedback and reflect 
on the study findings.

Data generation

Data were generated by face-to-face semi-
structured interviews with a purposeful sample 
of 67 family members of 51 infants identified by 
universal newborn screening as carriers of CF (27) 
and SC (24).

Interviews were conducted in respondents’ own 
homes, at their convenience, using professional 
interpreters where necessary (eight cases: French, 
three; Bengali, three; Portuguese, two), and 
explored how parents and their families had 
perceived, experienced, understood and adapted 
to the process of screening. Interviews took place 
between 3 and 7 months following screening. 
Parents were initially encouraged to relate their 
experience of newborn screening from the time 
they were first aware that their child was going 
to be screened. Interviews then followed broad 
topic areas based upon the research questions, 
using a topic prompt which was modified and 
refined following earlier interviews. Parents were 
encouraged to discuss their perceptions and 
experiences freely but were also asked to reflect 
on the effect that the screening information or 
process had had upon them and their families, 
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on their prior knowledge of the condition and on 
their understanding of the information they had 
received. Willingness to be approached again for 
later telephone interview as part of validation of 
findings was also sought (see below). All interviews 
were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim.

Interviews conducted with the support of 
professional interpreters were initially transcribed 
in English. These transcripts and original interview 
recordings were then checked by an independent 
interpreting and translation service for accuracy of 
translation of all parties by interpreters within the 
interview, and for equivalence of meaning.

Data analysis and validation
Data generation and analysis were iterative, with 
each informing the other using a grounded theory 
approach. Constant comparison of data was 
undertaken by project field researchers (health 
psychology and social science backgrounds), with 
the wider team (clinical primary care academics) 
contributing to development of the analysis and 
conceptual framework to maximise theoretical 
sensitivity. Organisation and coding of data were 
assisted by the use of nvivo software. Further 
theoretical sampling and data collection sought 
deviant cases to extend and challenge earlier data 
and interpretation until no new categories or 
concepts emerged, suggesting saturation.

This was followed by a phase of respondent 
validation (member checking) with parents. All 
participating parents were sent and invited to 
comment on an interim summary of findings, 
translated where appropriate, towards the end 
of the study. Further semi-structured audio-
taped telephone interviews were conducted for 
respondent validation with one third of the sample 
(parents of 17 newborn carriers) between 3 and 
14 months after their earlier interview. These 
interviews also invited further reflection on parents’ 
experience with the greater passage of time since 
being informed of their child’s carrier result. These 
data served to confirm and refine our analysis.

Description of sample and 
context

The national purposeful sample of participating 
parents included 49 mothers and 16 fathers, 
with an average age of 34 (range 18–47) years, 
and one maternal grandmother and one 
maternal grandfather. There were no significant 
demographic differences between parents of 
CF or SC carriers other than ethnicity. They are 

described in Table 4 and their infants’ carrier status 
is described in Table 5.

Parents’ experience of different ways of 
communication of information and results 
following screening, with those health professionals 
involved, and other contexts is also summarised 
below in Tables 6 and 7.

In relation to potential awareness or knowledge of 
carrier status among the sample prior to newborn 
screening, 21 parent respondents knew their own 
SC carrier status previously from antenatal or 
other earlier testing, and there was a family history 
of being affected with sickle cell disorder in one 
family (previous child). Five parent respondents 
had been tested after their newborn was identified 
as a carrier for SC. Among parents of CF carriers, 
three knew of their own CF carrier status previously 
and there was a family history of CF in one family 
(parent’s sibling); while 19 of 35 other parent 
respondents had had carrier testing after their 
newborn was identified as a CF carrier.

Results
What are parents’ views of 
how they are informed and the 
support they are offered?
Influences on experience of 
communication of results
Respondents’ views reflected their varying 
experience of communication across a screening 
pathway rather than a discrete communication 
event. In summary, factors shaping their positive 
or less positive experience across both conditions 
were:

• their prior knowledge or preparedness for 
carrier results

• processes used to contact parents, such as how 
initial contact after the heel prick test was 
made, or whether information was conveyed 
with both parents present

• the competence, knowledge and 
communication of health professionals 
involved in pathways rather than the type of 
professional

• opportunity for access to in-person 
communication with a well-informed 
professional

• the provision of timely, accessible and accurate 
information before and alongside testing 
(what for, what to expect), and when receiving 
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TABLE 4 Characteristics of national sample of parents of 
newborn carriers (N = 67)

Characteristics of parent 
respondentsa n (%)

Ethnicity

White British 43 (64%)

Black African/British/Caribbean 14 (21%)

Bangladeshi 3 (4%)

White European/Other 3 (4%)

Mixed 3 (4%)

Asian Thai 1 (1%)

Employment Status

Employed full-time 33 (49%)

Employed part-time 12 (18%)

Full-time parent 11 (16%)

Full-time student 3 (4%)

Full-time carer 1 (1%)

Unemployed 1 (1%)

Not known/completed 6 (9%)

Highest educational attainment

Degree or higher degree 22 (33%)

NVQ, Diploma, A level, HND or 
equivalent

17 (25%)

GCSE or equivalent 14 (21%)

None 1 (1%)

Not known/completed 13 (19%)

Parent carrier status 

Not tested 19 (28%)

Tested – carrier SC 17 (25%)

Tested – carrier CF 11 (16%)

Tested – not carrier CF 11 (16%)

Tested – not carrier SC 9 (13%)

a Includes two grandparents.

TABLE 5 Characteristics of carrier infants (N = 51)

Characteristics of infants n (%)

Infant carrier characteristics 

Carrier of CF 27 (53%)

Carrier of SC/other haemoglobin variant 24 (47%)

Female 24 (47%)

Male 27 (53%)

Birth order of infant 

First 28 (55%)

Second 17 (33%)

Third 6 (12%)

Family units 

Mother lives with baby’s father 43 (84%)

Mother lives with partner 1 (2%)

Single parent household 7 (14%)

results (what they mean, signposting to further 
information)

• availability of relevant information, and 
continuing guidance after receiving results.

Ways of being informed
The varying ways in which parents in the study 
experienced being informed of their child’s 
carrier status are described in detail in Tables 6 
and 7 below. Parents whose child was a carrier of 

SC commonly either received a letter informing 
them that their child was a carrier and/or inviting 
them to attend a clinic with a haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor, or they received a home visit or 
telephone call from their health visitor informing 
them of the carrier result. In contrast, parents of 
infants who ultimately were found to be carriers 
of CF were often first made aware of the necessity 
for further heel prick testing when a health 
professional (midwife or health visitor) visited 
their home unexpectedly. Some were informed 
by telephone that this was necessary, including by 
answerphone message. Subsequent carrier results 
were then conveyed in one of three ways: most 
commonly in a home visit from, or a hospital 
appointment with, a health professional with 
specialist screening, genetics or CF expertise; 
less commonly by a telephone call alone from 
the latter; or, also less commonly, by a home visit 
involving the latter accompanied by a ‘familiar’ 
primary care based health professional (health 
visitor or midwife). No respondents received CF 
carrier results by letter.

Receiving SC carrier information
Parents of SC carriers who had some prior 
knowledge of carrier status generally, or their own 
carrier status from previous or antenatal screening, 
appeared more prepared for, and were generally 
satisfied with, how their child’s results were 
communicated. For example:
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TABLE 6 Communication of SC carrier results experienced by parent sample (N = 29)

Communication of SC carrier results experienced Parents, n (high/low prevalence area)

Haemoglobinopathy counsellor 14 (11 high/3 low)

Letter (result), health centre consultation offered and taken up 6 (4 high/2 low)

Letter offering appointment, health centre consultation (result) 5 (high)

Letter alone (result) 2 (high)

Telephone call (result), advised to consult GP, second telephone call from 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor 

1 (low)

Health visitor 7 (2 high/5 low)

Home visit (result) 3 (low)

Home visit (result), further home visit from specialist screening counsellor 1 (low)

Home visit (result), GP visit, telephone call from haemoglobinopathy 
counsellor

1 (low)

Telephone call (result) 1 (high)

Telephone call (result), home visit 1 (high)

Screening link health visitor 4 (1 high/3 low)

Letter (result), home visit with family health visitor 2 (low)

Telephone call (result), home visit 1 (low)

Telephone call (result) 1 (high)

Specialist screening counsellor 3 (low)

Letter (result), home visit 3 (low)

Midwife 1 (low)

Home visit (result), GP consultation 1 (low)

She (haemoglobinopathy counsellor) was the 
same person that actually dealt with me when I 
was pregnant and so she did actually say, … ‘Oh 
next time I see you it will probably be me that 
tells you (my baby’s) got the trait.’

(#28: Mother of SC carrier, result in 
letter, saw haemoglobinopathy counsellor; 

high prevalence area)

Interviewer: Were you worried when you saw 
what the letter said?
Parent: Not really because they said ‘only a 
carrier’ and I am a sickle cell carrier as well so I 
wasn’t that surprised.

(#47: Mother of SC carrier, aware of 
carrier status from childhood blood test; 

high prevalence area)

However, most parents had not felt prepared 
for the possibility their child could be a carrier, 
and, without this prior knowledge, were less 
comfortable with some aspect of how they were 
informed. This included receiving results by letter 

or their communication from health professionals 
who appeared to lack adequate knowledge or 
competence, when subsequent contact with well-
informed professionals became important. For 
example:

Yeah I was still unsure [after reading letter with 
results] and I still didn’t feel, yeah, I didn’t feel 
good about it no.

(#34: Parent of SC carrier, low 
prevalence area, not tested antenatally)

She [midwife] came in and she was like ‘can 
you sit down’ … I thought ‘oh right that’s it, 
he has got cancer or AIDS or something’ you 
know, oh it was awful … I immediately went in 
to kind of panic where ‘right what’s wrong, tell 
me, tell me?’ [She said] ‘Come on let’s just be 
calm’ and I was like ‘no you can’t do that, you 
can’t do that to somebody and then say now be 
calm …’

(#63: Mother of SC carrier, low 
prevalence area, not tested antenatally)
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TABLE 7 Communication of CF carrier results experienced by parent sample (N = 38)

Communicating need for/performing 
second heel prick test Communication of CF carrier result Parents, n

Specialist screening nurse 12

Midwife telephone call, home visit Specialist screening nurse telephone call, home visit (result) 5

Midwife home visit Specialist screening nurse telephone call, home visit (result) 2

Specialist screening nurse telephone call, 
health visitor home visit

Specialist screening nurse telephone call, home visit (result) 2

Specialist screening nurse telephone call, 
midwife home visit

Specialist screening nurse telephone call, home visit (result) 1

GP telephone call, midwife home visit GP consultation (result), specialist screening nurse telephone 
call and letter

1

Interviewee cannot recall Specialist screening nurse telephone call, home visit (result) 1

CF specialist nurse 6

Midwife home visit CF specialist nurse home visit (result) 2

Midwife home visit CF specialist nurse hospital consultation (result) 1

Midwife answerphone, home visit CF specialist nurse and consultant hospital consultation 
(result)

1

No second test taken CF specialist nurse home visit (result) 1

Health visitor home visit CF specialist nurse telephone call (result) 1

Hospital consultant 6

GP during consultation, CF nurse and health 
visitor home visit

Hospital consultant clinic (result) 2

Midwife telephone call, home visit Hospital consultant clinic (result) 2

Midwife home visit Health visitor (child carries one gene), hospital consultant 
(incorrectly informed child affected before confirming carrier 
status)

2

Specialist counsellor 5

Midwife telephone call, home visit Specialist counsellor telephone call (result), home visit 2

Midwife telephone call, home visit Specialist counsellor telephone call (result), specialist 
counsellor and health visitor home visit

2

Interviewee cannot recall Health professional (unclear who) telephone call (result), 
specialist counsellor home visit

1

CF nurse and ‘familiar’ health professional 4

Midwife telephone call, home visit GP telephone call (result), CF nurse and health visitor home 
visit

2

Midwife home visit CF nurse and midwife home visit (result) 2

Genetics counsellor 3

Midwife telephone call, home visit Genetics counsellor telephone call (result), hospital 
consultation offered but not accepted

1

Midwife home visit Genetics counsellor telephone call (result), hospital 
consultation offered and taken up

2

Screening midwife 1

Midwife telephone call, home visit Screening midwife telephone call (result) 1

Screening link health visitor 1

Health visitor telephone call, home visit Screening link health visitor telephone call (result), home visit 1

a Risk of CF identified antenatally, sweat test conducted.
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[The specialist counsellor] came out and talked 
to us and she was brilliant. She explained 
everything about it to me, you know, she 
was here for about an hour and explained 
everything about it. You know, the implications 
for [name of baby] and you know talked to me 
about, you know, when I should talk to him 
about it.

(#35: Mother of SC carrier, initially 
informed by health visitor, then by 

specialist screening counsellor, in 
low prevalence area, had been tested 

antenatally)

Parents of SC carriers reported distress when they 
were left feeling unsure about whether their child 
was a carrier or had the condition. Examples 
included anxiety being triggered by letters which 
asked parents to attend a clinic appointment 
without explicitly stating that their child was a 
carrier. For example:

Parent: Well I was thinking you know, has he 
got �sickle cell anaemia? [on receiving letter 
offering appointment but not containing 
information on result]
Interviewer: Because you were already aware of 
your partner’s …
Parent: Yes yes, I mean I knew that he 
shouldn’t be able to have it because I’d been 
tested before with our daughter. But even so it 
was just …

(#28: Father of SC carrier, invited for 
appointment, carrier result later given in 

person by haemoglobinopathy counsellor, 
high prevalence area)

In contrast, parents underlined how making a first 
communication highlighting their child was healthy 
and not ill before any further communication 
was made could immediately assuage untoward 
concerns. For example:

The only drama was the beginning part where 
she (midwife) didn’t start it by saying right we 
have got your results and there is something 
that might be a little bit disturbing to you but 
I just want to say that there is nothing to worry 
about – that could possibly have been better.

(#63: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

I think as long as you’re telling people straight 
away ‘This doesn’t mean your child’s going 
to be ill’, that’s what they want to know really, 

that’s what’s important and then to give them 
all the information later, but as long as people 
are reassured that their child’s not going to be 
ill I don’t think it should cause that much stress 
really.

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier: 
informed by a specialist counsellor, 

following initial reassurance by health 
visitor, low prevalence area)

However, the challenge of negotiating more 
generic barriers of communication featured for 
others parents. Letters that clearly stated their 
child was a carrier still caused concern if parents 
could not understand the letter, because of poor 
literacy or need for translation. For example:

Their uncle read the letter for them and when 
they heard it they were really upset, … he 
[father] knew there was some problem with 
his son. There was a problem but they did not 
know [what it was] so they were really upset.

(#1: Parents of an SC carrier, via 
interpreter, Bengali, high prevalence area)

… and then she received a letter saying that she 
had to come to [name of health centre] because 
we have found something in your baby’s 
blood. So she took her aunty with her who 
knows English so she went with her to meet 
[haemoglobinopathy counsellor] and [she] 
explained everything. She was very worried the 
first time because she could not understand 
much.

(#2: Mother of an SC carrier, via 
interpreter, Bengali, high prevalence area)

For parents with these needs, health professionals 
conveying and discussing carrier results in person 
appeared essential for effective communication (see 
Opportunity for access to health professionals in 
person).

Experience of CF screening and 
communication
The experience and satisfaction of parents of 
CF carriers, involving more steps and health 
professionals in the pathway, were more variable 
than for parents of SC carriers. Around half 
of these respondents reported experiencing 
considerable stress at some point, relating this to 
lack of information or poor health professional 
knowledge and communication, especially 
concerning their child needing to have a second 
blood test for IRT.
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Health professionals could appear variously 
uninformed about the screening process or about 
the implications of screening results, which created 
concern and distress for parents. Some respondents 
queried if health professionals (usually midwives, 
sometimes health visitors) taking the second 
heel prick test had received adequate training 
to deal with parents during the process and to 
communicate within it. (The current national 
protocol states that screening laboratories should 
inform midwifery services that a second newborn 
blood spot is required because ‘further tests need to 
be done for cystic fibrosis’.) For example:

There were two issues – one was [the 
health professional did] not have sufficient 
information to have the conversation and the 
other was the way in which the information was 
conveyed.

(#4: Father of CF carrier. Mother first 
received answer telephone message saying 

‘there had been a problem with the heel 
prick test’. When she rang back she was 
told that ‘the test for CF had come back 

positive’. She asked her midwife for more 
information who responded that she had 

not received training, but just needed to do 
the second heel prick test urgently.)

She just said there was a problem with the first 
test. But I said ‘oh what sort of problem?’ and 
she just said ‘sometimes they don’t get enough 
blood and they have to re-do it’ so she didn’t 
really say, you know.

(#22: Mother of a CF carrier, describing 
discussion regarding second blood test with 

midwife)

Some parents felt they had not been provided 
with enough information, support or time to fully 
understand the likely outcomes of the second 
test when it was first indicated as necessary, with 
resultant anxiety and distress in the interim. For 
example:

Father: She wept on my shoulder I think.
Mother: And then we were cross. […] Cross 
about the fact that somebody could have saved 
us all that anguish just by at the off-set saying 
‘Don’t worry; she might just be a carrier’.

(#23: Parents of CF carrier)

Receiving an unexpected or urgent home visit for 
the repeat heel prick test, or for later results of the 
second blood test could be problematic for parents. 
In both situations many parents, and extended 

families, in the absence of accurate information 
about the screening process or how results would be 
communicated, had interpreted the need for a visit 
at home as inevitably indicating a serious problem 
(need for second test), or that their child was 
affected with CF (visit with results). For example:

I was like ‘There’s nobody due till next week. 
You winding us up?’ [The health visitor] put 
the phone back to [my partner], I was on the 
bus I had tears streaming down my face …

(#37: Mother of a CF carrier describing 
receiving a telephone call asking her to 

come home as two health visitors had 
arrived – for repeat heel prick test)

[The telephone call informing us that the heel 
prick test had found something] obviously 
came as a shock – very emotional for both of 
us. […] And obviously as soon as you mention a 
condition you start going into panic mode. So 
we spent the next sort of hour or so while we 
waited for the midwife to come round, basically 
in tears really wasn’t it? Really distraught and 
I think it was the midwife that it was actually 
mentioned on the phone again ‘Well you know 
you’ve been discharged, well actually there’s 
a problem with your result’ and then ‘cystic 
fibrosis’ is the next thing that comes out of her 
mouth and obviously you start thinking the 
worst.

(#50: Mother of CF carrier, first child, 
describing being approached for repeat 

heal prick test)

I was 5 hours away then and I had to drive 
home from work trying to see where I was 
going through the tears.

(#50: Father of CF carrier, on hearing 
a health professional was coming to the 
house, with results of second heel prick 

test)

Mothers found this experience even harder if 
their partners were unavailable, not only because 
they had no support, but also as they were left to 
communicate the information to the baby’s father 
themselves. This occurred most commonly with 
second IRT testing but also when mothers received 
carrier results. One mother suggested that simply 
providing more adequate information about how 
information and results would be reported could 
have alleviated distress.

Most parents of CF carriers had not felt prepared 
for the possibility their child could be a carrier. 
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Although some parents had concerns about 
communication of the carrier result (following the 
second heel prick test), most were very positive 
about their experience of its communication by 
professionals with appropriate knowledge. Those 
respondents with unsatisfactory experiences related 
this to poor communication by professionals, 
including insufficient flexibility or support, and a 
lack of timely access to relevant information rather 
than the discovery of their child’s carrier status per 
se. For example:

She [specialist screening nurse] rang up in the 
morning and said ‘I’m coming out to give you 
the results’ so I said ‘Can’t you give them me 
over the phone? You know we’ve been waiting 
for ages, it seems like’ and she said ‘No I need 
to come out, that’s just company policy. I need 
to come out and see you because you were so 
worried and anxious about it, I do want to 
explain things clearer on paper to you.’ But she 
wouldn’t say he hasn’t got it [affected with CF] 
on the phone or anything.

(#56: Mother of a CF carrier)

I don’t like to be …, but she [screening nurse] 
wasn’t very helpful …, I think she thought well 
‘you are not planning on any children at the 
moment so don’t worry about it.’ I got that 
kind of impression but I have been worried for 
the past year.

(#21: Mother of CF carrier)

Seeking web-based sources of 
information
Experiencing a relative ‘information vacuum’, 
parents actively sought additional information, 
most commonly from the internet, and often 
immediately after receiving a letter or talking to 
the informing health professional. This could be 
helpful and reassuring for parents of SC carriers, 
with relevant information found fairly easily. For 
example:

We looked at each other and after [receiving 
a letter informing SC carrier] we went on the 
internet that’s when you know things started 
calming down because it said a bit about it … 
If we didn’t have the internet to find out it was 
going to be, you know, an emotional wreck 
completely …

(#53: Mother of SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

I typed it in on the internet and then I wasn’t 
too worried because I realised that he was a 

carrier so it wasn’t that bad … I think 5 minutes 
just to see a little bit more about it […] I just 
had a look about being a carrier state and also 
had a look about what the disease could be 
because obviously he is going to need to know.

(#52: Mother of SC carrier, high 
prevalence area)

Relevant web-based information on carrying CF 
was found to be much less readily available. This 
was often sought when the need for a second 
test was raised or the result of this and seeing a 
professional was awaited. Parents typically found 
information designed for those with affected 
children rather than carriers. This appeared 
significant as it could exacerbate parents’ concern. 
For example, noting information about symptoms, 
parents found themselves assessing their child for 
them, creating ongoing doubt about their child’s 
health. For example:

[I] just typed in ‘Cystic Fibrosis’ really and … (it 
was the) worst thing I ever did.

(#56: Parent of CF carrier)

You’re left alone and you don’t know much 
about CF, you’ve never heard of it really, it’s 
not talked about too much. So you go [to the] 
internet don’t you and have a look and that 
little bit of knowledge is probably the worst 
thing you could possibly do.

(#40: Mother of a CF carrier)

Father: Of course obviously we thought worst 
case scenario and [name of baby] was full of 
cold.
Mother: She had all the symptoms.
Father: Really mucousy and everything and so 
we obviously thought …
Mother: And also lactose intolerant, so all the 
milk was going straight through her …

(#23: Parents of CF carrier, child 
subsequently referred to hospital because 
of concerns that symptoms suggested CF)

… it just felt odd didn’t it? Very strange because 
she looked so healthy and we were saying ‘If 
she’s got cystic fibrosis surely she wouldn’t be 
so healthy?’ But unfortunately she’s had a few 
breathing difficulties when she’d first been 
born.

(#40: Mother of carrier of a CF)

Role of health professionals
Respondents highlighted that professionals 
involved in screening communication should be 
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familiar with the screening process and sufficiently 
trained to provide relevant information and 
respond appropriately to parents’ questions. In 
relation to SC, community-based professionals in 
primary care likely to be more familiar to parents, 
in particular health visitors, but also midwives 
and GPs, were involved in communicating carrier 
results to a third of families interviewed either 
directly by themselves or in combination with 
another professional with more specialist screening 
or SC knowledge (see Table 6).

While midwives or health visitors were consistently 
involved in second heel prick testing, primary 
care based professionals featured much less 
commonly in communicating CF carrier results in 
our sample. In these four cases they were involved 
in combination with another professional with 
specialist screening or CF knowledge (see Table 7). 
Parents in relation to either condition emphasised 
professional competence and were not overly 
concerned about what type of health professional 
conveyed results. For example:

I went to the GP […] and the GP was very 
good. She said, she told me a bit more about it 
and gave me some information.

(#13: Mother of SC carrier, initially 
informed by health visitor, then sought GP 

for additional information)

I thought you [researchers] were going to 
come up with either one or the other [health 
professional to recommend] and I was going 
to say actually it doesn’t make any difference 
it could be a complete stranger, but as long 
as they have got information or answers to 
somebody’s questions that is the thing that 
matters.

(#62: Mother of CF carrier,  
respondent validation interview)

Although some parents felt that primary care 
based health professionals may not have sufficient 
expertise in SC or CF screening, some nevertheless 
pointed to the advantages of a health professional 
more familiar with the family being involved in the 
process of communication of carrier information.

The health visitor is probably the best person 
because even though she sees so many 
[families] she has got more of an idea about 
each person hasn’t she?

(#52: Mother of an SC carrier, high 
prevalence area)

The difficulty with being told news by 
somebody who doesn’t know you is that they 
have no psychological basis for understanding 
how your reaction will be, what your reaction 
will be.

(#63: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

She [health visitor] said ‘I can’t believe you 
didn’t wait for me’ [meaning other health 
professional communicating carrier results] 
– she went ‘I’ve met the family, I know them, 
I can’t believe you just went straight in’. She 
came to see me afterwards … If she’d been 
there I’d have put the kettle on, it would have 
been easier.

(#37: Mother of CF carrier)

Opportunity for access to health 
professionals in person
Parents of SC carriers with prior knowledge of 
carrier status, in particular their own through 
antenatal testing and counselling, placed less 
importance on need for communication of their 
baby’s results in person than by telephone or 
letter. However, the opportunity for face-to-face 
interaction was important for those without such 
knowledge or where English was not their first 
language. For example:

I was a bit shocked, concerned, like if anything 
is going to happen to her or anything … when 
I read further down that she is not going to 
be affected I was still like a bit iffy until when I 
went … and I got a bit more information I was 
reassured.

(#30: Mother of SC carrier, initial result 
by letter then saw haemoglobinopathy 

counsellor, high prevalence area)

The health visitor came to her house … with me 
[interpreter]. [She] explained really nicely what 
it was, and when baby will grow up and get 
married what he has to be careful about and 
what he has to do. So now she is really clear on 
everything.

(#2: Mother of SC carrier, via 
interpreter, initial result in letter, 

used relative as interpreter with 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor in clinic but 

still had concerns, further home visit from 
health visitor with trained professional 

interpreter helped address concerns, high 
prevalence area)
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There was a problem but they did not 
know what so they were really upset [after 
receiving letter] … but when they meet 
them [haemoglobinopathy counsellor] then 
everything was cleared.

(#1: Parents of an SC carrier, via 
interpreter, high prevalence area)

First, they got the letter, they didn’t understand 
anything. They went to the clinic … the 
interpreter called again to explain that he had 
the genes.

(#11: Parents of an SC carrier, via 
interpreter, Portuguese, low prevalence 

area)

For almost all parents of CF carriers, access 
to personal interaction with a well-informed 
professional was sought, preferably from the 
point of becoming aware of the need for a second 
test. When this occurred – typically with a health 
professional with specialist screening, genetics or 
CF expertise – and parents felt fully informed of 
the implications of this test result, then receiving 
subsequent results via a telephone call for more 
rapid delivery could be acceptable. When this 
had not occurred, subsequent interaction with 
an appropriately informed professional was 
particularly important.

Grandfather: As soon as they test for cystic 
fibrosis (referring to second heel prick test) 
they should have an expert on hand … To give 
you some idea of what’s going on. Somebody 
in the area who’s really clued up on it and sit 
down and explain to people what it is.
Mother: If not you just jump to conclusions 
don’t you.

(#39: Family members of CF carrier)

Mother: … it was a quite short conversation, it 
was literally this is [the name of the hospital] 
and your results are back for your daughter 
and she is a carrier of cystic fibrosis. I think he 
just told me immediately … and then he just 
said ‘right oh she isn’t actually affected she is 
just a carrier’ and I think he asked a couple of 
questions and that was it. Because I think we 
knew most of the stuff then.
Interviewer: So at that stage would you have 
wanted any more information or …?
Mother: Erm I don’t think so because I think 
we had already got the information we needed 
or felt we needed.

(#62: Mother of CF carrier)

Then after that [referring to poor 
communication at time of repeat heel prick 
test] we saw [name] and she was able to answer 
a few more of the more complicated questions 
I guess … Yes and I think we needed somebody 
who was, who knew that much about the whole 
thing to allay our fears and just to sort of help 
it.

(#65: Mother of CF carrier, informed by 
genetic counsellor)

Reducing unnecessary waiting in the system, 
in screening for either condition, with prompt 
delivery of results by an informed professional was 
particularly valued. For example:

[She] phoned us the next day because she 
didn’t want to leave it over Christmas so I was 
really … I really appreciated that.

(#28: Mother of SC carrier, informed by 
haemoglobinopathy counsellor)

I think there was enough support, I think they 
worked as quick as they could get us the news 
to giving us the full result they worked as quick 
as they could.

(#58: Father of CF carrier, informed by 
screening nurse counsellor)

Information needs
Parents sought open, timely and honest 
information. They needed to know what tests were 
happening, why, what would happen next, when 
they would receive results and what the likely 
outcomes might be. Parents of both SC and CF 
carriers wanted more information at the initial 
stages of screening (e.g. before screening tests were 
performed, when being informed the initial screen 
for CF had identified need for a second test) rather 
than waiting until they received the carrier result.

… obviously to us this [test result] was the 
most important thing ever and we were just 
continuing to sit and wait and you just feel 
completely helpless. […] It’s quite horrible. 
I do think if there is more about the actual 
process and procedure and why you have to 
have a second [heel prick] test repeated and 
things like that would be quite helpful.

(#50: Mother of a CF carrier)

Some recognised this had clearly been a challenge 
for midwives unused to negotiating the uncommon 
situation of a second heel prick test for CF 
screening in their routine practice. For example:
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… it wasn’t till afterwards that erm that I then 
realised she [midwife] was put in a difficult 
position and she didn’t know quite what to 
say to me. But I would have liked the truth; 
… because obviously when I got the [carrier] 
result it shocked me – I was quite shocked.

(#7: Mother of CF carrier describing 
how she had not been informed second 

heel prick testing was for CF)

… I did feel for the midwife … because I 
mean she kind of, she didn’t really seem to 
understand the ins and outs of it either which 
of course must have felt a difficult situation 
for her […] I felt that part of that was perhaps 
her inexperience in dealing with that situation 
[second heel prick test in CF screening]; she 
kind of seemed as baffled as I was.

(#15: Mother of CF carrier, respondent 
validation)

Some parents of SC carriers had found themselves 
feeling misinformed because the period during 
which they had been told to expect a result had 
elapsed without them receiving a result, and so 
they assumed nothing had been found on the 
heel prick test only to subsequently be informed 
that their child was a carrier. Parents did not find 
it helpful, therefore, to be told ‘if you don’t hear 
anything then everything is OK’ but rather felt all 
parents should be actively informed if there were a 
‘negative’ result. For example:

I was really upset because I had not got the 
call … erm the health visitor said that [if] you 
don’t hear from them it is good news. I didn’t 
worry about the rest of the things [other 
conditions screened for] but not sickle cell 
please and when I got the call from [name of 
counsellor] I thought ‘oh 6 weeks had gone 
where have you been all that time, I thought we 
were free now.’

(#10: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

A quarter of parents had not received additional 
written information about their child’s carrier 
result. No parents of CF carriers but a small 
number of parents of SC carriers (five), were 
informed of results before national programme 
specific CF or SC carrier leaflets became available 
(February and September 2007 respectively). 
Other written information for SC carriers, such as 
that from ApoGI, has been available since 2000. 
However, most parents who had received such 

information, in various forms, including national 
programme specific leaflets about carrier results 
found these useful as a reference for key points, 
and for discussion within their families.

She took about 20 minutes to do this because 
she explained it all and wrote it out. She was 
a little bit embarrassed that it was the way she 
explained it there was no proper leaflets or 
anything.

(#59: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area, informed in 2008)

It is quite well written [CF carrier result leaflet] 
it just takes you a few sections like what is CF, 
what does being a carrier mean all of that. I 
think it’s very clear you can’t confuse it.

(#58: Mother of a CF carrier)

Yes definitely I have, erm, [name of counsellor] 
gave us these leaflets which has got a whole 
page about all the sickness.

(#10: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

Some parents felt written information provided 
lacked sufficient detail while others felt it was too 
complex to understand, some could not read it, 
and others found it had a surfeit of antenatal and 
postnatal information at a busy and stressful time.

And the thing is how the [newborn screening] 
leaflet from how I recall, it starts off with 
conditions which are very very rare in the first 
place and it’s not until you get sort of half 
way through that you end up with anything to 
do with CF and yet there’s one in 25 people 
that are carriers and I think maybe if it was 
highlighted to people, ‘This is the test that’s 
going to be looked at, it does affect a lot of 
population, and it’s worth reading through it.’

(#50: Mother of a CF carrier)

One thing that the midwife didn’t do, and 
the [newborn screening] leaflet didn’t until 
you went back and reread it three times was 
saying that it could be carrier status. Because 
of course it doesn’t say that unless you read the 
small print at the back.

(#23: Mother of a CF carrier)

Most respondents underlined how opportunity 
for additional personal communication with a 
professional who was well informed was helpful to 
discuss results in more depth and to answer their 
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queries. In addition, the particular need for an 
information leaflet at the time of the second blood 
test for CF was emphasised.

You don’t really want a leaflet shoved in your 
face yet again. We have had so many leaflets 
whilst we were pregnant just to have another 
leaflet isn’t the greatest of things obviously it 
does answer some questions but you do have 
your own questions and it is easier to fire them 
at somebody if somebody is sat there and can 
really tell the whys and why nots and so on.

(#62: Mother of a CF carrier)

Whereas I do think if there was … if you were 
given a leaflet when you needed a test repeated 
and ‘This is the process that you will go 
through.’ I think for me that would have made 
so much difference.

(#50: Mother of a CF carrier)

Continuing support and signposting of 
information
Respondents valued or sought details of someone 
who could provide further support and answer 
their questions. They underlined how this should 
be available to parents as soon as they are aware 
of the need for further testing or clinic visits, in 
addition to following communication of the results. 
For example:

I thought I was being over-cautious and 
everything at the time but [the screening nurse 
counsellor] sorted all that out for me and then 
she rang me I think a month later and said 
‘How’s it going?’ she was really helpful.

(#56: Mother of CF carrier)

In particular, they had found support on discussing 
carrier information with their families and, 
considering testing of themselves and families to 
be lacking, they sought specific information and 
guidance (see What is the impact on a family of 
being informed of newborn carrier status?). Parents 
wanted health professionals to recommend trusted 
internet sources of further information. For some 
parents, the opportunity for contact with other 
parents with experience of screening was suggested 
as potentially helpful.

But if the health visitor came and said ‘Right 
this is what you’re going to go through and if 
you want to talk to somebody about it, these 
people [other parents with similar experiences] 
have said they will talk to people, go round 

for a coffee or whatever.’ That might make the 
difference.

(#37: Mother of a carrier of CF)

He said that is a very good idea … For him 
it was the first time to hear of this and to be 
given this information [about SC carrier status 
of his child]. It is better to know people … in 
the same situation and how they live and how 
they manage it. It is a very good idea and he is 
supporting that.

[#18: Father of SC carrier (via 
interpreter – three-way telephone 

interview), low prevalence area (respondent 
validation)]

How well is carrier status 
information understood by 
parents?
Understanding SC carrier status
Most respondents had some degree of awareness 
of what sickle carrier status meant based on their 
experience or, in some cases, based on a level 
of general awareness of sickle cell within their 
community. Parents who were already aware of their 
own SC carrier status at the time of receiving their 
child’s result often mentioned how this reassured 
them about the benign nature of the result.

Interviewer: Were you worried when you saw 
what the letter said?
Mother: Not really because they said only a 
carrier and I am a sickle cell carrier as well so I 
wasn’t that surprised.

(#47: Mother of an SC carrier, high 
prevalence area)

Some parents felt the topic of sickle cell did not 
feature adequately in health or other media, while 
others recognised they had received information 
antenatally about screening but had not absorbed 
this properly. Following being informed of their 
baby’s carrier status most parents had understood 
the ‘benign’ implications of carrier status and that 
it may impact on future reproductive decisions. 
However, reproductive risk was understood with 
varying accuracy and parents’ knowledge and 
understanding could remain at a superficial level.

I did understand that he couldn’t get the 
disease … He’s not going to be ill, you 
know … it’s basically, … when he wants to have 
children himself and that he needs to know 
the status of the person that he has children 
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with and that you know it’s obviously more 
important because if he, as I understand it, if 
him and somebody else who’s a carrier had a 
child, I think it’s something like, if I remember 
the statistics, a 50% chance of them having a 
child with sickle cell, or it might be 25% chance 
and a 25% chance of them having a child that’s 
got nothing and a 25% chance of them having 
a child that’s a sickle cell carrier. So you know 
it’s quite a big risk really considering that sickle 
cell is such a terrible thing to have.

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier, father 
previously identified as a carrier, low 

prevalence area)

Discussing carrier status, or sickle cell disorders 
more generally, some parents had misconceptions 
or misplaced beliefs. Examples included 
perceptions that birth order or birth weight may 
determine carrier status; that parental carrier 
status automatically confers carrier status to the 
child; that carriers cannot donate blood; and that 
sickle cell is a disease confined to black people. 
Respondents who had encountered others affected 
with sickle cell disorders, often in Africa, remained 
unclear how people got the disease or what the 
implications were, and this could be associated with 
stigma.

Like if you got the sickle cell trait like I’ve got, 
it’s not really like a bad, like what did I say, like 
disease or something … but if you got like sickle 
cell disorder it is more bad.

[#47: Parent identified as a carrier 
during childhood, and antenatally, 

high prevalence area (parents often 
used the term ‘trait’; this is a term used 

interchangeably with ‘carrier’ when 
referring to sickle cell)]

[My dad] made sure [of] that, he said that 
you had to make sure that you don’t marry 
somebody who has an S [meaning the 
condition]. So when I was told that I had a trait 
I was very shocked and even when I told him 
[her father] he didn’t believe it.

(#3: Mother of an SC carrier, high 
prevalence area)

[My husband] does believe that there are some 
minor symptoms so he for example gets quite 
bad leg pain when running and on exertion 
and he thinks it is something to do with the 
oxygen gets there.

(#55: Mother of an SC carrier, husband 
is a doctor and SC carrier, high prevalence 

area)

Some parents understood that being a carrier had 
advantages – for example, being an SC carrier 
offering some protection from malaria:

I was told that sickle cell is the body’s way of 
preventing malaria

(#10: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

I found it quite hard to understand how this 
develops when we talking about it you know it 
could be sort of protects you from malaria and 
I found that quite fascinating because I found 
thinking it protects you from malaria but on 
the other hand it is wiping out the community 
in future generations.

(#34: Parent of SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

… and I understand there are some positives 
to it, like it offers him some protection from 
malaria and things like that, so there’s some 
positives.

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier; low 
prevalence area)

He [GP] told me a very interesting fact which 
[partners name] had forgot to tell me – it 
actually makes her, it is a protective factor to 
malaria.

(#55: Mother of an SC carrier, husband 
is a doctor and also a carrier, high 

prevalence area)

Understanding CF carrier status
Following communication of their child’s CF 
carrier result, most parents understood the central 
messages that their child was healthy, did not have 
CF, and that carrier status had implications for 
future reproductive decisions. Some parents found 
that subsequently establishing that they or their 
partner were also carriers provided them with 
their own evidence of how carrier status had no 
adverse health implications. However respondents 
highlighted that general community awareness and 
levels of information about CF were low.

Being a carrier isn’t going to kill him so, 
whereas having cystic fibrosis is quite bleak isn’t 
it?

(#20: Mother of a CF carrier)

With things like cystic fibrosis it’s not 
something that you’ve actually seen much 
about so you don’t know what the implications 
are.

(#40: Mother of a CF carrier)
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[It’s] something that you just don’t hear a lot of 
people talking about.

(#12: Mother of CF carrier)

While the minority of respondents who had 
personal experience of CF in their extended family 
or other networks had a heightened awareness 
of the condition, reproductive risk and carrier 
status, there also appeared to be little evidence 
among other parents of stigma or inaccurate 
beliefs associated with CF. Some parents were 
knowledgeable about CF, for example describing 
how it affected the lungs, pancreas and digestion; 
that treatments included physiotherapy; that 
it can result in a reduced lifespan/that it is an 
illness people can live with; and that it can lead 
to a failure to thrive. However, like parents of SC 
carriers, there remained some variation in depth of 
knowledge.

Parents of 11 carriers of CF in the study sample 
mentioned the residual risk that their child may 
indeed have CF (it was considered unethical 
to approach this issue directly with parents 
during interviews unless it was raised by parents 
themselves). Nine of the 27 newborn carriers 
of CF in the sample had also undergone sweat 
testing according to variations in local policies, or 
following parents’ concerns they were developing 
symptoms because of respiratory infections. All 
were confirmed to be unaffected, which had 
removed uncertainty for their parents.

I would explain to him that he would never 
ever have cystic fibrosis; I mean not a chance 
that he is going to have it.

(#7: Mother of CF carrier, negative 
sweat test)

For other parents, the residual risk appeared to be 
perceived with equanimity in the context of their 
child’s good health or experience of their own 
carrier status.

I don’t really think it’s anything for us to be 
concerned about. OK there may be a possibility 
that she could have a rare form of CF but she’s 
a perfectly healthy child, more healthy than 
most of her friends at the moment so you just 
have to live on the basis that she hasn’t got it.

(#4: Mother of a CF carrier, first 
child, informed by specialist screening 

counsellor)

When they came back with the second heel test 
I would have just said oh well she is a carrier 

same as me but because you have got that 
figure like you say they can’t say 100% so you 
can’t change that.

(#16: Mother of CF carrier, informed by 
screening nurse counsellor)

What is the impact on a family 
of being informed of newborn 
carrier status?
Knowing carrier result
With the exception of one parent who was 
uncertain, all parents interviewed felt it was 
important they had been informed of their child’s 
carrier result. This was regarded as valuable new 
information about, and for, their child gleaned 
without additional tests. Most parents were not 
concerned or distressed by the carrier result per se. 
Most recognised this was not ‘bad news’ and had no 
direct adverse effect on their child. Some parents 
felt positively reassured when they heard their child 
was a carrier, particularly those parents awaiting 
the results of a second blood test for CF, who had 
worried about their child being affected by the 
condition.

I don’t think [parents] should be upset about 
this, it is very important not just for them, but 
for the child involved as well.

(#3: Mother of an SC carrier, high 
prevalence area)

I am happy to know it, because it didn’t involve 
any additional tests you know which is always 
nice for a little baby and it’s, I think, it is valid 
information. […] You know I could even argue 
that there is a need to know it, but it is certainly 
is I think it is good to know it.

(#33: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

When they said she didn’t have it [affected with 
CF] I was away, that was it, I’d closed down, 
that was fine […] for me it was like ‘I can switch 
off now.’

(#37: Mother of a CF carrier)

Some parents underlined how they felt 
identification of carriers was helpful and did not 
support further development of screening tests 
which would not identify carriers:

If you stop telling people that they’re carriers, 
that’s got to be going in the wrong direction. 
Because at least if you’re a carrier you know 
before she has children hopefully they’ll talk 
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about it and he’ll go and get tested so they 
know what the likelihood …

(#37: Mother of a CF carrier, first child)

… prevention is better than cure people 
knowing that they’ve got this status is really 
important, because there might be less people 
with the sickle cell disease in the future for 
people having that knowledge. I mean OK they 
might completely ignore it and just go ahead 
and not bother [ … ] but hopefully the majority 
will take it on board and think ‘I don’t want my 
child to be ill and so therefore I’m going to be 
careful’ you know and that’s surely important.

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

Although the majority of parents appeared to 
understand the ‘benign’ implications of their baby’s 
carrier status, a minority of parents (four families, 
two of SC carriers, two of CF carriers) remained 
unduly concerned about their child’s health and 
well-being after receiving results. They expressed 
negative or ambivalent reactions to knowledge 
of their child’s carrier result such as guilt or had 
prominent concerns about the child’s health. For 
example:

Interpreter: She said that after, she feels, after 
[explanation of results], she feels better, but 
she’s still worried [researcher]. Still worried, 
even today?
Interpreter: Yes, I’m a little bit concerned.

(#11: Mother of SC carrier)

I don’t know if the child has sickle cell 
(carrier) what they will do? Will he have to 
take medication? I don’t know … That’s what 
I would like to know, will he have to take 
medication? What? Why? How will I look after 
the child? What precautions must I take?

(#14: Mother of SC carrier)

So I still worry and I just think ‘She’s still little, 
anything she gets now could bring something 
else out’ you know you’ve still got it in your 
head even though it’s been cleared up for 
you you still worry a little bit that how can 
something genetically just be as black and 
white as that?

(#40: Mother CF carrier)

You don’t like knowing it really do you, but 
yes it’s more helpful to know this so that I can 
tell her so she grows up with the knowledge of 

that … I just think oh you know if I could take it 
away I would do, but I can’t and it’s not going 
to affect her hopefully just in the fact that when 
she has children. I am glad I do know, but it’s 
not something, I do still kind of think oh I 
really hope because I know that being a carrier 
on the very odd occasion it could grow and get 
worse but it doesn’t generally …

(#62: Mother of a CF carrier)

Effect of process of communication
For some parents, experience of considerable 
distress or untoward anxiety among parents (in 
12 of 27 CF carrier families, 2 of 24 SC carrier 
families) most commonly reflected how information 
had been communicated, particularly in relation 
to communication at the time of repeat blood spot 
testing in CF screening and thus while parents were 
awaiting carrier results. Poor communication that 
failed to anticipate or address concerns adequately 
appeared to have a major impact at this time, 
including examples of parents of carriers who 
became concerned their child was chronically ill or 
perceived their child as fragile and so limited their 
interaction with others. During this period, some 
parents felt depressed, were unable to sleep or 
concentrate at work, or described a negative impact 
on personal relationships.

… to some extent these things are often not so 
much about what you tell me but how you tell 
me.

(#55: Mother of an SC carrier)

Mother: … I really wanted to get across was just 
how really bad the process was for us, but then 
the relief of eventually getting the results and 
the relief of knowing that it wasn’t cystic fibrosis 
and the problems of looking to know that 
we’re a carrier and that our baby’s going to be 
absolutely fine really. It was more the process of 
the actual results you know I think I probably 
had the hardest time dealing with it because it 
seemed to be never-ending.
Father: It’s the length of time, the lack of 
communication, lack of knowledge.

(#50: Parents of a CF carrier on the 
process surrounding second heel prick test 

and awaiting results)

… you think your daughter’s seriously ill and 
could die and will need physiotherapy all right 
through her life; will never be able to integrate 
properly at school and you’re thinking ‘Well, 
what’s going to happen career-wise?’ because 
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you plan that she’ll go to full-time nursery and 
actually she won’t be able to do that, so maybe 
we’ll have to give up work, and you start think 
financially what will happen? We can’t afford 
for one of us to give up work, so your mind just 
goes on, and on, and on.

(#4: Father of a CF carrier)

However, further explanation and communication 
of results in discussion with a well-informed 
professional appeared to have allayed these 
concerns in most parents. For example:

Yeah, I mean the guilt was there definitely 
there’s no doubt about it … I think I tried 
to push it away as much as I possibly could 
and probably it was there all that time until I 
actually went to the [genetics centre] and that 
doctor probably explained it a lot more clearly 
and to me it sort of dampened it down and 
from then on when I walked out the door I 
could feel myself much more relieved by the 
whole sort of thing.

(#40: Parent of CF carrier)

Among a third of the sample (parents of 17 
newborn carriers) who participated in later 
respondent validation, the parents of five newborn 
carriers who had experienced considerable distress 
earlier in the process felt they had since come to 
terms with the information, and any continuing 
anxiety was now rare. One reported occasional 
concerns, for example when their child, a carrier of 
CF, became unwell with a cold.

Considering further ‘cascade’ testing 
within the family
For many parents, knowing their child’s carrier 
status led them to question, and consider 
establishing, which parent was a carrier; and in 
particular to consider the carrier status of their 
other children. In relation to parents’ own carrier 
status, the issue of non-paternity was tangentially 
raised in three cases; in two cases, parents’ carrier 
status was possibly seen to offer reassurance of 
paternity, and in one case an oblique reference was 
made to the child’s inheritance of a gene ‘skipping 
a generation’. Some parents had begun to worry if 
their children were approaching reproductive age, 
or were from previous relationships, and how they 
might broach this with their children (see below). 
While some parents felt unable to ‘move on’ until 
testing had occurred for themselves or been offered 
to other relevant family members, others varied 
in their desire to do so, and how it may affect 

their future decisions. Some parents, however, 
had experienced difficulties in accessing cascade 
testing.

… because she is a carrier that means either 
one of us or both of us carry that mutant 
gene for cystic fibrosis and that we could if 
we wanted to opt for further tests. I am of the 
opinion of I don’t want to [know] whereas you 
are more inclined that you do want to know.

(#19: Parent of a CF carrier)

My other concern was before my three-and-a-
half year old was born they weren’t specifically 
tested for this so I wanted to know how I got 
him tested and she (health visitor) had no idea.

(#13: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area, child subsequently tested)

It’s just lingering because I have got two 
children from my previous marriage and if I 
am the carrier then it would be nice to inform 
them and tell them you know what would they 
like to do about it?

(#5: Father of a CF carrier)

‘Oh she’s a CF carrier’ and I thought is this 
going to come up every time! That’s the other 
thing that quite bugs me. And I said ‘Speaking 
of which how is it that we can get tested to find 
out which one of us is the carrier?’
General practitioner: Oh I haven’t a clue! Sorry 
I’m not the person to ask.

(#12: Mother of a CF carrier)

Other families related their concern that despite 
their newborn being identified as a carrier, they 
were unable to access cascade testing for their other 
children until they were older (and had reached the 
age of consent themselves) with no flexibility in the 
system:

… I wanted to get [name of older child] tested 
but because of her age they won’t let me 
have her tested. The argument is she has to 
wait until she is 16 and classed as an adult or 
whatever it was … so that she can make the 
decision herself. I personally as her mum feel I 
didn’t want that. I can understand … maybe in 
certain cases where parents don’t understand 
or would give the wrong information to 
children … I could understand why the medical 
profession would want to keep that but I 
feel … that we are her parents and we should 
be able to be responsible in giving her that 
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information and discussing things with her in 
an adult way when she is old enough. So you 
know that is a slight frustration on my part 
because I just think I would rather know so I 
can inform her properly.

(#64: Mother of CF carrier, child not 
tested)

When we told her we said you know, they’ve 
said you need to have this test when you’re 16 
and she just turned round and went ‘Why can’t 
I have it now?’.

(#12: Mother of a newborn CF carrier 
talking about talking to her older child, 

aged 10 years)

Sharing of carrier information with 
extended family
Most respondents felt a responsibility to share 
their carrier status information with their extended 
families, but some struggled with knowing who to 
tell or how to raise the issue, or were concerned 
about creating anxiety.

… we found out that my cousin was pregnant, 
my cousin’s girlfriend was pregnant, and [my 
partner] was saying ‘You should tell them about 
the cystic fibrosis thing’ and I was thinking ‘I 
shouldn’t tell them about the cystic fibrosis 
thing because they’ve got 9 months of worry 
and then for them to think the baby will have 
an abnormality when its born’ and I don’t think 
that’s fair.

(#37: Father of a CF carrier)

Other parents had no concerns about telling 
others and found their families were supportive. 
Many respondents’ extended families appeared to 
respond positively to the news, by showing interest, 
getting tested, and understanding that carrier 
status has minimal health implications.

So when we found out about her being a 
carrier it was a Sunday lunch job. Everyone 
[whole family] round for Sunday lunch, we’ll 
sit round the table, we’ll discuss it. And it was 
really nice you know; you don’t have to worry.

(#12: Mother of a CF carrier)

However, respondents also reported negative 
reactions from their families including relatives 
avoiding relevant conversations; refusing to 
believe the information in a context of stigma and 
ignorance about the conditions; or family members 
distancing themselves from the issue by blaming 

the other side of the family for its inheritance. The 
latter sometimes occurred between parents, which 
could exacerbate previously fractious relationships 
within families.

I think it was down to the fact that people 
[wider family] were just looking at it as a 
negative, do you know what I mean. They were 
looking at it as if something that … like really 
ashamed and it was like ‘Oh none of us are 
affected’.

(#37: Parents of a CF carrier)

… the one thing that I think was a bit awful 
that, not, I don’t think we were actually trying 
to point the finger at each other, but it was like 
who has got cystic fibrosis then, does it come 
from your family or does it come from your 
family. I don’t know if it’s me or my husband 
but in the end I suppose it doesn’t matter it 
makes no odds. I don’t want to find out you 
know because I think my husband found out 
that we could have a swab done, a mouth swab 
done to find out who has got it. But to be 
honest with you I don’t want to point the finger 
at him, he doesn’t want to point the finger at 
me …

(#62: Mother of a CF carrier, second 
child)

Some families did not wish to pursue cascade 
testing, creating ambivalence among parents of 
carriers who did not feel it appropriate to dictate 
to others, but who also had concerns they should 
be more proactive to ensure this occurred. The 
experience of families ‘burying their heads in the 
sand’ with lack of family members’ engagement in 
testing caused some distress. For example:

Maybe they are sweeping it a bit under the 
carpet as well because at 16 and sorry 13 she 
has a birthday soon at 16, 17 and 13, whatever, 
they are just not going to be having children 
yet in their eyes. They see them going to 
university and having a career so you know 
they don’t see it as potentially something that 
could be a real issue within the next couple of 
years or so, so that is another reason for them 
to dismiss it at this stage.

(#19: Mother of a CF carrier)

It came out that it was his family but you know 
I have told him but none of his family want 
to be tested even though his niece is trying to 
have a baby and … They don’t really, yeah I 
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begged her but she is not in their family and 
they don’t want to be tested for it you know.

(#22: Parent of CF carrier)

Some parents felt health professionals could better 
facilitate family communication, either by offering 
the informant advice on how to discuss the issue 
or by more directly communicating with other 
family members. Where this had occurred, this was 
appreciated:

She [health professional] was trying to be really 
helpful she e-mailed [husband’s name] the 
letter so that he could get it to his family before 
and then she posted it out, did she post it out 
to them or did she …

(#58: Mother of CF carrier)

Informing children about their carrier 
status
Although most parents were interviewed when their 
children were less than a year old, the majority 
had already thought about informing their child 
of their result in the future. Most believed that 
it was essential that their child knew his or her 
carrier result and were concerned that their child 
was aware of the reproductive risks of having an 
affected child. For example:

I think it is almost their right to know really, 
isn’t it? It is their body.

(#13: Parent of SC carrier)

… it might not affect her life but choosing a 
partner if her partner then had the sickle cell 
gene trait it would be important for them to 
know before she got pregnant because you 
know they can deal with things before it is too 
late if you like because to be told your baby is 
carrying something when you’re pregnant is 
a bit too late really. If we are informed about 
hereditary things beforehand I think it helps 
you choose really.

(#13: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence)

Although parents planned to inform their child, 
they underlined that it was ultimately their child’s 
decision what he or she did with the information. 
Nonetheless, some parents felt that rather than 
facilitating their children’s choice this information 
might constrain their options such as their child’s 
choice of partner and parenting decisions.

We have both decided that he is going to know 
when he gets older and then that will be up 
to him how he, what he wants to do. It is up 
to him if he gets in a serious relationship if 
he and his partner want to have children then 
obviously you know she wants to be tested then 
that is up to them. He will know when he gets 
older.

(#7: Mother of a CF carrier)

… but he is still not quite happy about it 
because his son can’t like, you know, marry 
somebody whoever he likes if you think it is 
not possible to marry somebody he likes if she 
carries the same group thinking …

(#1: Father of an SC carrier, via 
interpreter, high prevalence area)

It might make him have to decide about a 
relationship with somebody based on the fact 
that they’re both sickle cell carriers. You know, 
that’s a bit of a shame but it’s important to 
know.

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

Parents spoke of informing their child when they 
were ‘older’ or when they were old enough to 
understand the concept of inheritance. Typically, 
they planned to tell their children at around the 
ages of 14–16 years or when they started getting 
boyfriends/girlfriends or became sexually active. 
Some parents had been informed that their child 
would go on a local database assembled by some 
specialist services and would be recalled to discuss 
the issue with a health professional in the future.

Parents had generally not yet thought through what 
to tell their children, but some spoke of issues they 
felt were important to underline. These included 
that their child was normal and they should not 
feel stigmatised, and removing any perceptions 
of blame by understanding that everyone inherits 
something from their parents.

… if we can turn round and say either one or 
both of us is a carrier and both of us have been 
fine and I think that’s the positive side of that, 
he may be a carrier but we know we’re fit and 
healthy and there’s no reason that he shouldn’t 
be as well.

(#50: Mother of a CF carrier)
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I think she needs to know that she has got a 
trait but I always think she needs to know that 
it’s nothing that anyone can catch or it’s you 
know it’s not an infection or things like that 
and but we will talk to her about it and I think 
it is good for her in a sense that I have got it 
as well and so it’s not just her but I think she 
definitely needs to know.

(#13: Mother of SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

Respondents were equally split as to whether 
they wanted to inform their children themselves, 
or whether they wanted support from a health 
professional. Some felt that this message would be 
more likely to be believed coming from a health 
professional. They typically anticipated initially 
informing their child with the aid of available 
written information with a health professional later 
becoming involved to clarify information, answer 
questions and discuss choices.

I think I’m happy to explain it to him at a 
young age, but I would be quite happy for him 
to speak to somebody when he reaches that 
sort of age where he’d be thinking about it 
because there might be questions that he wants 
to ask that he wouldn’t want to ask me as a 
parent or his father as a parent you know that’s 
the other thing. Once they become a teenager 
they become a bit sort of … they don’t think 
you know anything so … [Laughs].

(#35: Mother of an SC carrier, low 
prevalence area)

I think I would rather do it myself but it would 
be nice to have the option of if they wanted 
more information and they wanted questions 
answering that I couldn’t answer because I only 
know basic things there would be somewhere 
or somebody that they could call to find out 
themselves. You know I think that would be 
really, really helpful because although I can 
give her the basics you know and what it means 
to her and what it means to her children and 
stuff. If she wants any in-depth information I 
can’t give her that because I don’t know it.

(#51: Mother of a CF carrier)

I think it would make it too scary anyway I 
don’t really see it as a big thing because lots of 
the population are probably carriers and don’t 
realise it so I think getting a health professional 
involved would seem like it is something really 
scary.

(#58: Parent of a CF carrier)

Some parents believed their child would not be 
unduly worried by their carrier information, while 
others were concerned that informing their child 
might ‘upset her confidence in herself ’ (#34: 
Parent of SC carrier, first child) and about how 
their child would adapt to this information (#21: 
Parent of SC carrier). Parents sought support and 
guidance about negotiating this with their children, 
with or without health professional support in the 
future.
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Summary of main findings

This work provides qualitative evidence on 
the communication of newborn carrier status 
information to parents following the expansion 
of newborn screening for SC disorders and CF in 
England. Using the experiences and perspectives 
of parents and health professionals, it adds 
to limited evidence in the field, in particular 
experience of newborn SC carrier identification,57 
and to experience of CF carrier identification 
outside the USA, with the differing CF screening 
protocol used in England. The study suggests 
information, communication and support 
for parents could be enhanced. The research 
highlights:

• Differing approaches to communicating 
newborn carrier information in practice within 
and between regions, and within and between 
SC and CF carrier contexts.

• The need for specific information for parents 
at each successive stage of the screening and 
communication pathway: before and at the 
time of screening, and when receiving and 
following results.

• The importance of deploying health 
professionals who are sufficiently well informed 
to communicate with parents at these stages.

• In-person communication of results works well 
for parents of CF carriers, but provision of 
information is crucially lacking at the stage of 
repeat blood spot testing.

• Opportunity for in-person communication 
of results is valued by parents of SC carriers. 
Although this may not be needed or feasible 
for all parents, it appears particularly necessary 
for those without prior knowledge of carrier 
status or for whom English is not their first 
language.

• Need for standardised carrier result 
information for parents in multilingual 
translated form.

• Rather than learning of their newborn’s carrier 
status per se, some parents’ anxiety, distress or 
misunderstanding appears influenced by how 
information and communication is offered to 
them during the screening process, and if they 

have less prior awareness of carrier status or 
the possibility of a carrier result.

• Parents feel positive about gaining this genetic 
information and its potential utility.

• Most parents understood the benign 
implications of carrier status and that it may 
impact on future reproductive decisions.

• Parents need greater support after 
communication of results in relation to cascade 
testing and communication within their 
families.

• Only a minority of parents appeared to have 
continued concerns about their child.

Thus, these findings also contribute to debate 
on the potential benefits and harms of newborn 
carrier identification for families. Respondents 
wanted to be informed about carrier status in their 
child and expected this knowledge to be helpful. 
Anxiety and distress among some parents appeared 
mostly transient, but was particularly common in 
relation to the second stage of CF screening (repeat 
heel prick test) and while awaiting the results 
of this. Once parents learned their child was a 
carrier of and was not affected by CF, such distress 
appeared to subside. For some families where 
concerns about residual risk surfaced because 
of respiratory symptoms, sweat testing removed 
uncertainty. In addition to heightened awareness 
of SC carrier identification among some parents 
because of antenatal screening, further testing to 
exclude the condition is not required when SC 
carrier status is identified by newborn screening, 
and any distress appeared much less prominent 
for parents of SC carriers providing results were 
understood. Although, arguably, unlikely to surface 
within this interview-based study, no evidence 
emerged about harm resulting from identification 
of non-paternity.

Strengths and limitations

The findings must be interpreted with regard 
to the study context of evolving experience of 
implementation of universal newborn screening 
in the NHS in England, and the range of 
participating parent and health professionals 

Chapter 6  
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within the sample. A range of methods were used 
in study phases, including purposeful selection, 
data generation to saturation and respondent 
validation to enhance rigour, and the relevance 
and validity of results. The samples in the 
main part of the study are described in more 
detail than in earlier work59,79 including, for 
example, information on parents’ own carrier 
status, individuals’ experience of whether their 
newborn’s results were contained within written 
communication, which service providers were 
involved in communication of information at 
each stage and how, and local contexts of low or 
high SC prevalence, in addition to demographic 
characteristics. This may further aid assessment 
of the transferability and relevance of the findings 
beyond the immediate study context.

In addition, study team members from several 
different disciplines contributed to developing 
analysis of the data. We have attempted to lay 
emphasis upon participants’ experiences; however, 
the potential influence of our own backgrounds, 
including experience as community-based health 
professionals in practice, on interpretation and the 
presentation of this research is recognised.

Within the practical constraints of study 
recruitment and duration, the research has 
included experience of the range of approaches 
to, and professionals involved in, communicating 
newborn carrier information to parents that was 
known to be in use across the nine health regions 
of England. The study samples of parents of 24 
newborn SC and 27 newborn CF carriers are 
substantial in this regard, and when compared 
with previous qualitative interview-based work with 
parents of SC carriers,98 CF carriers59,60,79,93 or both 
types of carrier.99 The CF sample was especially 
hard won (mostly in 2008) and forms a significant 
proportion of the very small volume of newborn CF 
carriers identified annually in England. The lack of 
fathers’ perspectives in newborn screening research 
has caused concern,55 but the current study 
included fathers of newborn carriers wherever 
possible, with them ultimately forming a quarter of 
the sample.

While active inclusion of those willing to articulate 
their experiences is key to qualitative enquiry, 
we recognise that the experiences and views of 
study participants may not be typical of all those 
experiencing carrier identification following 

newborn screening. Some respondents may 
have been self-selecting, and included parents 
and professionals with particular experiences of 
communication. Our sample of parents comprised 
those who were relatively well educated, a feature 
similar to other studies concerning CF screening in 
particular.58,82 This may however serve to reinforce 
the findings, suggesting a need to improve the 
quality of information, communication and support 
to parents, which might possibly be required even 
more in less educated families.

The findings are based on the generation and 
analysis of interview data that have captured the 
views, experiences and feelings of participants 
reflecting on events. These include, for example, 
what parents may have heard and felt when 
information was communicated by professionals. 
However further data from contemporaneous 
recording, observation and analysis of such 
interactions would be valuable in capturing what 
and how this actually occurred. This could give 
greater insights into how communication processes 
may shape parents’ experience and understanding 
of information.

The study commenced in the second half of 2006 
with most data generated during 2007 and 2008, 
after extending the originally commissioned study 
period to enable capture of less common and 
recently identified CF carrier experience. Available 
in some areas of the country for many years, the 
implementation of universal newborn screening 
across England for SC and CF started in 2003 
and 2006 respectively, completing by the end of 
2006 and 2007. Study data thus reflect the early 
years of both national screening programmes, 
particularly for CF, while effective communication 
was in development and the use of protocols in 
practice might still have been evolving in some 
localities. Equally, community awareness of 
newborn screening for these conditions, and thus 
potential preparedness for possible results, might 
also have been generally low, as noted by some 
study participants. This may be expected to change 
as programmes become more established. While 
these evolving contexts should be acknowledged, 
and similar work may be helpful in the future, the 
study offers important messages that may inform 
more effective practice now and further research 
concerning communication of newborn carrier 
results.
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Comparison with existing 
evidence: what does this 
study add?

The study adds to limited previous evidence on 
parents’ experience of communication of newborn 
carrier results, and a paucity of evidence to inform 
acceptable and effective methods of this.6,8 The 
findings are consistent with, reinforce or extend 
other available research. They support other 
research suggesting parents perceive disclosure of 
newborn CF carrier results15,58–60 or newborn SC 
carrier results98 as valuable in terms of knowing 
their child’s result and in considering establishing 
carrier status of themselves or other family 
members, and they anticipate informing their 
children. Moreover, the findings support that 
identification of CF or SC newborn carrier status 
per se is not generally problematic for parents once 
this is understood; however, the processes by which 
this is communicated have the potential to cause 
distress or anxiety, and misunderstanding.35,55,59 
The study echoes previous work,59 suggesting 
a double message received by parents, noting 
difficulties and contradictions parents may 
experience in testing their other children before 
the age of consent. The study further highlights 
parents’ attitudes towards, and need for greater 
support in, negotiating the later communication 
of carrier results within their families,15,58,63 to their 
existing children and newborns in later life,6 and in 
considering and accessing cascade testing.

Communication of newborn 
sickle cell carrier results
The study contributes evidence on the experience 
of parents of SC carriers that has been particularly 
underexplored.57 While some parents were content 
with written communication of results alone, 
both parent and health professional perspectives 
underline the importance of in-person rather 
than indirect communication of results (by letter 
or telephone) for those parents of newborn SC 
carriers whose first language is not English, and 
where there is less prior awareness of carrier 
screening.98 These findings chime with work 
suggesting that without adequate counselling 
SC carrier results can lead to distress;87 and that, 
following video information, the opportunity for 
parents to ask questions of a professional, such as a 

genetic counsellor, can improve their knowledge of 
the reproductive implications of SC carrier status.90

Parents in this study emphasised their need for 
information at different points, and earlier work 
suggests this can enhance communication. Use of 
pre-screening (prenatal) educational videos may 
improve parents’ retention of information about 
SC screening and carrier status.69 Similarly, after 
they have received SC carrier results, parents 
have reported educational videos as helpful in 
providing additional information to telephone 
counselling, and in decreasing their anxiety.41 
Such interventions before screening and after 
receiving results may be particularly important 
given research results suggesting that uptake of 
information and counselling following SC newborn 
screening results can be low.67,85,90,113

Communication of newborn 
cystic fibrosis screening 
results
The study has clearly exposed that, from both 
parent and professional perspectives, current 
processes for communicating the need for a 
second heel prick sample for the second IRT 
level, and its implications, are ineffective and a 
major cause of anxiety to parents who are left 
inadequately informed while awaiting the results. 
Correspondingly, parents valued the expeditious 
delivery of results following this second test. This 
echoes similar concerns in earlier work in the UK,13 
and in the USA in relation to parents awaiting 
sweat test results96 where there has been concern 
about a lack of guidance for providing effective 
support for parents during this stressful waiting 
period.58,114

The study also reinforces findings, largely from 
US settings, that parents can be distressed by 
being informed of carrier results by telephone,60 
and prefer face-to-face communication of results 
from an experienced professional, understand the 
information better this way, and are reassured by 
provision of additional information resources.15,60,89 
While, in US settings, preference for in-person 
communication has often related to the results 
of sweat testing to confirm or refute a diagnosis 
of CF, this is arguably analogous to the current 
English setting of being offered results following 
a repeat heel prick test for second IRT screen: the 
primary concern for parents – whether their child 
is affected with CF – is the same.
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Health professionals 
involved in communicating 
information

The potential advantages of using a health 
professional more familiar to the family, rather 
than an unfamiliar ‘specialist’ professional who may 
cause more alarm to parents or over-medicalise 
the nature of carrier results, have been debated.13 
In the current study, parents had differing 
experiences of which health professionals were 
involved – mostly those with specialist screening, 
or genetic or condition-specific expertise but 
also those with more generalist community-based 
backgrounds such as health visitors, particularly 
with SC carrier results. Our respondents had 
no particular preference for the type of health 
professional communicating results to them as long 
as they were well informed (see Guidance for health 
professionals). This view is consistent with previous 
work, for example a retrospective survey suggesting 
no difference in parents’ knowledge of CF carrier 
status when informed by differing professionals 
(although the inclusion of genetic counselling 
influenced parents’ understanding),58 and other 
work finding no evidence that parents wanted their 
counsellors to have a particular background.37

Preparedness for results of 
newborn screening
Parents in the current study were often poorly 
prepared for the possibility of a carrier result 
following newborn screening, confirming earlier 
work,98,115 and underlined their need for adequate 
and more timely information. This has been 
a consistent concern in the literature,61,75,116–118 
with support for pre-screening information, for 
example in later pregnancy93 and the newborn 
period, to forewarn parents about the possible 
range of screening results and the possibility of 
further communication about them, and the need 
for repeat samples.99 Some parents’ confusion and 
distress during the current study begs the question 
why this has occurred despite the availability of 
such information. This study suggests that pre-
screening information for both SC and CF could 
be significantly enhanced in specific ways (see 
Considering information available to support 
screening).

Content of communication

Respondents made some reference to the 
importance of what was communicated, 
emphasising in particular how anxiety was 
provoked by lack of clarity in written and verbal 
communication to them about whether their child 
was a carrier of SC (or had the possibility of being 
a CF carrier) or was affected with the condition. 
Moreover, parents in this study underlined how 
receiving a first communication highlighting 
that their child was healthy and not ill before 
any further communication was made could 
immediately assuage untoward concerns. This 
supports other hypothetical work in which analysis 
of the content of the communication of newborn 
CF and SC carrier results by paediatricians 
in simulated consultations with parents has 
suggested this might be improved by a focus on 
early placement of reassuring key content (‘it is 
important for you to know that your baby is healthy 
now and should continue to be healthy’).40,106 Some 
parents of SC carriers in the current study had also 
appreciated the ‘heterozygote advantage’ of carrier 
status, and this positive information could feature 
more routinely in communication of results, albeit 
still emphasising the need for appropriate malaria 
prophylaxis.

Implications for health care
Communication with individuals 
along a pathway
What can be learned from current practice and 
experience about the effectiveness of methods 
for communicating carrier status information? 
Communication of screening information 
and carrier results reported by parent and 
professional respondents was not consistently in 
line with national guidance. Health professionals 
– both those co-ordinating screening and those 
communicating results – were concerned about 
regional variations in how information was 
communicated to parents, and sought greater 
consistency and guidance in the use of protocols to 
ensure equitable services.

Current variable experience of communication 
found in this study suggests its effectiveness may be 
improved in two broad ways. Firstly, by regarding 
effective communication of information and 
carrier results as something to be achieved along a 
screening pathway rather than as an exchange that 
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begins and ends with a single event. Secondly, by 
making information provision and communication 
by professionals more parent-centred and sensitive 
to individual patient contexts. Inevitably, parents 
will differ in how informed or prepared they may 
be, and thus in the extent to which any distress is 
avoidable or not. Professionals should be aware of 
this and tailor their communication accordingly. 
This should include anticipating or exploring 
needs, for example likely low awareness of what 

being a carrier means or language needs, and 
exploiting the knowledge of providers involved 
across primary, secondary and specialist services.

General recommendations for further development 
of communication protocols are suggested in 
Table 8 (specific suggestions can be found below 
in Considering information available to support 
screening and Guidance for health professionals).

TABLE 8 General recommendations for communication across screening pathway

Across whole pathway

Define and standardise information to be provided at each stage

Ensure provision of accessible information at each stage

Ensure professionals supported and competent for their part in communication with parents

Share communication between specialist and continuing primary care provider

Before screening

Raise awareness among parents of the rationale and process for screening

Provide pre-screening information

At screening test

Use clear information at the time of heel prick testing

Use clear information at second IRT test for CF, and specify who will communicate its purpose (clear information at this point 
may reduce untoward anxiety later)

Prior to test results and communication of results

Proactively inform parents of ‘negative’ results (do not suggest ‘if you don’t hear anything then everything is OK’)

Consider how to best make contact with parents and if both parents are available

Explore whether appropriate pre-screening information has been provided

Explore antenatal or earlier screening experience of carrier testing or relevant family history (but do not assume 
understanding of carrier status)

Identify if one or more parent is a healthy carrier, to reinforce baby will be healthy

Provide key information for carriers, starting with ‘your baby is healthy’

Signpost to other relevant and reliable information

After test results

Ensure continued signposting to relevant and reliable information

Provide guidance and support on cascade testing of parents

Follow-up care

Provide guidance and support on communication with extended family

Explore role of primary care for continuing support, information and facilitating testing

Provide support to parents to communicate results to their children

Consider proactive follow-up of children approaching reproductive age
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Available from 2005, updated 2006

Screening for sickle cell and thalassaemia in early pregnancy
Antenatal ‘pre-screening’ leaflet on parental carrier testing; also contains brief information on newborn screening for SC 
(available in multiple translations)45

Available from 2006

Newborn blood spot screening for your baby
‘Pre-screening’ information on screening for phenylketonuria, congenital hypothyroidism, CF and SC (available in multiple 
translations)47

Available from 2007 (February)

Results of newborn blood spot screening: carrier of CF gene
Leaflet (available in English)48

Available from 2007 (September)

Results of newborn blood spot screening: carrier of SC gene (available in English)49

Results of newborn blood spot screening: carrier of unusual haemoglobin (available in English)50

Available from 2007 (January)

Screening tests for you and your baby
This 72-page book provides information on all antenatal and newborn screening tests, combining previous leaflets, and is 
intended for provision to all women during pregnancy. It incorporates the Screening for sickle cell and thalassaemia in early 
pregnancy leaflet (2006) and Newborn blood spot screening for your baby leaflet (2006)46

Screening tests for your baby
This 32-page booklet intended for provision during the last trimester of pregnancy and the postnatal period provides 
information on all newborn screening, including hearing screening. It incorporates the Newborn blood spot screening for 
your baby leaflet (2006)119

BOX 2 Information available to parents to support newborn screening in England

Parents’ need for timely and 
appropriate information
Why was parents’ need for timely and appropriate 
information not met consistently or adequately 
across the screening communication pathway? 
Respondents’ experiences of communication in 
practice exposed significant areas of concern, 
and point to potential ways of enhancing the 
information and protocols used to improve their 
acceptability and effectiveness. The following 
sections focus on current information offered to 
support parents in England and national guidance 
for professionals involved in screening. These are 
considered below in relation to this research.

Considering information 
available to support 
screening
Written information for parents to support NHS 
antenatal and newborn screening programmes 

in England has evolved to combine previously 
available programme-specific information leaflets 
as part of larger antenatal and newborn screening 
booklets. Before considering written information 
in relation to study findings, this history is 
summarised below45–50,119 in Box 2.

Pre-screening information – 
preparing parents

Parents, particularly those with less positive 
experience in the study, said that they wanted 
to receive screening information earlier, prior 
to newborn screening. This may suggest that, 
although most parents may report receiving the 
newborn blood spot screening leaflet within the 
first 11 days after the birth of their child,120 this 
information or other information provided in 
later pregnancy such as Screening tests for your 
baby, may not ‘register’ with or be read by parents, 
particularly in the typically busy neonatal period. 
A further possibility is that this information simply 
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did not ‘hit home’ for other reasons, which may 
include how the possibility of a carrier result is 
considered (see below).

Some parents had felt overloaded by screening 
information antenatally, or found information 
failed to meet their needs. Many parents had not 
felt prepared for a carrier result. This may, at least 
in part, relate to a surfeit of screening information 
itself: Screening tests for you and your baby in pregnancy 
is 72 pages long, and Screening tests for your baby 
in later pregnancy/postnatal period stands at 
32 pages. In addition however, as some parent 
respondents noted, only the relatively rare disease 
prevalence of SC and CF is mentioned within 
information at this stage. In contrast, the much 
commoner community prevalence of carrier status 
is not referred to in any pre-screening information 
for parents. This only surfaces later in information 
designed for parents once they are informed their 
child is a carrier.48–50

The SC carrier result leaflets49,50 note that there 
are ‘at least 240,000 healthy SC carriers in 
England’, while the CF carrier leaflet48 notes that 
‘approximately 3 million healthy people in the UK 
are carriers of the CF gene’. As identification of 
carrier status, in particular SC carrier status, is the 
most frequent outcome of newborn screening apart 
from a normal result, pre-screening information 
may better prepare parents for this possibility 
by including carrier prevalence and examples 
of expected scenarios following screening that 
include the reporting of carrier results. Arguably, 
other than the process and conditions screened 
for, if such information is to better prepare parents 
for anything it might be an SC carrier result. 
Moreover, facilitating and marketing the internet 
availability of such information may counter 
problems of losing leaflets in busy households with 
young children, and facilitate access when it is most 
likely to be sought. Further issues for pre-screening 
information specific to CF screening are discussed 
below.

Information specific to CF screening
The study has highlighted how lack of information 
and variation in communication at the time of 
undertaking a second blood spot test was a major 
source of stress and anxiety for parents. Both 
parents and health professionals identified the 
need for specific written information at this point 
as a priority. As parents commonly turned to the 
internet at this stage, such information could 
usefully be made accessible here.

Parents’ experiences of confusion within the 
screening journey at this point and prior to 
receiving a CF carrier result suggest scope to 
enhance pre-screening information. The specific 
addition of common carrier prevalence in the 
community may help (see above). Further, within 
all sets of current information (Screening tests for 
you and your baby,46 Screening tests for your baby119 
or Newborn blood spot tests for your baby47) it may be 
possible to achieve greater clarity about what to 
expect in practice; for example:

• Cystic fibrosis: ‘Screening may identify some 
babies likely to be genetic carriers of CF. These 
babies may need further testing to find out if 
they are a healthy carrier, or have CF’ rather 
than indicating this will involve a second heel 
prick sample.

• Repeat blood samples: (may be needed) 
‘because there was not enough blood collected, 
the result was unclear, your baby was born 
early or had a blood transfusion’ rather than 
indicating this is also a routine procedure for 
babies with raised IRT levels on the CF screen, 
who may be identified as healthy carriers of CF.

• How results will be reported: ‘If a baby is 
thought to have cystic fibrosis, parents will 
usually be contacted before the baby is 4 weeks 
old’ rather than indicating that a second heel 
prick sample may be involved which may 
indicate children are healthy carriers of CF.

• Carriers: ‘Some babies are found to be carriers. 
Their parents will be usually be told by the 
time the child is 6–8 weeks old’ rather than 
indicating parents may be contacted earlier 
than this for a second heel prick sample to 
complete screening which may indicate that 
children are healthy carriers of CF.

Information provided on carrier 
results

Both programme specific carrier results leaflets48–50 
were well received by most parents as being clear 
and easy to understand, highlighting the common 
prevalence of carrier status and that their child 
was healthy. Parents found the diagram within 
SC information illustrating future one in four 
reproductive risk to two carrier parents to be 
helpful. This could be considered for inclusion 
within the CF carrier information, particularly 
given parents’ reported use of such information for 
future reference or to explain carrier status to their 
wider families.

In relation to communication in the wider family, 
there appears to be some disparity between 
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information for SC and CF carriers which may be 
addressed. The former highlights the implications 
for other family members,49,50 and encourages them 
to seek testing with some guidance on how to do 
so. The latter, for parents of CF carriers, informs of 
possible reproductive risks but without providing 
further information.48 This lack of guidance was 
highlighted by parents in this study, some of whom 
experienced difficulty accessing subsequent carrier 
testing for themselves.

For those whose first language was not English, 
the lack of routinely available carrier result 
information in translated forms was a barrier to 
access. This was a major concern echoed by health 
professionals, particularly for SC carriers given 
greater prevalence among minority ethnic groups. 
The need for translated materials for non-English 
speaking parents was emphasised in a recent 
review of UKNSPC resources.120 Although pre-
screening information resources are available for 
internet download in different languages, there 
remain none available concerning carrier results 
to support parents’ understanding and use for 
reference with their families. This forms an urgent 
priority for services that may begin to address this 
with cost-effective internet available resources, 
given increasing public access to the internet. The 
development of multilingual DVD formats for 
carrier result information means that these may 
also be considered for use and left with parents at 
the time of communicating results. Findings also 
suggested a possible need for greater professional 
awareness of nationally produced newborn SC 
carrier result information.

Guidance for health 
professionals
Study findings are considered below in relation to 
relevant national guidance for health professionals 
from four overlapping sources: the UK Newborn 
Screening Programme Centre Health Professional 
Handbook,44 based on national policies and 
standards for newborn screening, and intended to 
support health professionals, including midwives 
and health visitors, in implementing screening; the 
National standard protocol for newborn screening for 
cystic fibrosis;121 and Standards for the linked antenatal 
and newborn screening programme for sickle cell and 
thalassaemia.45 The updated Guidelines for newborn 
blood spot sampling was also produced in 2008 by the 
UKNSPC122 to replace these guidelines within the 
2005 handbook44.

Cystic fibrosis screening – if a 
repeat sample is requested
Current guidance indicates health professionals 
should make sure they receive the reason for 
this request from their screening laboratory and 
that this should be conveyed to the parent.44 It 
is suggested a midwife does this, if possible with 
the family’s health visitor to aid continuity of 
support.121 More recent guidelines add that the 
midwife should indicate when parents will then 
receive the result.122

This was the most problematic stage of the 
communication pathway identified by parents 
of CF carriers and also recognised as such by 
health professional respondents. Parents found 
midwives could appear uninformed or unsure, 
and offer unclear or inaccurate information about 
the reasons for a repeat test in this context – such 
as suggesting the first sample was insufficient. 
As some parent and professional respondents 
recognised, this may be a challenge for most busy 
midwives encountering an uncommon second test 
request for CF screening. While raising health 
professional awareness of national guidance may 
help, the design and provision of a new specific 
information resource for parents at this stage may 
prove the most useful. This could include key 
content addressing the type of parents’ concerns 
identified, such as the likely outcomes of a second 
test, and when and how they will receive the results. 
This could be accompanied by the production of a 
recommended script midwives could use for talking 
to parents. The provision of, and signposting 
to, this supporting information on the web and 
a telephone contact for queries could also be 
considered.

No parents in the study sample were visited jointly, 
as suggested in guidance, by a midwife and health 
visitor. This may be difficult to achieve in practice. 
Developing a locality-based ‘newborn screening 
practitioner’ role to improve continuity of support 
and information provision for parents and families 
as part of other dedicated roles across newborn 
screening programmes might offer promise as an 
alternative approach (see below).

Giving results – if a baby is 
identified as a carrier of cystic 
fibrosis or sickle cell disorder
Current guidance advises that parents should 
be told CF or SC results as quickly as possible 
by a well-informed professional, preferably in 
person or by telephone followed by a home 
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visit or an appointment, and be provided with 
written information about their baby’s results.44 
In the case of CF carrier results, it is suggested a 
‘designated health visitor or alternative trained for 
the purpose’ should occupy this role and visit the 
family,121 and that the family’s health visitor should 
also be actively involved where possible.44 In the 
case of SC results, it is suggested parents be offered 
access to an appropriately trained professional to 
discuss the result.45

Parents in this study had no particular preference 
for the type of professional who delivered SC or CF 
results to them, but rather emphasised professional 
competence and adequate preparation to provide 
appropriate information and deal with their 
questions. In contrast, screening co-ordinators 
interviewed early in this study (2006) considered 
community-based ‘familiar’ professionals might 
be the best placed professionals to give carrier 
results; while some health professional respondents 
with experience of communicating results were 
concerned about ‘non-specialist’ practitioner 
competence (see below).

Communicating cystic fibrosis 
screening and carrier results – 
effectiveness and feasibility of 
methods
The potential to significantly improve pre-
screening information for parents (at antenatal 
and immediate postnatal stage) to include carrier 
prevalence, and what to expect in relation to a 
second test, with the possibility of a CF carrier 
result as one outcome of screening, have been 
highlighted above. The current data suggest this 
may make a considerable difference to parents, 
and enable them to refer back to this information 
during the screening process.

In practice, for parents of CF carriers, all but one 
family in our sample was informed of carrier results 
by a health professional with some form of specific 
background in screening, CF or genetics, either 
in person or by telephone with a follow-up home 
visit. This included ‘screening nurses/practitioners’ 
and ‘screening link health visitors’. Unlike earlier 
in the pathway (repeat sample), most parents were 
generally satisfied with this process, the expeditious 
delivery of results, and the written CF carrier 
result information provided. However, the latter 
did not meet the needs of all parents and some 
professionals felt it could be improved, suggesting 
potential scope for enhancement (see Chapter 1, 
Written information for parents).

Despite national guidance, a health visitor was 
present in only three cases in this study. While 
the reasons for this are unclear, professionals 
interviewed, although recognising the potential 
value of a ‘familiar’ professional’s involvement 
in the process (in common with some parents), 
could sometimes find coinciding with a health 
visitor difficult. It should also be recognised that 
there is increasing variation in roles and use of 
community health visiting, which may mean that 
the traditional model of a health visitor designated 
to and familiar with a young family may not 
operate in some localities.123 Moreover, professional 
respondents did not feel it appropriate for health 
visitors to routinely discuss newborn CF results with 
parents, given that it would be uncommon for most 
community-based generalists to encounter this 
scenario.

In-person communication with a professional 
with particular experience in screening, genetics 
or CF worked well for parents in understanding 
results. For health professional respondents 
communicating results in practice, this also 
appeared the most feasible part of a model for 
conveying CF carrier results as a generally rare 
and geographically evenly distributed occurrence. 
Part of this communication involved allaying 
anxiety and concerns often precipitated by poor 
communication and information early in the 
screening pathway, involving community midwives 
who were generally responsible for second heel 
prick testing. As, at this stage, the initial screening 
result indicates a child may have CF, rather 
than be a carrier, the use of well-informed in-
person communication at this point is arguably 
particularly important and this greater complexity 
was underlined by professionals. This is a major 
difference with SC where a carrier result is not in 
question following screening.

The study suggests a disconnection between 
screening and community-based services at this 
stage. Current processes for communicating the 
need for a second IRT level and its implications 
to parents are ineffective and a major cause of 
anxiety and distress to parents left inadequately 
informed while awaiting results. How parents are 
contacted requires greater care, and should involve 
fully briefed professionals. The development and 
provision of appropriate information resources for 
use by professionals, and to give to parents, at this 
point are noted above.

With the expansion of newborn screening and 
the greater constraints this may place on current 
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genetic or CF specialist professionals, the further 
development of a locality-based community 
professional role with newborn screening 
expertise may be considered appropriate as a 
model, according to local service contexts. A 
‘newborn screening practitioner’ may operate 
across screening programmes and support 
midwives, health visitors and other primary care 
professionals. Roles could include communicating 
with parents when repeat heel prick testing 
was needed (a point of reference for and 
communication of carrier results to parents), 
continuing liaison with primary care, and providing 
support and advice to families in relation to 
cascade testing and communication with extended 
families. Experience of ‘screening link health 
visitors’ and ‘screening practitioners’ occupying 
some of these roles in relation to CF and SC carrier 
results (in a low prevalence region) has been 
promising (Lynne Mathers, Birmingham, 2007, 
personal communication).

Communicating sickle cell 
carrier results – effectiveness 
and feasibility of methods
The potential to significantly improve pre-
screening information for parents (at antenatal 
and immediate postnatal stage) to include carrier 
prevalence and the relatively common possibility of 
a SC carrier result as one outcome of screening has 
been discussed above. The lack of translated forms 
of current SC carrier result information has also 
been highlighted as a priority for development and 
use.

As noted by health professional respondents, 
particularly in high prevalence areas, the indirect 
communication of results by letter appeared 
effective and feasible for parents who were more 
aware of SC carrier status from antenatal screening, 
or other experience, and where, from parents’ 
perspectives, the communication contained both 
an unambiguous opening statement emphasising 
‘your child is not ill’ and the result itself without 
delay (rather than offering a clinic appointment to 
give results).

In contrast, communication of carrier results by 
letter proved ineffective for those parents without 
prior knowledge of SC carrier status from antenatal 
or earlier screening, or for whom English was not 
their first language. These parents needed in-
person communication with a professional before 
they felt fully informed and reassured about results. 
Current guidance might highlight avoidance of 

indirect communication of results by letter or 
telephone when alternative language needs might 
be anticipated.

Most parents of SC carriers received results by 
letter followed by the offer of a home visit or clinic 
appointment, often with a health professional 
with a background in haemoglobinopathies or 
screening, and were satisfied with this. Community-
based primary care professionals, mainly health 
visitors, were involved much more often than in 
the CF context (in a third of cases) and imparted 
SC carrier results themselves, in both high and 
low prevalence areas. This appeared to be effective 
for parents if the professional was appropriately 
informed.

Growth in the volume of newborn SC carriers 
identified following universal newborn screening 
presents a major challenge for services, particularly 
in high prevalence, predominantly metropolitan 
areas, as underlined by health professional 
respondents. Use of only resource intensive 
‘specialist’ communication of results may not 
remain feasible in this context. In addition to the 
type of health professional involved appearing less 
important to parents’ experience than how well 
informed they are, health professional respondents 
noted that linked antenatal screening is creating 
growth in parents’ awareness of carrier status 
and counselling during pregnancy. There thus 
appears significant potential for the greater use 
and feasibility of mixed models of communicating 
newborn carrier results that may be acceptable 
and effective. These could be less dependent on 
specialist support by more routinely involving 
generalist professionals in primary care if they were 
supported with the appropriate tools, training and 
support.

Moreover, such approaches may facilitate greater 
or more proactive involvement of primary care 
in providing continuing support and guidance to 
families, for example in relation to cascade testing 
and future reproductive risk as part of sustaining 
continuity of primary care. This might be located 
alongside developing approaches for common 
recessively inherited disorders in primary care.124

In high prevalence areas, for example, possible 
mixed models for communication of SC carrier 
results could include the use of a letter containing 
the results and supporting information (translated 
as appropriate), with routine follow-up by a family 
health visitor65 or GP for further discussion, and 
referral on to a specialist professional for further 
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counselling if necessary or requested. Given current 
study evidence that prior knowledge may assist 
communication, and parents may require more 
timely and appropriate pre-screening information, 
the use of other pre-screening interventions, such 
as educational audiovisual information, that have 
shown promise elsewhere may be considered, 
particularly in high prevalence areas.69

In lower prevalence areas, where levels of 
awareness and the opportunity for familiarity and 
practice in communicating results would be much 
less common, a model involving communication 
by a professional with more specialist experience 
may remain more feasible and effective, and the 
potential development of a newborn screening 
practitioner role may also be considered (see 
above).

Research recommendations
Addressing information needs
Further research is needed to develop information 
for use in the screening pathway where this has 
been identified as lacking, and to explore the 
refining of existing information. The design and 
evaluation of specific information for parents 
approached for a repeat heel prick test in CF 
screening (after an initially raised first IRT) is 
an immediate priority. This may be informed by 
data generated with parents in the current study. 
Use of a consensus process with practitioners, 
parents and screening programme stakeholders 
in iterative stages could further clarify the critical 
issues, prioritise and define content, and optimise 
presentation and accessibility, followed by piloting 
in practice. Quality criteria for health information 
and methods for information development in 
genetics are becoming available to support such 
work.125,126

The potential value of refining current pre-
screening information to prepare parents better 
for the possibility of carrier identification should 
be further explored, and its development could 
use a similar consensus approach. This is arguably 
of greater concern for SC screening given that 
SC carrier identification is the most common 
outcome of newborn screening other than a 
normal result. Further research should consider 
if and how information on carrier prevalence and 
carrier results should be included in pre-screening 
information, perhaps illustrated by offering 
example scenarios, and assess its impact. The 
inclusion of carrier prevalence and more specific 

information on the purpose and outcomes of 
repeat testing in current CF screening might also 
form the subject of further enquiry. However, given 
the point at which most concern appears to be 
generated for the rarer identification of CF carrier 
status, the targeting of more effective support 
using specific information and communication at 
the stage of a second blood spot test for IRT is a 
greater priority.

Development of translated versions of national 
programme SC carrier result information (perhaps 
including that produced by the ApoGI, which 
was also commonly used by haemoglobinopathy 
counsellors and other professionals), in line 
with those languages already available within 
newborn pre-screening information, should form 
a further focus. This should include exploration 
of accessibility and cross-cultural equivalence 
of meaning with intended user communities, 
in addition to the feasibility and acceptability 
of provision beyond leaflet form (or internet 
availability) in alternative formats such as 
multilingual DVD. Further research on relative 
acceptability, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of 
different forms of SC carrier result information is 
particularly lacking and would be valuable as part 
of wider research on appropriate service models.

The utility and value of pre-screening and carrier 
results information for parents will be influenced by 
the extent to which, and how, health professionals 
use, provide and present such information. Further 
research to investigate, quantify and understand 
these processes across the screening pathway 
would be helpful. Similarly, observational research 
on communication of carrier results in health 
encounters may yield valuable information on 
how parental understanding may be achieved, as 
distinct from simply receiving standardised and 
consistent information.

Developing and supporting 
health professional roles

While development and evaluation of better quality 
information for parents may be more realisable 
in the short-term, further R&D of support for 
health professionals involved in screening to 
be appropriately well informed and able to 
communicate relevant information is also needed. 
This may be aimed at those without specialist 
genetic or screening backgrounds. Starting points 
might include assessing the utility of scripts with 
key points and content for health professionals 
to use to support their interactions with parents, 
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for example when undertaking repeat heel prick 
testing or communicating results. Research 
that explores how best to develop capacity and 
competence in primary care and sustain these to 
support newborn screening would also be valuable, 
including, for example, assessing the effects 
of ‘within encounter’ electronic informational 
support for general practitioners or health visitors 
concerning carrier results or the provision of advice 
on cascade testing in families.

Development of service models
As noted above, the current study was 
commissioned and undertaken relatively early in 
the implementation of the screening programmes, 
in particular for CF. Further prospective study 
or auditing of current practice may be helpful 
with further establishment of this screening. 
The wide diversity of current service models for 
communicating newborn carrier results (in terms 
of initial contact), information used and health 
professionals involved means sufficiently well-
developed and clearly defined interventions for 
experimental testing of effectiveness, for example 
in a controlled trial, are currently lacking. It should 
also be acknowledged that while a controlled trial 
could ultimately be feasible in the context of SC, 
the very limited numbers of newborn CF carriers 
identified annually would likely preclude this trial 
design. Nevertheless, further research could be 
used to assess parental reception to and the effect 
of using a ‘newborn screening practitioner’ or 
screening link health visitor, as discussed above, in 
relation to enhancing experience at the currently 
problematic stage of repeating the IRT test, and 
in supporting communication with parents across 
both SC and CF screening pathways.

Further examination of the use of differing 
mixed service models, in particular with greater 
involvement of primary care professionals to 
communicate newborn SC carrier results, merits 
particular attention (see Communicating sickle 
cell carrier results – effectiveness and feasibility 
of methods, above). This could involve case 
study or action research designs, before and after 
comparison of models, or a prospective audit to 
evaluate impact for parents and feasibility for 
providers. Such research might ideally inform the 
potential development and definition of the most 
promising and feasible service models as complex 
interventions for prospective testing. Although 
it may be anticipated that further research could 
lead to an optimum approach, in reality, one size 
may not fit all areas and populations. The chief 
aim of further research may therefore be to define 

and establish what core level of service provision, 
information and practitioner competence 
consumers should expect in the context of carrier 
identification following newborn screening.

Other research with parents of 
newborn carriers

Research with parents is needed to develop 
appropriately specific outcome measures in this 
field – such as parental knowledge and parental 
understanding of information – to robustly 
assess the effectiveness of information and 
the communication of carrier status and their 
implications in the future.

While identification of CF carrier status is rare 
and identification of SC carrier status is common 
following newborn screening, the weight of 
research in this field has occurred in relation to CF. 
Further research in the context of SC should be 
prioritised and involve larger studies, assisted by 
the relatively large numbers of carriers identified, 
to further examine views on information and 
communication, in addition to the impact of this 
within new service models, and the longer term 
impacts of carrier identification.

The current research did not include parents who 
declined or did not avail themselves of further 
information or the opportunity for counselling 
on newborn carrier results. Low service uptake 
has been identified as a particular issue among 
parents of SC carriers in the USA,67,85,90,113 and is 
anecdotally recognised as common in practice in 
the UK. Research is needed to explore the scale 
of and reasons for non-uptake, and to identify the 
potentially neglected service needs of this group. 
At the same time, there was little evidence from 
the current data to support a commonly held 
assumption that awareness or knowledge of SC was 
greater in high prevalence areas and ‘minority’ 
communities, in particular those of African origin. 
Empirical work to establish this would be valuable 
to inform both practice and community awareness 
raising interventions.

The current study focused on interaction with 
the health-care system. While finding some 
evidence of misplaced beliefs and misconceptions 
about SC, the study did not explore the wider 
contexts of community awareness and its potential 
influence on positive or negative experience of 
communication of carrier results. Recent research 
in the USA found highly variable knowledge and 
major misunderstandings about SC.127 This should 
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be further explored, perhaps using the context 
of increasing the implementation of community 
awareness programmes on screening in the UK.

The screening process does not end with post-test 
counselling and information for parents of carriers 
or, indeed, affected children. Over the longer 
term, carrier parents, other children, extended 
family and the wider community will all need 
salient information, advice and support. Research 
on trajectories following newborn carrier results is 
sparse and there are many unanswered questions. 
Further research is needed on:

• Parents’ attitudes towards, access to and 
experience of, further carrier testing for 
themselves or their other children following 
identification of their newborn’s carrier status, 
what affects their decision-making, and its 
impact on their later reproductive decisions.

• Assessing any medium or longer term impact 
on parents’ attitudes towards their child or the 
parent–child relationship.

• The development of information and methods 
to support cascade testing and communication 
in families, the acceptability and impact of 
doing so, and which and how services can best 
support families, including the potential role of 
primary care in providing continuity of care.

• How to support parents in telling their 
children in later life about their carrier results.

• Whether anxiety or other harm is created by 
any of these issues, whether they endure, and 
how they may be prevented or reduced.

This research can further inform evidence 
for continuing service provision and support, 
and greater understanding of the longer term 
benefits or harm arising from newborn carrier 
identification.
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Revised proposal submitted/approved 
November 2005

Title: Communication of 
carrier status information 
following newborn 
screening: descriptive 
study of current practice, 
methods and experience
How the proposal has been 
revised
The study is now limited to those objectives 
and methods (proposed within Phase One and 
descriptive elements of submission in June) 
requested by the HTA Programme Director (letter 
of 18 August 2005 and additional suggestions from 
reviewers). This work is intended to help the HTA 
to consider whether and what further research may 
be necessary concerning communication of carrier 
status information following newborn screening.

Planned investigation

Aim
To describe, explore and synthesise current 
practice, methods and experience of 
communicating carrier status information following 
newborn screening to inform practice and potential 
further research.

Objectives
1. To describe current practice and methods 

of communicating newborn carrier status 
information, and synthesise experience of their 
feasibility and effectiveness.

2. To explore, in depth, parents’ experiences 
and views on the impact of being told of their 
baby’s carrier status, whether and how this 
information is shared within families, and their 
satisfaction with methods of being informed.

3. To establish views of health professionals who 
communicate carrier status information about 
the acceptability, feasibility and effectiveness 
of, and preference for methods of informing 
parents.

1. Review of existing research
Knowledge of a baby’s carrier status and its 
implications may be helpful as this can have 
reproductive implications for both the child and 
the parents, including identification of couples at 
risk for future children with disease, even though 
the child is not ill1. Research with parents following 
screening supports disclosure of newborn carrier 
status (Oliver et al., 2004). However evidence on 
current practice and methods for disclosing and 
communicating information about carrier status, 
and parents’ and health professionals’ views of such 
methods is lacking. This is now needed to inform 
practice and potential further research.

Two HTA-commissioned reviews of sickle cell (SC) 
and thalassaemia antenatal and newborn screening 
focus on cost-effectiveness, rather than methods 
and effects of communicating results (Davies et 
al., 2000, Zeuner et al., 1999). Similarly most work 
on newborn screening for cystic fibrosis (CF) has 
considered effectiveness and cost (Pollitt et al., 
1997), potential outcomes (Laird et al., 1996), or 
programmes for CF (Farrell et al., 2001; Wildhagen 
et al., 1998), with limited evidence of the impact 
of disclosing results (Murray et al., 1999; Merelle 
et al., 2000) or of parents’ experiences of newborn 
screening (Green et al., 2004). More recent work 
on newborn bloodspot screening has focused on 
parent and professional views about informed 
choice when offered screening (Hargreaves et al., 
2005), and appraisal of information sources used to 
convey the benefits of screening (Hargreaves et al., 
2005b; Stewart et al., 2005), rather than methods 
for communicating outcomes such as carrier status.

A systematic review identified no controlled trials 
of interventions to disclose newborn carrier status 
to parents (Oliver et al., 2004), but a number of 
descriptive studies on newborn screening for SC 
(Anionwu, 1983; Grossman et al., 1985; Hurst, 
1989; Rao et al., 1996; Whitten et al 1981; Yang 
et al., 2000) and CF (Ciske et al., 2001; Curnow et 
al., 2003; Moran et al., 2003; Parsons et al., 2003; 
Tluczek et al., 1991; Mischler et al., 1998; Wheeler 
et al., 2001). These studied parents’ views but 
were limited in terms of number and selection 
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of participants, and reporting of socioeconomic 
data. They indicate that parents favour newborn 
screening and the reporting of carrier status to 
them, and anticipate telling their child. There is 
little evidence that disclosure of carrier status has 
significant impact on most families’ reproductive 
plans or behaviour, nor that anxiety, mother–baby 
relationship or parental behaviour toward their 
carrier child is adversely affected. Discussing 
carrier status with the wider family was perceived 
as necessary but difficult, and there was some 
preference for results to be communicated 
by a familiar, non-specialist or primary care 
professional.

There are little data available to inform methods 
for communicating carrier status. A recent 
qualitative study (Lempert et al., 2004) explored 
23 parents’ experiences following newborn 
screening (the sample included five with SC carrier 
results and five with CF carrier results). Parents 
emphasised three needs: retaining knowledge of 
genetic status for future information; their own 
status, whether known or not known, in relation to 
reproductive planning; and discussing screening 
results with the wider family. In the USA, where 
newborn screening for SC disorders began three 
decades ago and has been mandatory in most 
states, there is similar diversity to the UK in 
methods for communicating newborn carrier status 
(see 2.4 below). However promising experiences 
with communication of carrier status by telephone 
following postal notification, ‘in-person’ 
counselling, use of mailed audiovisual information, 
or discussion with primary care provider have been 
reported in service reports and observational work 
(Velazques and Cunningham, 1995; Kladny et al., 
2005).

In summary there is a paucity of evidence relevant 
to the proposed study objectives. There have 
been no controlled trials of interventions to 
disclose newborn carrier status to parents, and 
there is no sound evidence about the impact of 
communication or effective methods of doing so 
(Oliver et al., 2004). Further, little or no evidence 
is available on whether outcomes vary by parents’ 
previous knowledge of the screened condition, 
methods of communication or which health 
professional communicates the information, or on 
the views of health professionals involved.

2. Background to proposed study
2.1 Policy context
As part of the NHS Plan (2000), new universal 
newborn (neonatal) screening for SC disorders 
is now fully implemented across England, with 
phased introduction of antenatal screening for SC 
and thalassaemia (universal in high prevalence 
areas, selective in low prevalence) well underway 
(NHS Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia Screening 
Programme, www.newbornscreening-bloodspot.
org.uk/). The UK Newborn Screening Programme 
aims to implement universal newborn screening 
for CF in England by April 2007. Currently 20% of 
newborns are already screened for CF in England 
(areas served by laboratories in East Anglia, Trent, 
Northampton and Leeds) and all newborns in 
Northern Ireland (biochemical screening since 
1985, DNA testing to start in April 2006), Wales 
(since 1996) and Scotland (since 2003).

Guidance on newborn screening policy (UK 
Newborn Screening Programme Centre, 2005) 
recommends that parents must be informed if 
their babies are identified as SC or CF carriers 
following newborn screening and, where feasible, 
communication of this information should be made 
in person by a suitable health professional.

2.2 Conditions to be studied
Although designed to detect affected individuals, 
some newborn screening programmes 
inadvertently identify newborn infants who are 
carriers of the inherited conditions. Current 
expansion of newborn blood spot screening in 
England (well established for phenylketonuria and 
congenital hypothyroidism) to include SC and CF 
will increase numbers of carriers so identified.

Screening for SC identifies all carriers of 
haemoglobin variants (no available method of 
testing without detecting carriers), whereas current 
laboratory screening for CF aims to exclude carrier 
detection as far as possible. Thus numbers of SC 
carriers detected are considerable in comparison 
to CF carriers (e.g. 300 SC carriers detected in the 
East Midlands in a 12-month period compared 
to 27 CF carriers)2. SC carriers are healthy. CF 
carriers require a repeat test after initial screening 
and have a small risk (1:15) of developing the 
condition, and newborn screening is not preceded 
by antenatal screening.
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How parents may respond to being told of their 
baby’s carrier status or how information about 
this is communicated may potentially be unlikely 
to differ markedly between the two conditions. 
However, differences in carrier status implications, 
newborn alone or linked antenatal and newborn 
screening, and numbers of newborn carriers 
identified may necessitate different approaches.

2.3 Prevalence
Following newborn SC screening, between 17 
and 100 heterozygous carriers of abnormal 
haemoglobin traits will be identified for each 
affected baby detected. With a national prevalence 
of 1.2–1.3% of annual births, this equates to an 
estimated 9000 newborn carriers per year3.

Cystic fibrosis has a slightly lower incidence (1:2500 
babies per year born in the UK) and approximately 
1 in 25 of the population is estimated to be a 
carrier. As mentioned above, current CF screening 
tests aim to exclude identification of carriers, 
therefore only a small number of actual carriers will 
be identified following newborn screening.

2.4 Lack of information about current UK 
practice
Current UK practice for informing parents of 
SC or CF carrier status varies according to local 
protocols. Most screening laboratories inform 
a nominated health professional or service to 
communicate the result to parents, and may 
routinely also inform the baby’s general practice. 
Methods include verbal notification or use of a 
letter with relevant information, often with an 
offer of appointment to discuss with a health 
professional. Who communicates this information 
and how, and what information resources may 
be used vary. The former may typically be SC 
counsellors, genetic counsellors/clinical genetic 
or specialist nurse services, with members of the 
primary health care team such as a GP or health 
visitor sometimes copied into their correspondence 
and variably involved. Lack of data to assess 
current practice makes it unclear as to what extent 
parents receive notification or access further 
information. In contrast to varied current practice, 
the UK Newborn Screening Programme Centre 
has recently recommended that results of babies 
identified as CF or SC carriers should be given in 
person. Descriptive data on what current practice 
comprises and on how best to communicate carrier 
information are now needed.

3. Investigation
3.1 Review of current practice
Objective 1: To describe current practice and 
methods of communicating newborn carrier status 
information, and synthesise experience of their 
feasibility and effectiveness.

Given the dearth of published research about 
methods for communicating carrier status and the 
absence of controlled trials of interventions (Oliver 
et al., 2004), the wide diversity of practice and 
current methods of informing parents of SC or CF 
carrier status will be examined and reviewed.

Methods
A postal questionnaire survey (and/or the same 
survey by email) will be sent to all newborn 
screening laboratories and regional child health 
screening co-ordinators in England, and their 
equivalent elsewhere in the UK. This will seek 
details of current or planned practice and methods 
for disclosing and communicating carrier status 
information, how and by whom parents are 
informed, what is perceived to work and what 
does not, and challenges and suggestions for how 
current practice could be improved. Respondents 
will also be asked to suggest potential strategies to 
recruit parents of newborn carriers for qualitative 
study (see 3.2 below). Non-responders will be 
followed up by telephone.

This information will be used to describe and 
categorise current practice, methods and their 
contexts, highlighting perceived advantages or 
disadvantages, with perceived experience and 
evidence of the feasibility and effectiveness of 
different methods.

3.2 Qualitative study with parents
Objective 2: To explore, in depth, parents’ 
experiences and views on the impact of being told 
of their baby’s carrier status, whether and how this 
information is shared within families, and their 
satisfaction with methods of being informed.

Research questions
1. What is the impact on a family of being 

informed of newborn carrier status?
2. How well is carrier status information 

understood?
3. Is this information shared within the 

immediate and wider family, how and what 
support may be needed to do so?
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4. What are parents’ views of the way in which 
they were informed, information provided, and 
support offered/received?

Sampling
Parents who have been informed of their newborn’s 
SC or CF carrier status will be purposively 
sampled for in-depth qualitative interview on 
the basis of how (method) they were informed, 
sociodemographic and ethnic characteristics, 
residence in a high or low prevalence area and, 
where feasible, the ‘stage’ of information process 
(shortly after being informed or about 6 months 
later). It is anticipated parents of approximately 
50 newborn carriers (25 SC and 25 CF) may be 
interviewed, unless saturation occurs earlier, 
requiring smaller samples.

Research setting
Sampling will initially take place in the West and 
East Midlands where universal newborn screening 
for both SC (West and East Midlands) and CF 
(East Midlands) is already implemented. Moreover 
these regions have diverse practices for informing 
parents, varying areas of socioeconomic and ethnic 
diversity, varying prevalence of SC carrier status, 
and offer the practical advantages of existing close 
collaborative relationships between the research 
team and service stakeholders. Further sampling of 
parents will nevertheless include other regions of 
England as appropriate, particularly those where 
universal screening for CF is being piloted or 
where practice for informing parents of newborn 
carrier status differs markedly from the West and 
East Midlands.

Recruitment and consent
It is recognised that recruiting parents for interview 
may be challenging, particularly because a national 
sample will require multisite, potentially complex, 
NHS R&D governance approvals. Moreover 
identifying a sufficient sample of parents of CF 
carrier babies for interview may be lengthy and 
time consuming, as actual numbers detected by 
current newborn screening are small (see 2.2 
above) and newborn screening for CF is currently 
universal in only 20% of England. Anticipating 
these challenges, the research team will be 
guided by a preceding survey of screening service 
stakeholders (see 3.1 above) and work closely 
with practitioners to secure sample access and 
recruitment. The research team will seek explicit 
endorsement of the study from the UK National 
Screening Committee to further facilitate this, 

and build on current collaborations with newborn 
screening laboratories and child health screening 
co-ordinators.

Potential participants (parents who have been 
informed that their child is a SC or CF carrier) 
will be identified and approached by child health 
screening co-ordinators in the first instance. 
These practitioners will seek their permission 
to pass contact details to the research team, 
who will send study information and request 
written consent, translated where appropriate. 
To ensure that parents contacted by screening co-
ordinators have definitely received communication 
about carrier status, prior contact with local 
practitioners responsible for informing parents, 
e.g. haemoglobinopathy counsellors, genetic 
counsellors or specialist nurses, will be made 
by screening co-ordinators. This strategy has 
also appeared effective in recruiting pregnant 
haemoglobinopathy carriers, including Pakistani 
women, elsewhere (Ahmed et al., 2005).

Given the likely challenges of recruitment, we 
envisage that other recruitment strategies may be 
required. If necessary, we will review and adjust our 
recruitment methods, within ethical constraints 
and by submitting amendments to ethics approval, 
to maximise opportunities for participation. For 
example, attempts to encourage participation may 
be made via the parents’ GP or health visitor.

Data generation and analysis
Semi-structured face-to-face interviews (Britten, 
1995) will be conducted at respondents’ 
convenience (parents’ home or elsewhere), 
with respondents given the option of being 
interviewed in English or their mother tongue 
as appropriate. Interviews will be undertaken by 
the project researchers and, where necessary, by 
sessional research staff with appropriate bilingual 
skills working with the research team, or with 
the support of an appropriate interpreter, using 
current best practice and our recent experience in 
this regard (Edwards, 1998; Bush et al., 2003).

The interviews will follow broad topic areas based 
upon the above research questions (1–4), using 
a topic prompt modified and refined following 
early interviews, and also including exploration 
of anxiety created by carrier status information, 
prior knowledge of the condition, understanding 
of concepts and information received and 
reproductive intentions. Wider issues related to the 
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experience of receiving carrier status information, 
e.g. potential concerns around non-paternity, will 
be explored if raised, and potential non-benefits or 
harms experienced or perceived, but respondents 
will be encouraged to discuss their perceptions and 
experiences freely. Willingness to be approached 
again for telephone interview as part of validation 
of findings will be sought (see below). Interviews 
will be audio-taped and transcribed verbatim.

Data will be analysed using constant comparative 
analysis (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) by the project 
researchers, with the wider team from different 
disciplinary, professional and cultural backgrounds 
(JK, HP, NQ) contributing to development of the 
analysis and conceptual framework to maximise 
theoretical sensitivity. Analysis will acknowledge the 
impact where appropriate of the use of interpreters 
during data generation (Edwards, 1998). Coding 
will be aided by application of nvivo software in 
identifying emerging categories and concepts 
from the data. Data generation and analysis will 
be iterative, each informing the other, with the 
seeking of deviant cases (Mason, 1996) and further 
theoretical sampling and data collection to extend 
and challenge earlier data and interpretation. This 
will test the integrity and credibility of the analysis, 
until no new categories or concepts emerge 
suggesting theoretical saturation.

Validation
Findings will be fed back and reviewed with a 
sample of up to a third of parent participants, who 
were willing to be approached again. This will be 
by telephone interview following distribution of 
written summaries, translated where appropriate. 
Respondents will be asked to consider and 
comment on the results, enabling the research 
team to triangulate findings and confirm or 
further refine data interpretation and analysis if 
appropriate.

3.3 Descriptive study with health 
professionals
Objective 3: To establish views of health 
professionals who communicate carrier status 
information about the acceptability, feasibility and 
effectiveness of, and preference for methods of 
informing parents.

Methods
Health professionals involved in communicating 
information about newborn SC or CF carrier 
status to parents will be purposively sampled 

for individual qualitative interview by telephone 
informed by a preceding survey (see 3.1 above) and 
the experience of sampling parents (see 3.2 above) 
to include professionals using different methods 
of informing parents, specialist counselling and 
primary care professionals, and practice in a range 
of contexts (e.g. differing patient populations 
and potential needs). Telephone interviews are 
considered an acceptable alternative to face-to-
face interviews in qualitative research (Sturges, 
2004), and have been selected here as a pragmatic 
and cost-effective method for interviewing busy 
health professionals in various locations across the 
country.

Up to 20 health professionals will be interviewed 
to explore experiences and views on acceptability, 
feasibility and effectiveness of the different 
methods of informing parents used, and 
their preferences including perceptions of 
attendant service organisational issues and 
professional training needs. Professionals’ views 
of communication processes and information 
materials used, suggestions for improvement 
to current practice, and strategies adopted for 
different cultural and language groups will be 
elicited. Interviews will be audio-taped and data 
analysed by sorting key emergent findings under 
common themes.

Validation
A written synopsis of key themes from health 
professional interviews will be posted to all 
participants, inviting comments for consideration 
by the research team.

3.4 Output
A final project report will include review of 
relevant literature published since the recent 
systematic review on disclosing newborn carrier 
status (Oliver et al., 2004), and will offer discussion 
and recommendations regarding the need for 
and nature of further research required. A draft 
final report will be sent to key NHS stakeholders 
(see 4.5 below) including the UK National 
Screening Committee, the UK Newborn Screening 
Programme Centre, the NHS Sickle Cell and 
Thalassaemia Screening Programme, the NHS 
Cystic Fibrosis Screening Programme, and 
academic experts (including representatives from 
the appropriate commissioning group of the HTA 
Programme if deemed appropriate by the HTA). 
This will seek to establish firstly whether there is 
sufficient information to inform best practice when 
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disclosing and communicating information about 
newborn carrier status, or whether further research 
is required. Secondly, if further research is needed, 
to specify appropriate research questions, and how 
(best method) they might be answered, including, 
if appropriate, likely interventions that may be 
compared.

4. Research management

4.1 Ethical arrangements
The research will be undertaken within the NHS 
Research Governance Framework following 
MREC, LREC and Trust R&D approvals. Potential 
interview respondents will be informed about the 
risks and benefits of participation, and informed 
consent obtained, using appropriate and translated 
information materials in different formats.

4.2 Steering group
A steering group, meeting on three occasions 
during the lifetime of the project will oversee the 
research and monitor progress against milestones 
and adherence to the study protocol. Membership 
will include a Chair and one other member, who 
will be experienced health service researchers 
independent of the investigators’ institutions, up 
to three representatives of professional groups 
and consumers, the principal investigator and a 
nominated co-investigator as appropriate to project 
stages.

4.3 Project management
The principal investigator and co-investigators 
will meet regularly (3 monthly) throughout the 
duration of the study. Day-to-day management, 
including management and supervision of the 
research fellow, will be undertaken by a senior 
research fellow (HP), working closely with Professor 
Kai.

4.4 Expertise of research team
Our multidisciplinary team has extensive R&D 
expertise relevant to this study: JK, HP, NQ, 
qualitative methods in health services research, 
including primary and community care, ethnicity, 
genetics; SG, expertise on US newborn screening; 
BM, MM, community genetics, haemoglobinopathy 
and CF screening, including development of 
information materials. There are close links with 
PEGASUS, a programme and network directed 
by JK offering genetics training for the range of 

health professionals involved in antenatal and 
newborn screening in England, using SCT as a 
model (www.pegasus.nhs). The team and study 
benefit from the confirmed close collaboration 
of service and service user colleagues (see 4.5 
below), current relevant research (see CVs), and 
co-operation from expert advisors on trial design 
(Denise Kendrick) and psychological aspects 
(Cris Glazebrook, Reader in Health Psychology, 
University of Nottingham and Penny Standen, 
Professor in Health Psychology and Learning 
Disabilities, University of Nottingham).

4.5 Existing relationship with NHS 
colleagues
We are well placed to conduct the proposed 
research. Key NHS genetic service colleagues 
are already closely involved with development 
and implementation of the PEGASUS initiative. 
The proposal also builds on our existing 
research collaborations in the proposed NHS 
settings including work on newborn screening 
in low prevalence areas (with LM), and access 
and equity in genetic services (with CmcK, 
LM, SH). In addition, local NHS colleagues 
(haemoglobinopathy and genetic counsellors) are 
willing to help facilitate access to study participants 
by approaching parents for their permission to pass 
contact details to the research team.

Named NHS collaborators who have indicated 
their support for and collaboration with the study 
include West Midlands Regional Genetics Service 
(C McKeown, Consultant in Clinical Genetics; S 
Khan, A Ahmad, L Mathers, Genetic Counsellors); 
Regional Antenatal Screening Coordinator in 
W Midlands & Perinatal Institute (S Hodgkiss); 
National Lead for Child Health Screening and W 
Midlands Child Health Screening Coordinator ( 
G Augustine); Chief Executive of PCT Specialised 
Commissioning Services for West Midlands (S 
Christie), Directors of Nursing in the PCTs of 
Birmingham (V Jones, S Ali), SCT counselling 
services in Birmingham (L Miller, S Crawford), 
Director of Newborn Screening Laboratory in West 
Midlands (A Green); PEGASUS education network 
of professionals involved in haemoglobinopathy 
screening including members of user (UK 
Thalassasemia Society; Sickle Cell Society) and 
professional groups (Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia 
Association of Counsellors; UK Forum on 
Haemoglobin Disorders).
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5. Project timetable
Months Research activity/stage 

–5 to 0 Application for ethical approval (MREC, 
LREC, NHS Trust), recruitment of research 
staff, development of questionnaire

0–3 Questionnaire survey of current national 
practice and analysis, preparation of topic 
guides for qualitative interviews

4–14 Recruitment for and conduct of qualitative 
interviews with parents and health 
professionals, transcription and translation, 
analysis of early interviews

15–20 Analysis, validation and write-up

Justification for support requested
We require a senior research fellow to undertake 
day-to-day project management, lead ethics and 
other governance, develop study materials, be a 
stakeholder liaison, deal with aspects of fieldwork, 
supervise a research colleague, identify and address 
cultural/language issues for the study, and be 
responsible for leading the analysis and final report 
write-up. In addition, a second, experienced (given 
the sensitivity of the topic and skills required when 
interviewing parents) researcher is necessary to 
implement the questionnaire survey (including 
data entry and analysis) and lead and conduct, 
analysis, validation and write-up of the qualitative 
interviews. To accommodate the anticipated 
lengthy and complex process for recruiting a 
parent sample for interview, this post will be part-
time for the full duration of the study.

Other costs sought include those to support 
travel (multiple sites, considerable NHS liaison, 
recruitment and data collection); meetings of 
the steering group; equipment and support for 
research staff; recording equipment; qualitative 
interview transcribing; costs of producing study 
information, and questionnaires; interpreting 
and translation costs; and other costs (stationery, 
photocopying, telephone).
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